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Performance Analysis of Encrypted Code Analyzer
for Malicious Code Detection

Daewon Kim, Yongsung Jeon, and Jeongnyeo Kim
Cyber Security Research Department
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
Daejeon, Korea
emails: {dwkim77, ysjeon, jnkim}@etri.re.kr

Abstract—Signature-based malicious code detection systems
cannot in real-time detect unknowns, such as polymorphic and
metamorphic codes, which can be used as zero-day attacks.
More serious situation is that many automated engines easily
generate new malicious codes without the attacker’s special
knowledge. We have already proposed a method to detect polymorphic parts of suspicious packets in anomalous network
traffic. In this paper, we introduce the experiments and analysis to show the real field effectiveness and performance of our
method.
Keywords-zero-day attack; malicious code; polymorphic
code; unknown attack; intrusion prevention system.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Static analysis methods [2] to detect polymorphic exploit
codes can be avoided by exploits using static analysis resistant techniques, which includes disassembly thwarting and
self-modifying code techniques. To catch the techniques,
dynamic analysis methods that directly emulate the instructions of packets include full dynamic analysis methods [3],
which use a CPU emulator, and a hybrid analysis method [4],
which uses both static and dynamic analyses.
Full emulation methods have an advantage in that they
can detect most encrypted malicious codes. However, the
overhead of emulating instructions makes it difficult to apply
to real high-speed networks. A hybrid method offers better
performance than a full method because the starting point of
emulation can be selected through the support of a static
analysis. However, hybrid methods are still insufficient for
real networks owing to the complicated operational process
of a static analyzer and an emulator.
Our previous work [1] showed that it can detect the decryption routine using the disassembly thwarting and selfmodifying techniques. In this paper, we will present more
practical examples and experiment results to show real field
effectiveness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we overview our method and describe the operation steps. In
Section 3, we show our evaluation results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.
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II.

ENCRYPTED CODE ANALYZER

In this section, we will present the overview and example
of our previous work [1] to help the understanding of our
experiment results.
A. Overview
Our encrypted code analyzer detects the loop code instructions in an encrypted exploit code to decrypt the encrypted code itself. Normally, for ease of development, the
decryption routine of an encrypted code stores the current
program counter value on the stack and uses the value as the
address for accessing the memory of an encrypted original
code. Our previous work includes four kinds of components.
Firstly, seed detector detects the instructions loading the
current program counter, which is a base value, into the stack.
The Register Loading Base Value (RLBV) detector traces a
register loading the program counter value on the stack. The
Memory access Using Base Value (MUBV) detector traces
the movements of registers including the base value between
instructions. Lastly, loop detector determines the existence of
a loop code if the final register traced by the MUBV detector
is used for the instructions to access memory.
B. Operation Process
Non-malicious codes normally don't hide their original
codes. One of new techniques for avoiding signature-based
detection systems is code encryption. Encrypted malicious
codes, which are polymorphic codes, have any code routine
for decrypting to original codes at run-time. Our analyzer is
based on the special patterns of decryption routine codes. If
there are non-malicious codes that have similar behaviors to
malicious codes, it needs more time and analysis to classify
those. The cases are out of scope for our analyzer targeting
real-time detection.
The analyzer in Figure 1(a) detects the seed instructions
that store the address value related to the current program
counter into a stack memory. The address indicates the start
address of encrypted codes, which is called the base address.
If the seed instructions are detected, the analyzer generates a
virtual stack to trace the operations of the stack with the base
address and in (b) detects a register loading the base address.
After that, (c) the analyzer traces the movements of the base
address from the first register, and (d) checks whether the
final register with the base address is used for accessing a
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Figure 1. Encrypted code analyzer: (a) seed codes, (b) RLBV codes, (c)
MUBV codes, (d) loop codes, and (e) encrypted codes.

valid memory address. The detected codes of (d) decrypt the
encrypted codes of (e).
The seed detector finds the instructions shown in Figure
1(a) and creates a virtual stack. The instructions frequently
used for a seed are call, fsave, fnsave, fstenv, and fnstenv. As
an example, if fnstenv [esp-0c] is detected, the base address
is on the top of the stack and is written on the created virtual
stack. To decrypt the encrypted codes, the loop codes load
the base address into a register using instructions such as pop
esi. The RLBV detector traces the position of the base address stored on the real stack using a virtual stack that is operated by instructions such as push/pop, inc/dec/sub/add, and
mov. Finally, the detector determines the last register using
the base address.
A register with the base address is referenced for accessing the address range of the encrypted code. Attackers can
move the base address to other registers to hide the memory
accesses referenced by the register with the base address.
The MUBV detector expresses the movements between registers as the connection graph for inspecting the register relations. Through this graph, the detector can determine a final
register with the base address. The loop detector analyzes the
instructions for accessing any range of memory with the base
address included in the detected register. One case of instructions is xor byte ptr [ecx+esi-1],93, and our detector analyzes
the validity of the address range. If the instruction accesses
the memory range near the re-assembled payloads, the detector determines that the payloads are encrypted malicious
codes and reports the start-position, Senc, and end-position,
Eenc, to our signature generation system. Our previous work
[1] described the encrypted code analyzer in greater detail.
III.

EXPERIMENTS

Our previous work showed the detection rate, false positive rate, and performance of our encrypted code analyzer.
For evaluating the detection rate, we used four kinds of polymorphic generation tools, and thirteen kinds of polymorphic generation engines. Our analyzer archived a 100% detection rate for all polymorphic codes that include disassembly thwarting and self-modifying code techniques.
Figure 2 shows several detection results against the encryption routines that were generated from the use of
Linux/x86/shell_bind_tcp exploit. Moreover, the low instruction traversing counts indicate that the detection speed of our
analyzer is similar to other static methods.
Figure 3 shows the processing overhead estimated under
the system for a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 processor with 4 GB of
RAM on Cent OS (kernel version 2.6.9). The sample is network traffic captured as pcap files in a university that has
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Figure 2. The decryption routines detected by the encrypted code analyzer: (a) Call4DwordXor, (b) FnstenvMov, (c) PexAlpha-Num, and (d)
NonAlpha (e) Pex.

Figure 3. The processing overhead.

policies for clean network. The C function gettimeofday()
was used for evaluating each processing overheads. The yaxis analysis time was calculated as the difference of
full_time, which includes pcap_parsing+disassemble+detection, and disassemble_time, which includes pcap_parsing+disassemble. The analysis time is the detection time of our
analyzer and it means the RLBV+MUBV+loop detector time
except for the seed detector.
The results show a linear increasing trend similar to the
static methods. Normally, exploit code size is small under a
few tens of kilobytes. It means that the result of InputSize x
1 is useful to show a linear overhead. If the bad cases that
suspicious traffic is continuously analyzed as back-to-back
are considered, other two graphs are useful to show to maintain a linear increasing of analysis time. At present, we guess
that the abnormal increase between the last two points, which
are 2111.848 and 2558.675, on Input Size x 100 is occurred
by any buffer problems between our analyzer and disassembler [5].
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

For the detection of polymorphic codes, we have already
proposed a new static analysis method for detecting selfcontained polymorphic codes using static analysis resistant
techniques. In this paper, we overviewed the main functions
and presented experiments to show the real field effectiveness of the proposal.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Abstract— Cyber targeted attack has sophisticated attack
techniques using malwares to exploit vulnerabilities in systems
and external Command & Control (C&C) servers are
continuously monitoring and extracting data off a specific
target. Since this attacking process is working continuously
and uses diverse malicious codes and attacking routes, it is
considered to be difficult to detect in advance. The paper
proposes an indirect analytical method based on the Testing
Data Set (TDS) that includes various malware behaviors for
detecting cyber attacks. Especially, the proposed TDS contains
both network and host dataset by running recently collected
malwares in a secure testbed environment for collecting
specific behaviors of the malware infections and activations.
Such a combination of the self-generated datasets provides a
valuable information source for the malware behavior analysis.
Keywords-Malicious Code; Behavior-based Analysis; Testing
Data Set; Host-based Malicious Behavior; Network-based
Behavior

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, a common phenomenon of recently increasing
cyber attacks tends to focus on a specific target with
preparations for a long period. Such complicated and
stealthy attacks, known as the Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT), normally begin with a customized malware
penetration for a target system infection in order to collect
internal information of the target system. The malwares in
the infected system continuously communicate with the
Command & Control (C&C) servers to transmit the internal
system information to hackers that was collected in advance.
Then, the hacker can control the target system as well as
other surround servers and resources by transferring
additional malwares. Finally, the hacker achieves an
intended purpose, such as the destruction of a target system,
or to take the financial gains, with acquired controls over the
target system and terminates the attack without leaving any
evidences for the traces.
Many researches and studies are on-going to find and
prevent such sophisticated APT attacks in advance that are
found to be the main cause of the recent cyber incidents.
Since most of the APT attacks begin with a malware
infections, therefore studies for the detection of anomalies in
the system caused by APT is also being actively conducted.
Generally, those analysis methods used to predict the
anomalies are being investigated through either the static or
dynamic analysis of malwares. Also, there is an indirect
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analysis method, which is based on the data generated in a
secure environment, for the malware infections and
activations.
The paper proposes an indirect analytical method based on
the Testing Data Set (TDS) that includes various malware
behaviors. For the conventional Network TDS, it is not easy
to get a useful dataset due to the different types of network
attacks happening in the heterogeneous environments. Also,
the Internet Server Providers (ISP) are not able to publically
open the network TDS, that are collected for traffic analysis
for the management purposes, due to the subscriber privacy
policy. In case when the dataset is available, the network
payload that contains personal and classified information
such as IP address is removed or modified, which becomes
an improper dataset for security analysis. Table I presents
various types of the network TDS that are used for the
attack analysis [1]-[5]. In case of the Host TDS, which
obviously contains behavioral information for PC users
including application usages and processes details, it was
not easy to find a proper dataset to analyze. Consequently,
the proposed testbed generates self-generated TDS which
contains both network and host dataset by running collected
malwares. The self-generated combination of both Host and
Network TDS provides a valuable information source for
the malware behavior analysis before the collected malware
patches can be available to prevent collection of active
behaviors of the malware.
TABLE I.

NETWORK TDS

NAME

KDD
CUP
1999

MIT
LINCOLN
LAB

NLANR

CAIDA

SONY
MAWI

ATTACKS

DOS,
BACKDOOR,
BUFFER
OVERFLOW

DOS,
DDOS

SLAMMER,
CODE-RED

WITTY

SLAMMER
, WITTY

PACKET
SIZE

HEADER
LENGTH

NO LIMIT

HEADER
LENGTH

N/A

96 BYTES

USAGE

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION FOR IDS

COLLECTI
NG TIME

1999

AMOUNTS
(MB)

17

FORMAT

PCAP

1998~
2000
150~
200
PCAP

TRAFFIC COLLECTION, ANALYSIS
1999~

2001

2001

25~40

1

100~150

TSH

TEXT

PCAP

PRESENT
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Especially in the past, it was common to use a Virtual
Machine (VM) to evaluate the runtime malware behaviors.
As malwares were, discovered recently, programmed to
circumvent the VM environment, therefore we apply a
system reboot software to roll-back the system into an initial
clean state when every time malwares are executed.
The rest of the paper consists of three sections. It begins
with the Section II, which contains a proposed TDS
generation environment in details including a network
configuration with testbed components, detailed contents of
the collected host and network TDS. And a method to
collect the recent malwares and setup Host PCs to maximize
the malware activation rate as well as a method of collecting
and storing data generated by the actual executions of
malicious codes will be described in the Section III. Finally,
Section IV concludes a paper after reviewing and evaluating
the resulting TDS.
II.

TDS GENERATION ENVIRONMENT

We generated normal and abnormal data separately to get
the TDS. The normal data could be a collection of host data
generated from computers, e.g., name of process or
triggering time of a specific event, while users doing their
normal job with computers, without infection of malwares. It
also includes the network traffic data generated from devices
linked with network, e.g., source IP address, destination port,
or starting time of a specific session, simultaneously with the
above host data.

An abnormal data could be generated after activating
malicious codes. We have gathered diverse malicious codes
in advance and executed them automatically to get an
abnormal data sets which includes both host data and
network traffic data.
A. Network Architectures and Components
The TDS generation environment proposed has a
different approach to get the both normal TDS and abnormal
TDS. The following Figure 1 depicts network architecture
of our testbed for collecting the normal and abnormal TDS.
This testbed is designed as similar as to a general network
architecture in real world. It includes general components,
e.g., user computers, a web server, switches, routers, and a
database server. It also contains a notebook for an attacker,
C&C servers, a PMS (Patch Management System) server,
and redirection server for support advanced attacks. To
make this testbed to be the same as real enterprise network
architecture, we include commercial security devices, e.g.,
IPS (Intrusion Prevention System), WAF (Web Application
Firewall), and UTM (Unified Threat Management).
To collect TDS by generating two types of data, we need
the following components including User Computers (UC),
Host Data Collector (HDC), Network Data Collector (NDC),
Network Traffic Collecting Device (NTCD), Servers for
Network Drive (SND), and Malware Crawler (MC). We
installed a specialized software on the Host Data Collector
(HDC) at UCs and activated it to get the TDS of user PCs.

Figure 1. Network Architecture for Collecting Normal and Abnormal TDS

Figure 1. A Testbed Configuration of the TDS Generation Environment.
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The UCs must be connected with the SND for
transporting the collected host TDS. The HDC is an agent
program for logging host data including the triggering time
of a specific event, event user, process name, process
identity, parent process identity, threat identity, event
number, event name, API name, path of a specific process,
parameters for calling APIs, etc. The logged data will be
saved into a form of binary file (.DAT) once in a minute.
For the Host TDS, a set of binary files will be stored in a
local directory temporally and moved to a specific folder of
the network drive. We can select APIs for logging and filter
some processes not to be saved selectively. The NDC
collects and stores network data from the NTCD that tapped
into a local switch. The network data includes Connection
Start time, Connection End tine, Source IP Address,
Destination IP Address, Source PORT, Destination PORT,
Protocol, Inbound Flow Bytes, Outbound Flow Bytes,
Numbers of Inbound Packets, Numbers of Outbound
Packets, Service Name and Service Provider information and
etc.
The NTCD includes DPI (Deep Packet Inspection)
engines and flow collector which is based on multicoreprocessors. It can control asymmetric traffics using
clustering technologies, support to set up controlling policies
and to subscribe server-based session statistics [6]. The SND
is a kind of storage server for the hosts TDS, which is stored
in local directory of user’s computer temporally. We can set
up this network drive at the Windows Explorer of UCs. The
MC is automated programs that create copies of malwares
from some malware sample sites, e.g., Vxvault or Malshare.
Resulting logs for visiting web sites are stored at Mongodb
and malware information can be stored at MySQL [7][8].
B. Contents of TDS
The Testing Data Set (TDS) contains many useful data
for the security analysis. We selected some items primarily
for analyzing status of the host computer system and
networks, e.g., malware behaviors or abnormal network
flows. But, it can be applied to many fields for security
analysis, since it includes the real case normal and abnormal
host and network data which can be correlated in the both
time and IP addresses. For example, an identified malware
process with a PID, local IP and port information can help
to find overall network connectivity of the malware to the
external networks.
Following Table II and Table III show a set of collected
items of each host and network data respectively [9]. Firstly,
the collected items of the host data includes an Index
Number of Event, Triggering Time of Event, Event User,
Process Name, Process Identity, Parent Process Identity,
Threat Identity, Event Number, Event Name, Windows API
Name, Process Path, and Parameter of Calling APIs.
Also, the collected items of network data includes a
Connection Start time, Connection End time, Source IP
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Address, Destination IP Address, Source PORT, Destination
PORT, Protocol, Inbound Flow Bytes, Outbound Flow
Bytes, Numbers of Inbound Packets, Numbers of Outbound
Packets, Service Name and Service Provider information.
TABLE II.

COLLECTED ITEMS OF HOST DATA

Collected items

Description

Index

Sequence number of a specific event

Time

Triggering time of a specific event

User ID

Event user

Process Name

Process name

PID

Process identity

PPID

Parent process identity

TID

Thread identity

Event Number

Event Number

Event Name

Event Name

API Name

Name of Windows API

Path

Path of a specific process

Parameter

Parameters for calling APIs

TABLE III.

COLLECTED ITEMS OF NETWORK DATA

Collected items

Description

startTime

Starting time of a specific session

endTime

Terminating time of a specific session

Duration

Duration of a specific session

srcIp

Source IP address

destIp

Destination IP address

srcPort

Source port number

destPort

Destination port number

tcpFlag

TCP flag

protocol

Protocol name

inpkts

The number of input packets

outpkts

The number of output packets

inbytes

The amount of bytes for input packets

outbytes

The amount of bytes for output packets

service

Service name

device

Device name,

Sp

Name of service provider,

Status

Normal (0) / Abnormal behavior
(malware name)
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Figure 2. A Conceptual Structure for Collecting of Abnormal Data.

III.

METHOD OF COLLECTING TDS

A. Collection of Recent Malwares
The malwares, recently founded, should be collected and
managed to generate an abnormal data continuously. The
MC creates copies of malwares from the malware sample
sites including the Vxvault and Malshare, and stores them. It
also manages malware related information using a database.
The resulting logs for visiting the web sites are stored at the
Mongodb and malware’s information can be stored at the
MySQL.
TABLE IV.

TABLE STRUCTURE FOR STORING MALWARES’
INFORMATION

Field

Type

Description

no

int(11)

Sequence number

type

text

Name of malware sample site

reg_time

text

Stored time

malware_name

text

Name of malware

download_link

text

Download URL

status

text

Status
(Wait/Fetched/Completed/stop)

analysis_ip

text

IP address of performing analysis

start_time

text

Starting time of analysis

end_time

text

End time of analysis
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The above Table IV shows a detailed information of the
collected malware information with the DB table structure.
After the MC copies the collected malwares from the
malware sample sites, it calculates the hash values of those
collected malwares and removes duplicated malwares by
comparing each hash values. We use the SHA256 hash
algorithm for hashing [10].
When a malware is registered for the first time, the initial
status information is “Wait”, and the client program in the
HDC copy the target malware to activate, resulting status
changed to the “Fetched” state. The status of malwares can
be changed as “Completed” in case of finishing analysis or
activation, and as “Stop” in case of being interrupted
because of some errors.
B. Collection of Abnormal Data
Figure 2 depicts a conceptual structure for collecting the
abnormal data. The HDC programs installed at 4 UCs are
activated to get the TDS for host data. It copies malwares
those status are in “Wait” state from the MC and activates
them one by one. The logged data will be made into a form
of binary file (.DAT) in every minute. The Host TDS, a set
of binary files, will be stored in local directory temporally,
and moved to a specific folder of the network drive.
The binary files are generally used for a host data analysis,
but should be transformed to the CSV file format using a
parser for the cyber-genome analysis and co-relation
analysis. We set up 4 UCs with different environmental
settings, as shown in the Table V. We selected applications
for installation by referencing the CVE (Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures) lists [11].
The NTCD is positioned at a connection point between an
external and internal network in order to detect malicious
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behaviors which occur from the outside, and collects the
network traffic data generated between the external and
internal network.
The 20 data factors which are collected by the network
data collector includes Connection Start time, Connection
End time, Source IP Address, Destination IP Address,
Source PORT, Destination PORT, Protocol, Inbound Flow
Bytes, Outbound Flow Bytes, Numbers of Inbound Packets,
Numbers of Outbound Packets, Service Name and Service
Provider information.
TABLE V.
User PC_1
OS

in the Cyber Gene and Correlation analysis. Additionally,
the hash values of malwares names from the VirusTotal
were generated as an Excel format for analysis.
Following Figure 3 and 4 represents a sample host and
network TDS collected respectively.

DIFFERENT SETUPS OF 4 UCS
User PC_2

User PC_3

User PC_4

windows 7 SP1 32bit

windows 7 SP1 64bit

IE 10

IE 11

IE 10

IE 11

Flash
Player 14

Flash
Player 15

Flash
Player 16

Flash
Player 17

Acrobat
Reader 10

Acrobat
Reader 11

Acrobat
Reader 10

Acrobat
Reader 11

Figure 3. Host TDS

.NET
Google Chrome 43.X
Installed
Applicati
ons

SDK
Silver Lite
MSOffice 2003 SP2 / MSOffice 2007 SP3 / MSOffice
2013 SP1
HWP 2010/2014, 7zip, Nateon, Alftp, Mplayer, Notepad,
Putty, MS Outlook, Outlook Express, cmd, telnet,
utorrent, gzip, vim, Wordpad, Kakaotalk, Facebook,
windows media player, GOMaudio, Google Drive, gimp,
Filezilla, Smplayer, Xmplay, pnotes, Naver Streaming
Service, Stickies, Cpu-z, Freecommander, Apache,
Unitaller

After it collects the network flow data from the edge
routers and it sends the data which should be included in
payload defined UDP packet to NDC for a network
topology processing. NDC makes and stores network TDS
locally as a format of CSV file. It can be used for network
analysis. By inputting a hash value of a specific malware to
VirusTotal site, MC gets some diagnosis results that over 40
vaccine companies have [12]. It can be referred to host
analysis or co-relation analysis.
For the evaluation purpose, we have collected and
generated a TDS by executing 3,392 malwares during two
weeks periods. Each host collector is configured to collect
the process information for 5 minutes until malwares were
properly executed, then the notification of malware process
terminations were forwarded to the NDC.
For recursive testing of heterogeneous malwares, the
Comback 7.0 was used to support automatic reboot of the
system to its original state after collecting the malware
process information [13]. For the network TDS, the
collected binary data is converted to the CSV file of 434
MB for analysis, and 6.7 TB were collected for the binary
type host TDS.
The host TDS were also converted to a CSV file type with
a specific parser developed for easy data analysis to be used
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Figure 4. Network TDS

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To cope with the increasing advanced cyber attacks and
to overcome the limitations of the conventional Network
TDS, the paper proposed an indirect analytical method for
detecting advanced cyber attacks (APT) by proposing a
collection method of the Testing Data Set (TDS) that
includes various malware behaviors. To do so, a testbed was
designed to suit with the real network environments and
various types of recent malware were collected for
evaluating the resulting dataset collected.
The self-generated dataset collects predefined 12 and 17
detailed components information of the Host and Network
TDS respectively. The combination of both Host TDS and
Network TDS provides a valuable information source for
the malware behavior analysis. For the future works, a TDS
collection for the known malware with behavior information
will provides a useful insight for malware analysis which
helps to create categorized datasets based on the different
types of the malware behaviors.
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Abstract—Beginning just over one year ago, Smart Information Flow Technologies (SIFT) and the University of Minnesota
teamed up to create a fully autonomous Cyber Reasoning
System (CRS) to compete in the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) Cyber Grand Challenge (CGC).
Starting from our prior work on autonomous cyber defense and
symbolic analysis of binary programs, we developed numerous
new components to create F UZZ B OMB. In this paper, we outline
several of the major advances we developed for F UZZ B OMB,
and review its performance in the first phase of the CGC
competition.
Keywords-autonomous cyber defense; symbolic analysis; protocol learning; binary rewriting.

vulnerabilities, FuzzBALL found inputs triggering all but
one, many with less than five seconds of search [2].
Together, F UZZBUSTER and FuzzBALL provided the
seeds of a strategic reasoning framework and deep binary
analysis methods needed for our F UZZ B OMB CRS. However, many challenges still had to be addressed to form
a fully functioning and competitive CRS. In this paper,
Section II describes the CGC competition, Sections III
and IV overview our prior components, Section V outlines
several of the major advances we developed for F UZZ B OMB,
and Section VI reviews its performance in the first phase of
the CGC competition.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. DARPA’ S C YBER G RAND C HALLENGE

In June 2014, DARPA funded seven teams to build
autonomous CRSs to compete in the DARPA CGC. SIFT
and the University of Minnesota (UMN) together formed
the F UZZ B OMB team, building on our prior work on the
F UZZBUSTER cyber defense system [1] and the FuzzBALL
symbolic analysis tool [2].
SIFT’s F UZZBUSTER system automatically finds flaws
in software using symbolic analysis tools and fuzz testing,
refines its understanding of the flaws using additional testing, and then synthesizes adaptations (e.g., input filters or
source-code patches) to prevent future exploitation of those
flaws, while also preserving functionality. F UZZBUSTER
includes an extensible plug-in architecture for adding new
analysis and adaptation tools, along with a time-aware,
utility-based meta-control system that chooses which tools
are used on which applications during a mission [3]. Before
the CGC began, F UZZBUSTER had already automatically
found and shielded or repaired dozens of flaws in widelyused software including Linux tools, web browsers, and web
servers.
In separate research, Prof. Stephen McCamant at UMN
had been developing the FuzzBALL tool to perform symbolic analysis of binary x86 code. FuzzBALL combines
static analysis and symbolic execution to find flaws and
proofs of vulnerability through heuristic-directed search and
constraint solving. On a standard suite of buffer overflow

Briefly, the CGC is designed to be a simplified form of
Capture the Flag game in which DARPA supplies Challenge
Binaries (CBs) that nominally perform some server-like
function, responding to client connections and engaging in
some behavioral protocol as the client and server communicate. The CBs are run on a modified Linux operating system
called Decree, which provides a limited set of system calls.
In the competition, CBs are provided as binaries only (no
source code) and are undocumented, so the CRSs have no
idea what function they are supposed to perform. However,
in some cases a network packet capture (PCAP) file is
provided, giving noisy, incomplete traces of normal nonfaulting client/server interactions (“pollers”). Within each
CB is one or more vulnerability that can be accessed by the
client sending some inputs, leading to a program crash. To
win the game, a CRS must find the vulnerability-triggering
inputs (called Proofs of Vulnerability (PoVs)) and also repair
the binary so that the PoVs no longer cause a crash, and
all non-PoV poller behavior is preserved. The complex
scoring system rewards finding PoVs, repairing PoVs, and
preserving poller behavior, and penalizes increases in CB
size and decreases in CB speed.
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III. BACKGROUND : F UZZBUSTER
Since 2010, we have been developing F UZZBUSTER under
DARPA’s Clean-Slate Design of Resilient, Adaptive, Secure
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Figure 1. F UZZBUSTER refines both proactive and reactive fault exemplars
into vulnerability profiles, then develops and deploys adaptations that
remove vulnerabilities.

Hosts (CRASH) program to use software analysis and adaptation to defeat a wide variety of cyber-threats. By coordinating the operation of automatic tools for software analysis,
test generation, vulnerability refinement, and adaptation generation, F UZZBUSTER provides long-term immunity against
both observed attacks and novel (zero-day) cyber-attacks.
F UZZBUSTER operates both reactively and proactively, as
illustrated in Figure 1. When an attacker deploys an exploit
and triggers a program fault (or other detected misbehavior),
F UZZBUSTER captures the operating environment and recent
program inputs into a reactive exemplar. Similarly, when
F UZZBUSTER’s own software analysis and fuzz-testing tools
proactively create a potential exploit, it is summarized
in a proactive exemplar. These exemplars are essentially
tests that indicate a (possible) vulnerability in the software,
which F UZZBUSTER must characterize and then shield from
future exploitation. For example, an exemplar could hold a
particular long input string that arrived immediately before
an observed program fault.
Starting from an exemplar, F UZZBUSTER uses its program
analysis tools and fuzz-testing tools to refine its understanding of the vulnerability, building a vulnerability profile (VP).
For example, F UZZBUSTER can use concolic testing to find
that the long-string reactive exemplar is triggering a buffer
overflow, and the VP would capture this information. Or,
F UZZBUSTER can use delta-debugging and other fuzzing
tools to determine the minimal portion of the string that
triggers the fault.
At the same time, F UZZBUSTER tries to create software
adaptations that shield or repair the underlying vulnerability.
In the simplest case, F UZZBUSTER may choose to create a
filter rule that blocks some or all of the exemplar input (i.e.,
stopping the same or similar attacks from working a second
time). This may not shield the full extent of the vulnerability
(or may be too broad, compromising normal operation),
so F UZZBUSTER will keep working to refine the VP and
develop more effective adaptations. Even symbolic analysis
may not yield a minimal description of the inputs that
can trigger a vulnerability: there may be many vulnerable
paths, only some of which are summarized by a constraint
description. Over time, as F UZZBUSTER refines the VP and
gains a better understanding of the flaw, it may create more
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Figure 2.
engine.

An overview of our FuzzBALL binary symbolic execution

sophisticated and effective adaptations, such as filters that
block strings based on length not exact content, or actual
software patches that repair the buffer overflow flaw.
While F UZZBUSTER already had the coordination infrastructure and representation/reasoning to manage exemplars,
VPs, and adaptations, many of the tools we had integrated
could not apply to the CGC because they do not operate
directly on binaries. To fill these gaps and support the full
spectrum of vulnerability detection, exploitation, and repair
needed for CGC, we integrated with UMN’s FuzzBALL and
also developed new components, as described below.
IV. BACKGROUND : F UZZ BALL
FuzzBALL is a flexible engine for symbolic execution and
automatic program analysis, targeted specifically at binary
software. In the following paragraphs we briefly describe
the concepts of symbolic execution and explain FuzzBALL’s
architecture, emphasizing its features aimed at binary code.
The basic principle of symbolic execution is to replace
certain concrete values in a program’s state with symbolic
variables. Typically, symbolic variables are used to represent
the inputs to a program or sub-function, and the symbolic
analysis results in an understanding of what inputs can lead
to different parts of a program. An interpreter executes
the program, accumulating symbolic expressions for the
results of computations that involve symbolic variables,
and constraints (in terms of those symbols) that describe
which conditional branches will occur. These symbolic
expressions are valuable because they can summarize the
effect of many potential concrete executions (i.e., many
possible inputs). When a symbolic expression is used in a
control-flow instruction, we call the formula that controls the
target a branch condition. On a complete program run, the
conjunction of the conditions for all the symbolic branches
is the path condition. We can use an Satisfiability Modulo
Theories (SMT) solver (such as Z3 [4]) on a path condition
to find a set of concrete input values that would cause the
corresponding path to be executed, or to determine what
other paths might be feasible.
Many symbolic execution tools operate on program source
code (e.g., KLEE, Crest), but FuzzBALL is differentiated
by its focus on symbolic execution of binary code. At
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its core, FuzzBALL is an interpreter for machine (e.g.,
x86) instructions, but one in which the values in registers
and memory can be symbolic expressions rather than just
concrete bit patterns. Figure 2 shows a graphical overview of
FuzzBALL’s architecture. As it explores possible executions
of a binary, FuzzBALL builds a decision tree data structure.
The decision tree is a binary tree in which each node represents the occurrence of a symbolic branch on a particular
execution path, and a node has children labeled “false” and
“true” representing the next symbolic branch that will occur
in either case. FuzzBALL uses the decision tree to ensure
that each path it explores is different, and that exploration
stops if no further paths are possible.
We have used FuzzBALL on several CGC-relevant
research projects, which typically build on the basic
FuzzBALL engine by adding heuristics or other features specialized for a particular problem domain. For
F UZZ B OMB and the CGC, we integrated FuzzBALL with
the F UZZBUSTER reasoning framework and significantly
extended FuzzBALL’s program analysis capabilities.
V. N EW D EVELOPMENTS
A. Hierarchical Architecture
We designed F UZZ B OMB to operate on our in-house
cluster of up to 20 Dell Poweredge C6100 blade chassis, each holding eight Intel XEON Harpertown quad-core
CPUs. To allocate this rack of computers, we designed a
hierarchical command-and-control scheme in which different F UZZ B OMB agents play different roles. At the top of
the hierarchy, several agents are designated as “Optimus”,
or leader agents. At any time, one is the primary leader,
known as Optimus Prime (OP). All of the other Optimi
are “hot backups,” in case OP goes down for any reason
(hardware failure, software crash, network isolation). All
messages sent to OP are also sent to all of the other Optimi,
so that their knowledge is kept up to date at all times. We
enhanced our existing fault detection and leader election
protocol methods to ensure that an OP is active in the cluster
with very high reliability. We usually configure F UZZ B OMB
with three Optimi, each run on a different hardware chassis
in the cluster.
Below OP, a set of “F UZZ B OMB-Master” agents are
designated, each to manage the reasoning about a single
CB. OP’s main job is allocating CBs to those Master
agents and giving them each additional resources (other
F UZZ B OMBS, DVMs) to use to improve their score on a
CB. A F UZZ B OMB-Master’s job is improve its score on its
designated CB, using its allocated computing resources in
the best way possible (whether that is analysis, rewriting,
or testing/scoring). As progress is made on each CB, the
responsible F UZZ B OMB-Master will report that progress and
the best-revised-CB-so-far back to OP.
OP’s objective is to maximize the system’s overall score,
keeping in mind deadlines and other considerations. By
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design, OP should dynamically re-allocate the reasoning
assets to the most challenging problems, to maximize the
overall system’s score. OP is also responsible for uploading
F UZZ B OMB’s final best answers to the competition.
B. FuzzBALL Improvements
F UZZ B OMB uses an improved FuzzBALL symbolic execution engine in an approach that combines ideas from
symbolic execution and static analysis in order to find vulnerabilities in binary programs. A static-style analysis identifies parts of the program that might contain a vulnerability.
Then a symbolic execution search seeks an execution path
from the start of the program to the possible vulnerability
point that constitutes a proof of vulnerability. Symbolic
execution generates a number of input constraint sets, each
set representing a family of related program execution paths.
The symbolic execution engine uses these constraint sets
to determine the inputs to the program that can reach the
program vulnerability, offering a proof-of-concept exploit.
While exploring this space, the symbolic execution engine
will encounter many decision points (such as conditional
branches). Each of these decision points branches off a new
set of paths, leading to an exponentially growing number
of paths. Exploring this search space of paths represents a
significant computational effort. Scaling up the search in a
way that mitigates this path explosion poses a key challenge.
To overcome this problem, we applied parallelization techniques and heuristic search improvements, as well as other
algorithmic changes.
1) Heuristic Guidance: Because the space of program executions is vast, even in the constraint-based representations
of symbolic reasoning, heuristic guidance is essential. For
the CGC, the key objective is to guide the search towards potential vulnerabilities. F UZZ B OMB identifies potentially vulnerable instruction sequences and uses abstraction heuristics
to focus the search towards those targets. Although a wide
variety of source-level coding mistakes can leave a program
vulnerable, these dangerous constructs are more uniform
when viewed in terms of the binary-level capability they
give to an attacker. For example, many types of source-code
vulnerabilities create binary code in which the destination of
an indirect jump instruction can be influenced by an attacker.
The source-code and compiler details about why such a
controllable jump arises are often irrelevant, and are not our
focus. In particular, F UZZ B OMB does not try to decompile
a binary back to a source language, nor will it identify
which particular source code flaw describes a vulnerability.
F UZZ B OMB’s search guidance strategies target just these
end-result capabilities, e.g., searching for an indirect jump
that can be controlled to lead to attack code.
F UZZ B OMB uses problem relaxation heuristics to reduce the search space of possible executions, drawing on
recent advances in heuristic search techniques for directed
symbolic execution and Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning.
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To search through very large spaces, these techniques use
rapid solutions to relaxed or approximate versions of their
real problems to provide heuristic guidance. Over the last
dozen years, research on relaxation heuristics has produced
immense improvements in the scalability of AI planning
and other techniques. For example, Edelkamp et al. [5]
report up to four orders of magnitude reduction in nodes
searched in model-checking. Similarly, AI planning systems
have gone from producing plans with no more than 15
steps to plans with hundreds of steps (representing many
orders of magnitude improvement in space searched). These
techniques are only now being applied to directed symbolic
execution to help find program paths to vulnerabilities (e.g.,
Ma et al. [6]).
For F UZZ B OMB, the problem is to find a symbolic execution path through a program that leads to a vulnerability. One
key research challenge is finding the best relaxation method
for symbolic execution domains. We developed an approach
using causal graph heuristics found in AI planning search [7]
to direct symbolic execution, in a manner similar to callchain backwards symbolic execution [6]. These heuristics
use factorization to generate a causal model of subproblems,
then “abstract away” interactions between the subproblems
to create a relaxed version of the problem that can be solved
quickly at each decision point during search. In symbolic
execution, solving the relaxed problem determines:
•

•

A reachability analysis to a vulnerability. If the relaxation of the program indicates a vulnerability is
unreachable from a particular program decision point,
then exploring from that point is fruitless.
A distance estimate at each decision point that lets
exploration proceed along an estimated shortest path.

To generate the relaxation heuristic, F UZZ B OMB uses
the causal model present within data-flow and control-flow
graph (CFG) structures used in binary program analysis. For
instance, in a CFG, nodes represent blocks of code and edges
represent execution order. This provides a subproblem structure, allowing for bottom-up solving of each subproblem.
2) Other Improvements: The FuzzBALL approach to
hybrid symbolic execution and static analysis needed many
other improvements to work on the CGC CBs. Our major
developments have included:
•

•

Porting to Decree— We adapted FuzzBALL to handle the unique CB format, including emulating the
restricted Decree system calls and handling the specific
limitations of the CB binary format.
Improving over-approximated CFG methods— Prior
to symbolic analysis, FuzzBALL requires the control
flow graph (CFG) of the target binary. Various existing
methods are all imperfect at recovering CFGs, but
some can be combined. We developed a new CFGrecovery tool that leverages prior work on recursive
disassembly along with an updated over-approximation
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method that finds all of the bit sequences in a binary
representing valid addresses/offsets within the binary
and treats those as possible jump targets. While this
overapproximation is extreme, F UZZ B OMB uses heuristics to reduce the size of the resulting CFGs.
• Detecting input-controllable jumps— As FuzzBALL
extends branch conditions forward through the possible
program executions, whenever it reaches a jump it
formulates an SMT query asking whether the CB inputs
could force the jump to 42 (i.e., an arbitrary address).
If so, a likely vulnerability has been identified.
• Detecting null pointer dereferences, return address
overwrites, and various other vulnerable behaviors.
• Making incremental solver calls— We have enhanced
FuzzBALL’s SMT solver interface so that it can behave
incrementally. For example, after querying if a jump
target is input-controllable, it can retract that final part
of the SMT query and the SMT solver can retain
some information it derived during the prior solver
call. Microsoft’s Z3 SMT solver is state of the art and
supports this type of incremental behavior.
• Handling SSE floating point (FP)— The original
FuzzBALL implementation used a slow, emulationbased method to handle floating point calculations, and
it could not handle the modern SSE FP instructions. We
have recently completed major extensions that allow
FuzzBALL to handle SSE FP instructions using Z3.
We have switched over to using Z3 by default, and
are collaborating with both the Z3 and MathSAT5
developers to fix bugs in their solvers and improve their
performance.
• Implementing veritesting— David Brumley’s group
coined this term for a flexible combination of dynamic
symbolic execution (DSE) and static symbolic execution (SSE) used to reason in bulk about blocks of code
that do not need DSE [8]. We completed our own first
version of this capability, along with associated test
cases and SMT heuristic improvements. However, as
noted below, this improvement was not used during
the actual competition because its testing and validation
was not complete.
Symbolic execution can be expensive because it is completely precise; this precision ensures that the approach can
always create proofs of vulnerabilities. At the same time, it
is valuable to know about potentially dangerous constructs
even before we can prove they are exploitable. To that end,
we modified FuzzBALL to run as a hybrid of static analysis
and symbolic execution techniques.
C. Proofs of Vulnerability (PoVs)
We developed two ways of creating PoVs. First, when
FuzzBALL identifies a vulnerability that can be triggered
by client inputs, it will have solved a set of constraints
on the symbolic input variables that describe a class of
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PoVs for that vulnerability. Depending on the constraints,
the PoV description may be more or less abstract (i.e., it
may require very concrete inputs or describe a broad space
of inputs that will trigger the vulnerability). For the concrete
case, F UZZ B OMB has a mechanism to translate FuzzBALL’s
constraints into the XML format required for a PoV.
Second, if a CB is provided with a PCAP file that illustrates how it interacts with one or more pollers, F UZZ B OMB
uses protocol reverse engineering techniques to derive an
abstract description of the acceptable protocols for a CB.
F UZZ B OMB then feeds this protocol description into one or
more fuzzing tools, to try to develop input XML files that
trigger an unknown vulnerability.
We initially developed a protocol reverse engineering tool
building on Antunes’ ideas [9]. However, the techniques
did not scale well to the large numbers of pollers present
in the CGC example problems, and they are not robust to
the packet loss present in the provided packet captures. We
then developed a less elaborate protocol analysis tool which,
while not providing a full view of the protocol state machine,
allows F UZZ B OMB to generate protocol sessions which are
accepted by the CBs. This tool uses a heuristic approach,
based on observations from prior work in the field [10], to
identify likely protocol command elements, fields required
for data delivery to the CBs (e.g. message lengths and field
offsets), and message delimiters. Additionally, the protocol
inference tool also attempts to identify session cookies and
simple challenge/response exchanges that are required by
the protocol. Significant effort was also required to process
the DARPA-provided PCAP files because they contain unexpected packet losses and non-TCP-compliant behavior.
D. Binary Rewriting
We have developed a powerful binary rewriting tool suite
that includes mechanism for rewriting instructions, relocating code, and inserting arbitrary code into binaries (if necessary, via trampolining) [11]. Building off of the conservative,
over-approximated CFG, these rewriting tools can be used to
perform a variety of proactive defensive rewrites as well as
focused repairs. For example, F UZZ B OMB can inject wellknown techniques such as stack canaries that can protect
against stack smashing and code injection attacks. We have
developed a search-based method for trying different stack
canary injection locations, trying to find a location for the
canary and the canary-check that preserves known good
functionality and defeats known PoVs.
We have also developed an “unstripping” tool that finds
the unique bit patterns of the libcgc library calls in a
binary. F UZZ B OMB will use this information to identify
which library calls are not used in a particular CB, and their
space can be reclaimed for use by the binary rewriting tool
(without expanding the size of the binary at all).
Initially, finding space to inject canaries and trampolining
code was a major challenge. F UZZ B OMB has three methods
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for finding space to use for rewriting:
• Hijacking program header segments.
• Using file space in between segments (which start on
page boundaries).
• Extending a file’s executable segment up to the next
page boundary.
We have also developed purely defensive rewriting methods that can protect against flaws that F UZZ B OMB has
not yet identified. Currently, our defensive measures use
heuristics to identify functions that receive input data and
seem likely to contain a potential overflow flaw. The system
then incrementally adds canary-based stack protection to
those blocks, re-testing the resulting CB version to see if it
still performs as expected. However, the performance (speed)
impact of these changes is difficult to assess without many
test cases. By default, F UZZ B OMB chooses to add stack
protection to just three target blocks, chosen heuristically.
VI. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSIONS
The first year of CGC involved three opportunities to assess F UZZ B OMB’s performance: two practice Scored Events
(SE1 and SE2) and the CGC Qualifying Event (CQE),
which determined which competitors would continue to
the second year of competition. In SE1, DARPA released
fifteen challenge binaries, some of which had multiple
vulnerabilities. At the time, F UZZ B OMB had only recently
become operational on our computing cluster, and it did
not solve many of the problems. However, with access to
the source of the SE1 examples and many bug fixes, some
months later we had improved F UZZ B OMB enough that it
was able to find vulnerabilities in four of the problems,
including at least one undocumented flaw. For each of those
vulnerabilities, F UZZ B OMB had a repair that was able to
stop the vulnerability from being attacked while also preserving all of the functionality tested by up to 1000 provided
test cases. F UZZ B OMB also create defensive rewrites for all
of the other binaries. In SE2, DARPA provided nine new
challenge binaries in addition to the prior fifteen, giving a
total of twenty-four. Each problem was supplied with either
no PCAPs or a PCAP file containing up to 1000 client/server
interactions. At the time of SE2, F UZZ B OMB was only able
to find two of the new vulnerabilities, but that performance
was enough to earn fourth place, when the SE1 problems
were included in the ranking.
Our progress in improving the system was slowed by major problems with the government-provided testing system:
running parallel tests interfered with each other, and running
batches of serialized tests could cause false negatives, hiding
vulnerabilities. This meant we had to run tests one at a
time, incurring major overhead and making test-running a
major bottleneck (especially when given 1000 tests from
PCAPs, or when F UZZ B OMB created many tests itself).
We finally resolved these issues by discarding the provided
testing tool and writing our own. Our tool supported safe
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parallel testing and increased testing speeds by at least two
orders of magnitude. However, it took many weeks to come
to that conclusion. Several key analysis functions were not
completed, including handling challenge problems that had
multiple communicating binary programs, complete support
for SSE floating point instructions, and veritesting. We also
were not able to build the ability to have the system reallocate compute nodes to different CBs or to different
functions (DVM vs. running FuzzBALL). By the time of
the CQE, in June 2015, F UZZ B OMB was only able to fully
solve seven of the twenty-four SE2 problems. If given the
PoVs for the twenty-four problems, the repair system was
able to fix twelve CBs perfectly, and the defense system
earned additional points on the remaining CBs.
For CQE, DARPA provided 131 all-new problems to the
twenty-eight teams who participated (out of 104 originally
registered). Each problem was supplied with either no
PCAPs or a single client/server interaction. Unfortunately,
this singleton PCAP triggered an unanticipated corner case
in F UZZ B OMB’s logic: the protocol analysis concluded that
every element of the single client/server interaction was a
constant, so the protocol had no variables to fuzz. And the
default fuzz-testing patterns were not used because there
was a protocol. Thus F UZZ B OMB’s fuzzing was completely
disabled for those challenge problems. Also, because the reallocation functionality was not available, we had to preallocate the number of DVMs vs. FuzzBALL symbolic
search engines. We chose to use 325 DVMs and only 156
F UZZ B OMBS, because testing had been such a bottleneck.
However, since there were almost no test cases provided in
the PCAP files and fuzzing was disabled, F UZZ B OMB had
very few tests to run, and the DVMs were largely idle. With
most CBs having only a single FuzzBALL search engine,
there was little parallel search activity, and F UZZ B OMB
only found vulnerabilities in 12 CBs (some using prior SE2
PoVs). Of those, with the limited testing available, repair
was only able to perfectly fix six (as far as our system could
tell). Defense rewrote all of the remaining problems.
When the final CQE scores were revealed, F UZZ B OMB
came in tenth place and did not qualify to continue in the
competition (only the top seven teams qualified). In addition
to the singleton PCAP files and other issues, we learned of
another “curveball” when the scores were released: among
the 131 test cases, there were 590 known vulnerabilities,
an average of more than 4.5 flaws per binary. In hindsight,
F UZZ B OMB’s defensive system should have been much
more aggressive in adding blind checks, to try to capture
some points from all of those flaws. Our conservative
rationale had been that retaining performance was more
important, but with that many flaws per CB, the balance is
changed. Even so, defensive rewriting earned F UZZ B OMB
more points than its active analysis and repair capability.
This result supports our notion that CGC-relevant flaws boil
down to a small number of patterns in binary, and can be
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addressed with a small number of repair/defense strategies.
Fortunately, the story is not over for F UZZ B OMB; we have
other customers who are interested in the technology, and
we are actively pursuing transition opportunities to more
real-world cyber defense applications.
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Abstract—Current commercial live video streaming systems
are based either on a typical client-server (cloud) or on a peer-topeer (P2P) architecture. The former is preferred for stability and
QoS while the latter is scalable with small bandwidth and
management cost. In this paper, we propose a scalable and stable
service management architecture for a cloud assisted P2P live
streaming system. In order to achieve this we develop an
analytical model and a hybrid control strategy that dynamically
allocates from the cloud the exact amount of bandwidth that is
required while simultaneously dynamically adapts the playback
rate to the available bandwidth resources in order to guarantee
the complete and on time stream distribution. To the best of our
knowledge our proposed model is the first that copes up with a
hybrid control strategy for simultaneous playback rate
adaptation and auxiliary bandwidth allocation.
Keywords - peer to peer; live streaming; control theory; QoS

I. INTRODUCTION
Video streaming has become a dominant part of today's
internet traffic. As Cisco analyzes in [1] between 2012 and
2013, the highest growth happened on the Internet side in
online video with 16 percent year-over-year growth. On the
other hand the tremendous number of users leads even the
major streaming service providers (e.g., YouTube) to suffer
from high bandwidth costs and scalability issues. P2P live
streaming and P2P video on demand architectures as: [5][10][13][16] have received a lot of research attention in the past
few years. In order to reveal the importance of our study we
highlight the major requirements from P2P live streaming
systems which are: i) Efficiency of the media distribution in
terms of utilization of peers’ upload bandwidth, in order to
minimize any additional bandwidth contributed by media
servers (cloud) and/or maximize the playback rate of the stream
which the system is able to deliver, ii) Stability of the
distribution which is defined as the uninterrupted and complete
stream delivery in each participating peer even in the presence
of dynamic conditions (e.g., unrelated network traffic, system
bandwidth changes, peer arrivals and/or departures) that affect
the amount of the available upload bandwidth in the system, iii)
Scalability which is determined by the amount of resources
(bandwidth, storage, processing overhead) that cloud, which
manages the system, has to contribute in order to sustain the
uninterrupted delivery of the stream, as the number of
participating peers grows.
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In the literature, there are two strategies in order to
dynamically harmonize the relationship between the playback
rate and the total upload bandwidth that participating peers and
cloud contribute and enable in this way efficiency, stability and
scalability. The first [6] is the dynamic allocation of upload
bandwidth from auxiliary sources (e.g., clouds) while the
second [16] is the dynamic adaptation of the playback rate
according to the existing upload bandwidth of participating
peers. The selection of a strategy has to do, except the technical
issues, with the desire of system’s users and the business model
that the service provider wants to follow. In case that users and
the service provider desire a costless live steaming the second
has to be selected. In case that they desire a live streaming with
high stream quality the first has to be selected. In this work we
propose a hybrid strategy that enables a flexible tradeoff
between the advantages of the two.
Towards the first strategy, the research community has
proposed monitoring systems, such as [4][6], that use statistical
methods for the scalable monitoring of the total available
bandwidth resources in a P2P overlay. These systems are
scalable but suffer from three drawbacks which are: i)
stochastic methods are suitable only for specific upload
bandwidth distributions among participating peers, ii) their
efficiency in terms of peer bandwidth exploitation is low due to
the low confidence interval, iii) they are not stable as they do
not capture the system dynamics in cases of sudden
disturbances (e.g., underlying network traffic changes and/or
peers’ arrivals-departures).
In [14], the problem of stability is recognized and it is
studied the impact of flash crowds on the stability. In [15] is
studied the stability of a real P2P live streaming system and is
highlighted that the server plays an indispensable role in the
stability. All these works highlight the problems that occur in
P2P live streaming without a QoS enabling system.
Motivated by the lack of an analytical model and a holistic
study in this area, and based in our previous work [2][3], we
develop a control strategy for a non-linear system that is able to
dynamically allocate from the cloud the exact amount of
bandwidth that is required and simultaneously adapt the
playback rate to the available bandwidth resources in order to
guarantee the complete and on time stream distribution for each
peer.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II presents our P2P live streaming system’s architecture which
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is our background work. Section III presents the problems that
we solve. In Section IV, is analyzed the proposed scalable
bandwidth and playback rate control strategy and in Section V
we conclude.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Our P2P live video streaming system consists of a media
server in a cloud, (noted by S) and a set of peers (noted by N).
S divides the stream into video blocks and is responsible for: i)
the initial diffusion of blocks to a small subset of nodes among
participating peers, ii) the tracking of the network addresses of
a small set of participating peers in order to assist the bootstrap
of the P2P overlay, iii) the dynamic and scalable monitor of the
resources of participating peers, iv) the dynamic control of
auxiliary bandwidth and playback rate.

surplus in the system and not from the inefficiency of the
system to exploit it. In other words we guarantee that the
presence of idle bandwidth implies the complete stream
delivery. The second property is that the percentages of the idle
resources among participating peers are almost equal (Property
2). We highlight here that in case of heterogeneous peer upload
bandwidth various peers send with various bitrates (analog
with their upload bandwidth capacity) but the percentage of
their bandwidth utilization, and so the percentage of their idle
time is very similar.
Our P2P congestion control mechanism [7] is able to
manage sequential transmissions of video blocks to multiple
locations that DBTS sends to it and to provide to the Scalable
Bandwidth Monitoring the dynamic estimation of: i) the upload
bandwidth capacity, ii) the idle bandwidth resources of each
participating peer. In the rest of this paper, we analyze a
Bandwidth Playback Rate Control (BPRC) component that acts
as the QoS enabler of the P2P live streaming system. Its
scalability properties are analyzed in detail in [16].
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Figure 1. Proposed P2P live streaming architecture and major interactions

In order to allow peers to exchange video blocks, each peer
in N maintains network connections with a small subset of
other peers which will be noted as neighbors. The sets of these
connections change dynamically and form a dynamic graph
called the P2P overlay [2][3], which is a graph topology and
P2P overlay management algorithms that each peer
periodically executes. We use distributed optimization theory
in order to dynamically ensure in a distributed (scalable) and
dynamic fashion that: i) peers have connections proportional
with their upload bandwidth, ii) peers have connections with
other peers close to the underlying network, iii) our P2P
overlay is adaptable to underlying network changes and peer
arrivals and departures.
Distributed Block Transmission Scheduler (DBTS) [2][3]
coordinates video block exchanges in a distributed fashion. In
order to achieve this we developed a set of algorithms which
executed by every peer in N which dynamically communicates
with its neighbors in the P2P overlay. The major objective of
DBTS is to ensure the timely delivery of every block to every
peer by exploiting the upload bandwidth of participating peers
and the additional bandwidth resources that media servers may
contribute. DBTS sends the video blocks that have to be sent in
the P2P congestion control component and the ordered stream
with the blocks that it receives to DBTS.
These two components enhance our system with two
properties that we exploit here. The first property (Property 1)
is that if idle bandwidth exists it is derived from bandwidth
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We assume a set of peers N that receive the same video
stream. In order to receive the stream all peers in N issue
requests to their neighbors (a small subset of N) with a bit rate
pk which is the media object playback rate. The subscript k is
an integer denoting the time instant.
The fulfillment of these requests generates the incoming
flows. These requests are served from the same set of peers N
which exploit their upload bandwidth. These are the outgoing
flows in the system. By exploiting the outgoing flows P2P
congestion control is able to calculate dynamically the upload
bandwidth capacity, u(i)k, and the idle percentage of the upload
bandwidth capacity, id(i)k, of each participating peer i in N.
The first problem is the development of an analytical model
that connects, with an analytical relationship, the bandwidth
that we have to allocate or release dynamically and the
playback rate with the dynamic idle percentage of the upload
bandwidth of the participating peers.
The second problem that we solve is to create a BPRC
strategy with which we exploit our analytical model in order
control id(i)k of each participating peer in N to a reference value
idREF by adapting dynamically, by the use of auxiliary
resources (cloud), system's total upload bandwidth and
playback rate. In this way, if the total upload bandwidth of the
participating peers is greater than the required we dynamically
estimate this surplus in order to be able to use it for other
purposes (e.g., distribution of another stream) and/or increase
pk. Otherwise, if total system's upload bandwidth is less than
the required, we dynamically estimate the amount of the deficit
and we demand it from S in order to ensure the stability of the
distribution and/or decrease pk
IV. BANDWIDTH AND PLAYBACK RATE CONTROL (BPRC)
BPRC is a control functionality that is executed
periodically, at a time instant k, with period T. It is executed in
a centralized fashion by the server, S, who generates the media
object that is streamed. Its objective is to set the idle time
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percentage id(i)k of each peer i in N to a reference value idREF,
by periodically adjusting U(S)k and pk. As U(S)k we define the
total amount of upload bandwidth that should be
added/removed from the P2P Overlay every time instant k that
BPRC is executed. In the rest of this section we model this
process analytically and we propose a control strategy with
which we periodically calculate U(S)k and pk. The symbols that
we use are presented altogether in Table I below. Index i
indicates a peer i that belongs to N and the index k represents a
time instant k. In order to derive the system model we make
two assumptions which are:
Assumption 1: According to Property 2 that we described
in Section II we can write approximately id(i)k=idk, for each i
belongs to N. We note that idk represents the average id(i)k in N.
Assumption 2: Period T, with which BPRC is executed, is
lower than the time interval that is needed for significant
changes in the total upload bandwidth of participating peers. So
we can do the approximation that total upload bandwidth
remains similar between two consecutive executions of BPRC.
At any time instant k and in case that there are sufficient
upload bandwidth resources (Property 1) is guaranteed the
complete delivery of the stream to every peer in the set N and
so the incoming flow to each participating peer is pk. Thus the
sum of the incoming flows of N peers is N*pk. The sum of the
incoming flows that peers receive is equal to the sum of the
outgoing flows that peers in N contribute by using their upload
bandwidth. The sum of the outgoing flows is the sum of their
non-idle upload capacity u(i)k so we have:
TABLE I.
Symbol
S
N
pk

Definition

By definition at time instant k+1, total system's upload
bandwidth resources, can be expressed as the sum of total
system's upload bandwidth resources at time instant k plus
U(S)k. Thus, holds that:

u
iN

( i ) k 1

Upload capacity (upper limit) of peer i at time instant k
Idle time percentage of peer i at time instant k [0,1]

idk

Average estimated idle time percentage of N peers at time
instant k [0,1]
Average idle time percentage reference value [0,1]

(5)

By using (4),(5) in (3) we have:

N ( pk  wk )  (1  id k 1 )(  u(i ) k  U ( S ) k )

(6)

iN

Now by dividing (2),(5) and by using Assumption 2 we
have:

(id k  1) u( i ) k  pk  wk 
iN



  u( i ) k  U ( S ) k  pk
 iN


(7)

We now set:

u  p
iN

(i )k

k

 wk 



  u( i ) k  U ( S ) k  pk
 iN


(8)

From (7) by the use of (8) we have:

T

Period of execution of BPRC

mk

System input that represents the change in the playback rate as
determined from BPRC
System input in the equilibrium point of BPRC

Npk   (1  id ( i ) k )u( i ) k

(1)

iN

Under Assumption 1 we can rewrite (1) as:

Npk  (1  id k ) u(i ) k
iN
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(4)

iN

pk 1  pk  wk

mk 

id(i)k

  u( i ) k  U ( S ) k

We now define the playback rate at time instant k+1, as the
sum of the playback rate at time instant k pk and wk which is
the difference that BPRC will introduce to the playback rate.
Thus, holds that:

Set of participating peers (in the equations below we use N as
the number of participating peers)
Dynamic media playback rate at time instant k

u(i)k

(3)

iN

id k 1  1 

Generator (source) of the media object

Amount of upload bandwidth that should be added/ removed
from the P2P overlay at time instant k as it determined from
BPRC

mREF

Npk 1  (1  id k 1 ) u( i ) k 1

NOTATION

U(S)k

idREF

Rewriting (2) for time instant k+1,we have:
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(2)

id k 1  1  (id k  1)mk

(9)

By setting idk=idk+1=idREF in (8) we obtain mREF which is
defined as the input, in the equilibrium point and is equal to 0.
Thus, in this case arises that mREF in the equilibrium point is
equal to 1. In order to have a system which has as its
equilibrium point (0,0) we now set:

xk  id k  id REF

(10)
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uk  mk  mREF

(11)

The idle time percentage idk belongs to the interval (0,1) by
definition. Thus xk ranges between (-idREF, 1-idREF). By
substituting (10),(11) in (9) we have:

xk 1  1  id REF  ( xk  id REF  1)(uk  mREF ) (12)
We observe that (12) is nonlinear for a linear closed loop
system we use a feedback linearization [9] which introduces a
state feedback such that the closed loop system becomes linear.
To this end we select a control strategy uk of the form:

uk 

(1  kc ) xk
kc xk  id REF  1

(13)

In (12), kc is a parameter that we choose. By combining
now (10), (11) and (12) we have a system with eigenvalue kc :

xk 1  kc xk

(14)

In this way it is easy to observe from (13) that the series
{xk} converges to 0, and so idk converges to idREF for any value
kc that belongs to (-1,1). Since kc is a designer's choice we can
explicitly set the eigenvalue of the system by just setting kc. If
we now combine (8),(10),(11) and (13) we have:

u( i ) k  pk  wk 

(1  kc )(id k  id REF )
iN

 1 (15)
kc (id k  id REF )  id REF  1 

  u( i ) k  U ( S ) k  pk
 iN

So each time that BPRC is executed, after measuring u(i)k
and pk, we have to select a pair of values for wk and U(S)k such
that (15) is satisfied. The selection of this pair has to do the
desirable playback rate (pk+wk) and the auxiliary upload
bandwidth that is allocated from the cloud or released from the
P2P overlay which represented in (16). We keep the selection
strategy open to any policy. As it can be seen from (15) a high
playback rate will lead to a high auxiliary upload bandwidth
and a low playback rate to a low auxiliary upload bandwidth.



t(0,k 1)

U ( S ) t U ( S ) k

(16)

The selection of idREF has to do with the accuracy of our
modeling (Assumption 1) and the adversity of the changes
(disturbances) in the total upload bandwidth in the P2P overlay
(Assumption 2). High inaccuracy and system disturbances need
high idREF (high degree of resource overprovisioning) that will
guarantee uninterrupted stream delivery.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed model is the first analytical model towards
the simultaneous control of playback rate and auxiliary
bandwidth provision in P2P live streaming. We leave the
evaluation and a robust analysis of our model (to derive the
minimum idREF that guarantees uninterrupted stream delivery
as a function of the model accuracy and the magnitude of
disturbances) as future work.
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel frame rate up conversion
(FRUC) algorithm using adaptive extended bilateral motion
estimation (AEBME) is proposed. Conventionally, extended
bilateral motion estimation (EBME) conducts dual motion
estimation (ME) processes on the same region, therefore
involves high complexity. However, in this proposed scheme, a
novel block type matching procedure is suggested to accelerate
the ME procedure. We calculate the edge information using
sobel mask, and the calculated the edge information is used in
block type matching procedure. Based on the block type
matching, decision will be made whether to use EBME. Motion
vector smoothing (MVS) is adopted to detect outliers and
correct outliers in the motion vector field (MVF). Finally,
overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) and motion
compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) are adopted to
interpolate the intermediate frame in which OBMC is
employed adaptively based on the frame motion activity.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has
outstanding performance and fast computation comparing
with EBME.

simplest in FRUC algorithms, e.g., frame repetition, frame
averaging. These algorithms are easy to be implemented in
software and hardware. However, they have problems such
as motion jerkiness. To reduce these artifacts, motion
compensation techniques can be applied. Such methods are
called motion compensation interpolation (MCI). Motioncompensated frame rate up conversion (MC-FRUC) is a
popular method in FRUC [3]. It consists of motion
estimation (ME) and MCI. ME produces motion vectors
(MVs) by using the block matching algorithm (BMA) for its
low complexity and ease of implementation. However, BMA
suffers from various artifacts, e.g., blocking artifact, halo
effect.
MC-FRUC can be classified further into two approaches,
true motion based type and non-true motion based type.
Extended bilateral motion estimation (EBME) carries out full
search on both original and intermediate grid and therefore it
is classified as a non-true motion based approach [4]. EBME
scheme is a slow algorithm and regarded as unsuitable for
real-time applications. Nonetheless, it has the advantage of
executing BME precisely twice, on two different overlapping
grids. Moreover, its outlier detection and correction function
is effective in smoothing out false motion vector.
The proposed adaptive extended bilateral motion
estimation (AEBME) is an modified version of conventional
EBME algorithm. The novel block type matching procedure
is proposed to accelerate the ME procedure. We calculate the
edge information using sobel mask, and the calculated edge
information is used in block type matching procedure. Based
on the block type matching, decoder will decide whether to
use EBME. Motion vector smoothing (MVS) is adopted to
detect outliers and correct outliers in the motion vector field
(MVF). Overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC)
technique is adopted during interpolation process to reduce
the blocking artifacts that may occur due to irregularity of
motion vector [5]. OBMC is employed adaptively based on
frame motion activity. Finally, motion compensated frame
interpolation (MCFI) is adopted to restore the missing
frames.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents an overview of EBME algorithm. Section III
describes our proposed algorithm in details. The
experimental results and test conditions are provided in
Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

Keywords- Frame rate up conversion; extended bilateral
motion estimation; overlapped block motion compensation; block
type matching; frame motion activity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Frame rate up conversion (FRUC) is used in various
display devices with the purpose of increasing frame rates.
Liquid crystal display (LCD) has annoying motion blur
effect especially in sequences with dynamic motion [1]. This
is due to its hold-type display characteristics which tend to
sustain the light intensity for a longer moment than cathode
ray tube (CRT). Viewers have difficulty in tracking a fast
moving object in LCD because image from previous frame
may still remain on the display. This results in annoying
effect, which is called ghost effect. FRUC is the ideal
technique used to counter this problem. This noticeable
motion blur is resolved by doubling the frame rates. FRUC
algorithm is also useful in limited bandwidth situation. In
narrow bandwidth channel, encoder has to decrease
transmission data rating. So encoder transfers either odd or
even frames of sequence. At the decoder side, the removed
frames are to be restored using FRUC technique.
Various FRUC algorithms have been developed [2].
Approaches that do not consider the motion of objects are the
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II.

EXTENDED BILATERAL MOTION ESTIMATION

A. Bilateral Motion Estimation
The bilateral motion estimation (BME), as illustrated in
Figure 1, is executed under the assumption that object
motion is temporally symmetric from the intermediate
frame’s point-of-view.

Figure 1. Illustration of the bilateral motion estimation.

The traditional BMA suffers from holes and occluded
regions during compensation. However, bilateral motion
estimation and compensation has no holes and occluded
regions after reconstruction. In BME, the block in
interpolated frame is regarded as the search center. The
search is performed by comparing a block at a shifted
position in the previous frame and another block at the
opposite position in the current frame. We can compute the
sum of bilateral absolute differences (SBAD) by (1) and find
the MV which minimizes SBAD by (2).



SBAD(vx , v y ) 

 

vx SR v y SR

f n 1 ( x  vx , y  v y )  f n ( x  vx , y  v y )

v  arg min {SBAD (v x , v y )}
( v x , v y )SR








where (vx, vy) is the MV candidate, fn-1 and fn are the previous
and current frames, repectively. v is the selected MV, BLK is
the block size, and SR is the search range.

B. Extended Bilateral Motion Estimation
The computational complexity of the BME is much
lower than the quarter of the computational complexity of
the BMA, because the search range of the BME is one
quarter of that of BMA. However, when the motion
trajectory of an object is not symmetrical from the
intermediate frame’s viewpoint, the true MV cannot be
estimated. The EBME performs the BME for the overlapped
blocks to search for a more accurate MV. Figure 2 illustrates
how the EBME modifies the motion vector field, which is
more precise than the original MVF. By comparing SBAD of
the original block grids and the overlapped block grids, the
final MVF will be decided.

C. Recursive Motion Vector Smoothing
An outlier causes the block artifact and degrades the
image quality. MVS is adopted to detect outliers and
eliminate outliers from the MVF.





vm 

1 9
 vi
9 i 1 

Di  abs (vm  vi ) 

Dn 

1 9
 Di
8 i2 






In (3), vm is an average MV of v1 and all neighboring
block’s MVs surrounding v1. In (4), Di is the absolute
difference between vm and vi, and Dn in (5) is the mean of the
absolute difference between vm and each of eight neighboring
MVs. If D1>Dn, v1 is an outlier.
After detecting all outliers, the smoothing process will
correct them. The smoothing process is shown in Figure 3.
First, it selects v1 whose eight surrounding MVs are
considered reliable. Median filtering will be employed to
correct v1. Next, it selects v1, whose neighboring MVs
contain one outlier. Median filtering will be conducted for
reliable neighboring MVs. The smoothing process will be
progressed by increasing the number of neighboring outliers
one by one. If it cannot increase the number of neighboring
outliers, the smoothing process will start over again.

Figure 3. Recursive motion vector smoothing.
Figure 2. Illustration of the extended bilateral motion estimation.
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D. Overlapped Block Motion Compensation
OBMC process can drastically reduce blocking artifacts
and provide a good visual quality in almost all sequences
under an assumption that we have the accurate MVF. To
enhance a visual quality, we employ bilinear window,
illustrated in Figure 4, which is formulated as a linear
estimator of pixel intensities given the limited block motion
information. The coefficients of the filter are determined by
(6).


1
1

 (u  ) for u  0, ..., N  1 
w(u , v)  wu  wv , wu   N
2

 w(2 N 1)u for u  N ,..., 2 N  1



where N is the block size.



imaging technology. So in the proposed algorithm, we used
various test sequences used in HEVC test model.

A. Edge Detection
Sobel mask is used to calculate edge information [7]. The
operator uses two 3x3 kernels to calculate approximations of
the derivatives. The mask is slid over an area of the image.
The edge magnitude M(x,y) is calculated by (8).


M ( x, y )  g x  g y





 B. Block Type Matching
Non-true MV indicates different objects in the previous
and the current frame. We need to check if the objects from
MV are same. The edge information, which was calculated
using sobel mask, is used to check block type of each object.
First, we calculate the mean of edge values of each block by
(9). If the edge value of pixel in each block is larger than the
mean, the pixel is classified into the edge pixel. Otherwise,
the pixel is classified into the flat pixel. If the percentage of
edge pixels in the block is larger than T1, the block is
classified into the edge block. Otherwise, the block is
classified into the flat block.

Figure 4. Bilinear window.

E. Motion Compensated Frame Interpolation
In order to construct the intermediate frame, MCFI is
employed by using the final MVs. The intermediate frame is
interpolated by (7). We select a block to which we want to
apply MCFI, and enlarge block’s size to the window size for
OBMC process. Then, OBMC and MCFI are conducted.



edgemean 

1
W H

  M ( x, y )

xW yH





After BME, if the block types of the reference blocks of
the intermediate block are different, EBME is performed.
This block type matching process can improve an accuracy
of indicating same objects in the previous and current frame.

C. Frame Motion Activity
Static images have the zero MVs for most blocks. On the
other hand, dynamic images have large MVs except
background. If OBMC is applied in a static region, visual
quality degradation is inevitable. So OBMC should be
1
f n 1/2  { f n 1 ( x  vx , final , y  v y , final )  f n ( x  vx , final , y  v y , final )}
applied depending on the characteristic of frames after
2

  checking frame motion activity. First, we calculate the
average MV of all MVs in a frame using (10) and (11). If the
where (vx,final, vy,final) is the final MV, and fn-1/2 is the
average of MVs is larger than T2, the frame is classified into
intermediate frame.
a dynamic frame. In the opposite case, the frame is classified
into a static frame. And then, OBMC is applied only in
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
dynamic frames.
The flow chart of the proposed AEBME is shown in
Figure 5. The proposed verification process is comprised of
vi | vx ,i |  | v y ,i |



two components: block type matching and frame motion
activity check.
In the previous work, we applied scene change detection
algorithm and omitted motion vector smoothing algorithm
1
vavg 
 vi
[6]. But scene change detection algorithm shows better
(
W
/
BLK
)

( H / BLK ) i frame 


results only in specific case. So we omitted scene change
detection algorithm in the proposed algorithm to make better
where vi is the magnitude of i-th block’s MV,
AEBME algorithm.
(W/BLK)x(H/BLK) is the number of blocks in a frame, vavg is
In the previous work, we used CIF test sequences on
an average MV of whole MVs in a frame.
experiment. But CIF size is not suited for the current
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the proposed AEBME algorithm.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are conducted using 25 odd frames of
test sequences as input and 24 even frames are interpolated
as a result. And original even frames are used as reference to
calculate the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The
performance of the proposed AEBME algorithm has been
evaluated through the objective evaluations. PSNR values of
the intermediate frames are compared with EBME algorithm.
In addition we have calculated the average number of the
conducted EBME to show the result of computational
complexity reduction.
For experiments, we set the original block size to 32x32
pixels and the search range to -16 +16. After BME, EBME
and MVS, we set the block size to 16x16, OBMC filter size
N to 32. The threshold T1 in block type matching process is
set to 0.6 and T2 in checking frame motion activity process is
set to 0.5. We used 11 test sequences which are the test
sequences for HEVC.
PSNR is used as the metric for objective performance
evaluation. The average PSNR values and computation times
for the results are presented in Table I. The PSNR difference
and computation time gain are also presented. The proposed
AEBME algorithm has higher PSNR and comsumes less
time than the anchor algorithm. These results are caused by
skipping EBME process and OBMC process in static
sequences.
TABLE I.
Class
A

B

C

Sequence

PSNRS AND COMPUTATION TIMES OF TEST SEQUENCES.

Traffic
PeopleOnStreet
Average
Gain
Kimono1
ParkScene
Cactus
BQTerrace
BasketballDrive
Average
Gain
RaceHorses
BQMall
PartyScene
BasketballDrill
Average
Gain

EBME
PSNR(dB)
Time(s)
44.03
120.11
39.58
120
41.81
120.06
0
1
41.25
55.57
41.77
68.23
38.12
70.15
37.05
72.63
36.8
59.47
39
65.21
0
1
34.12
11.25
41.06
12.86
42.82
14.14
40.2
13.2
39.55
12.86
0
1

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.

EBME+MVS+OBMC
PSNR(dB)
Time(s)
44.13
122.43
39.59
122.54
41.86
122.49
+0.05
0.98
41.32
57.08
41.86
69.41
38.15
71.02
37.08
73.83
36.87
61.98
39.06
66.66
+0.06
0.98
34.31
11.65
41.18
13.05
42.79
14.33
40.17
13.48
39.13
13.13
-0.42
0.98

AEBME
PSNR(dB)
Time(s)
45.21
67.14
40.71
66.59
42.96
66.87
+1.15
1.8
41.69
32.52
42.29
38.88
38.46
40.28
37.03
38.43
37.25
33.49
39.34
36.72
+0.34
1.78
34.56
6.52
41.62
7.47
43.04
8.02
40.9
7.52
40.03
7.38
+0.48
1.74

ISBN: 978-1-61208-444-2

Table II shows the number of block type mismatch
blocks where EBME algorithm is conducted.
TABLE II.
A
B
C

THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF EBME PROCESS PERFORMED.

Class
Average
Gain
Average
Gain
Average
Gain

EBME
3871
1
1888
1
350
1

V.

EBME+MVS+OBMC
3871
1
1888
1
350
1

CONCLUSIONS

AEBME
68.48
56.53
74.58
25.32
10.27
34.08

This paper proposed AEBME algorithm, FRUC scheme
that considers block type and frame motion activity. The
novel block type matching algorithm is proposed to reduce
additional BME process. We calculate the edge information
using sobel mask, and the calculated edge information is
used to decide whether to use EBME. MVS is adopted to
detect and eliminate outliers in a MVF. OBMC is selectively
applied by utilizing frame motion activity check. Finally, the
missing frame are restored by adopting MCFI.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
has outstanding performance and fast computation
comparing with the anchor algorithm.
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Abstract—Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) is
a systematic preventive regulation to prevent several hazards
in food manufacture and treatment processes. We proposed an
intelligent HACCP system to put several check points into
digital data in order to improve management of food sanitation.
In this paper, application level network protocol is introduced
for the server to control devices in the working field and for a
lightweight device to transfer its check point results to a server.
Keywords-HACCP; intelligent HACCP system; application
level network protocol; food sanitation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The intelligent Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (iHACCP) system is a wirelessly connected client-server
system for food sanitation management to minimize food
safety accident and track the cause of outbreak [1]. Basically,
it provides two kinds of lightweight computing devices,
which are locked-up type and portable type, to gather several
hazards occurred in food processing course. It guides
nutritionists in workplace to check Critical Control Point
(CCP) every day and record its results online in their tracks.
Consequently, the computer-assisted management, such as
record, collection and documentation of data inspecting
CCPs would make the HACCP help decreasing the food
safety accidents effectively.
In this paper, an application level communication
protocol is proposed to support efficient information
exchange between devices and server in the i-HACCP
system. Check items at each CCP step, which nutritionists
should inspect and transfer to the server are defined. Encode
tables for menus and gradients are maintained between
server and devices to minimize network traffic. Some entries
in the encode table could be changed by server when a new
menu or gradient is introduced. Table management protocol
is also designed to inform devices to keep tables updated.
The contribution of this paper is that it is the first approach to
apply information technology to HACCP in order to enhance
its effect on the food sanitation.
Section 2 introduces the i-HACCP System. The HACCP
protocol is described in Section 3 and conclusion is made in
Section 4.

II.

I-HACCP SYSTEM

The i-HACCP system targets a school cafeteria where
spaces for pretreatment, cook and food distribution are
separated. The overall organization of the i-HACCP system
is shown in Figure 1. There are two kinds of terminal
devices deployed in the work place. One is a lockup device,
which is anchored to a specific place, to get inputs of the
examination results for CCP4, CP5, CCP6 and CCP7 by
workers on the spot. It can be powered by a permanent and
stable electric supplier or operated by a battery. The other
one is a portable device with various sensors, such as
thermal sensor, chlorine level sensor, iodine level sensor. It
is used for recording the examination results for CCP4, CP5,
CCP6, and CCP7. This system allows the inspection results
to be gathered promptly. It results in increasing the
reliability of the HACCP archives, since it minimizes the
time interval between the inspection and the record.

Figure 1. Organization of i-HACCP System.
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The terminal device is constructed with a light weight
processor, which requires low power and low to medium
level processing power. In general, it will be 8 to 32 bit
System On Chip (SOC) type microprocessors like ARM’s
Cortex-M3 or Atmel’s ATmega series. The lockup device
will use touch panel as an input device, while traditional
input buttons will be carried with the portable device. They
have 4.3” and 2.5” Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panel
respectively. The devices will use ZigBee Radio Frequency
(RF) modem for low power and low data rate wireless
communication.

message are sent only by server when a device sends REQ
for current time or today’s menu. ACK message indicates
that receiver performs its duty to the corresponding REQ or
RSP completely. Figure 3 shows flow of messages between
client and server for various requests.

Figure 3. HACCP Communication Protocol.

TABLE I.
Field
STX

Figure 2 shows the network architecture for i-HACCP
system. The lockup device plays a role not only as an input
terminal but also as a router to transmit data to the
neighboring terminal. Basically, the network for i-HACCP
system supports a multi-hop network routing protocol to
find a path from a terminal device to the HACCP
management server. It can be done statically with
predefined routing table or dynamically with searching for a
proper transmitter at every transfer. Ad-Hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV) protocol [12] is usually used for
dynamic ad-hoc routing. Basically, the portable device
selects one among neighboring lockup devices within its
communication range for a transmitter based on signal
strength.
III.

HACCP PROTOCOL

Based on analysis of HACCP regulation, messages
communicated between server and devices are classified into
three types, such as request (REQ), response (RSP) and
acknowledge (ACK) messages. REQ message are used when
a device needs to ask server to register itself or send
information, such as current time or today’s menu. RSP

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.
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Description
Start of message (0xAB1)

MSG Type

Message type (REQ, RSP, ACK)

IEEE Addr

IEEE address of device registered in Server

CCP/CP
Figure 2. The Network Architecture for i-HACCP system.

MESSAGE FORMAT

Payload Length
Payload

Device’s CCP/CP step and type
Length of payload transmitted
Data transmitted between client and server

SUM

Byte basis sum from IEEE field to Payload field

ETX

End of message (0xCD34)

The message format for the three types of messages is
designed as shown in Table I. MSG type field contain
message profile that identifies its meaning, as well as
message type. Message types are subdivided into five types,
such as D2S_REQ, S2D_REQ, D2S_ACK, S2D_RSP,
S2D_ACK according to the transfer direction, i.e.,
D2S_REQ means a REQ message from device to server.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The i-HACCP system collects data written in by
nutritionists on the spot in a computerized way and builds
HACCP archives automatically to enhance effectiveness of
HACCP for a school cafeteria. The i-HACCP system is a
multi-hop network architecture that connects several lockup
devices and portable devices posted at a suitable place with a
wireless modem. In this paper, we proposed a network
protocol for i-HACCP system.
For future work, we will focus on the evaluation to
measure the impacts of the encode tables, which are shared
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between server and client devices and used to reduce the load
of network traffic.
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Abstract—The thumbnail pictures can be generated from the
frequency data, which is called H.264 advanced video coding
(H.264/AVC) bitstreams, directly without inverse transform
process. However, it makes some error caused by rounding of
the floating point operation and it will be propagated to
neighbor blocks. In this paper, we propose an error
compensation method for fast thumbnail generation
considering error propagation. It determines the block-based
compensation value using the error distribution of intra
prediction mode and gives the weighting factor to cover the
error propagation.
Keywords-thumbnail; H.264/AVC; error compensation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

H.264/AVC is widely used for digital video processing
including both of high and low bit rate applications, such as
high definition television (HDTV), internet TV and digital
multimedia broadcasting (DMB) services. Moreover, as the
development of the personal devices, people can take video
contents easily, so both of online and offline storage overflow
with a lot of multimedia. In these reasons, some of generating
reduced-size images which called thumbnail are needed for
file searching and restoring operation. Because thumbnail can
give intuitive information of video data, so it can be used for
video searching, browsing, and displaying.
The thumbnail extraction from the frequency domain
directly is normally used for fast generation. Because DC
coefficient in the frequency domain block is considered as the
representative value of the block. Therefore, the collection of
the DC coefficients of entire images become a thumbnail.
Yeo and Liu [1] proposed a method to make DC image
consists of DC coefficients of a MPEG-1 frame, and it called
DC sequence. Likewise, most thumbnail extracting method
from the video streams of the MPEG-1/2 can make various
sizes thumbnail images with reduced complexity [2]-[3].
H.264/AVC supports the intra prediction process which
predicts and reconstructs the blocks of the image in spatial
domain [4]. Chen et al. described an intra prediction process
as matrix multiplication and proposed a frequency domain
prediction method [5]. Kim et al. and Yu et al. proposed a
fast thumbnail extraction method which calculate DC
coefficient from the frequency domain directly using Chen’s
method [6]-[7]. Kim et al. proposed another fast thumbnail
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generation method by substituting multiplications to shifting
operations [8]. Yoon et al. proposed an error compensation
method for thumbnail images [9].
This paper proposes an enhanced error compensation
method for thumbnail generation based on [9]. We focused
on error propagation which is occurred because of rounding
of the floating point operation. We collect the error
distribution data from the thumbnail images and set the mean
and deviation value. And considering the location of the
blocks, we set the weighting factors to determine different
compensation values.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related
works are introduced. In Section 3, we describe how to
determine the compensation value of the thumbnail image
extracting from the bitstreams directly. Section 4 shows the
experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

A. Fast Thumbnail Extraction
Chen described an intra prediction as a matrix
multiplication for 9 modes [5]. Figure 1 shows a 4x4 block.
It uses the pixel values in four neighboring blocks for intra
prediction. The prediction block of current block 𝐲𝑝𝑚 can be
calculated with matrix form.
3

𝐲𝑝𝑚

=

4

4

𝑚
(∑ ∑ 𝐬𝑖 𝐱 𝑛 𝐜𝑛,𝑖
)
𝑛=1 𝑖=1

𝑚
+ ∑ 𝐜4,𝑖
𝐱 4 𝐬𝑖𝑇

(1)

𝑖=1

𝑚
where 𝑚, 𝐬𝑖 , 𝐱 𝑛 , 𝐜𝑛,𝑖
refers to the intra prediction mode,
the shift matrix, the neighboring block of current block and
the constant matrix, respectively. And prediction for next
block, only the boundary pixels of the current block are
needed. Therefore, we filtered the current prediction block in
both of vertical and horizontal direction in advance. For this
filtering process following v, h matrix will be used [6].

0
0
𝐯=[
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
],𝐡 = [
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
0
]
0
1

(2)
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For calculate in the frequency domain, (7), (8), and (11)
are transformed by HT which is the modified DCT operator
in H.264/AVC.
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝐘𝑝,𝑣
=𝐗1,𝑣 𝐂1,4
+ 𝐗 2,𝑣 𝐂2,4
+ 𝐗 3,𝑣 𝐂3,4
+ (𝐏4,𝑣
𝐗1,ℎ )𝑇
𝑇

3
𝑚
𝐘𝑝,𝑣

(12)

(∑ 𝐗 𝑛,𝑣 𝐐𝑚
𝑛,ℎ )

𝑚
+ 𝐂4,4
𝐗 4,ℎ

(13)

𝑚 𝑇
= ∑ 𝐗 𝑛,𝑣 𝐂′𝑚
𝑛 + (𝐂′4 ) 𝐗 4,ℎ

(14)

=

𝑛=1
3
𝑚
𝐘𝑝,𝑢𝑛𝑖

Figure 1. Current block y and the neighboring blocks 𝐱𝟏 to 𝐱𝟒 for intra
prediction.

𝑉(𝐚) = 𝐯𝐚 = 𝐚𝑣

(3)

𝐻(𝐚) = 𝐚𝐡 = 𝐚ℎ

(4)

Equation (3) and (4) are the vertical and horizontal
filtering operator, respectively. By using this operator, we can
get filtered prediction blocks.
3

4

B. Error Compensation for Thumbnail Image
In H.264/AVC, some rounding errors are occurred
because of transform, and quantization process. Yoon focus
on statistical pattern of truncated errors and set a random
variable r to compensate them [9]. The compensation value s
is determined which makes minimum variance of r. The
matrix form of s can be written as follows:

4

𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝐲𝑝,𝑣
= (∑ ∑ 𝑉(𝐬𝑖 𝐱 𝑛,𝑣 𝐜𝑛,𝑖
)) + ∑ 𝑉(𝐜4,𝑖
𝐱 4,h 𝐬𝑖𝑇 )
𝑛=1 𝑖=1
3

𝑛=1

(5)

𝑖=1

4

𝐬𝑚

4

𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝐲𝑝,ℎ
= (∑ ∑ 𝐻(𝐬𝑖 𝐱 𝑛,𝑣 𝐜𝑛,𝑖
)) + ∑ 𝐻(𝐜4,𝑖
𝐱 4,h 𝐬𝑖𝑇 )
𝑛=1 𝑖=1

(6)

𝑖=1

After calculation, (5) and (6) can be simplified and it is
defined as follows:
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑇
𝐲𝑝,𝑣
= 𝐱1,𝑣 𝐜1,4
+ 𝐱 2,𝑣 𝐜2,4
+ 𝐱 3,𝑣 𝐜3,4
+ (𝐩𝑚
4,𝑣 𝐱1,ℎ )
4
𝑚
𝑚
where 𝐩4,𝑣 = ∑𝑖=1(𝐬𝑖 𝑉(𝐜4,𝑖 ))

(7)

𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝐲𝑝,ℎ
= 𝐱1,𝑣 𝐪1,ℎ
+ 𝐱 2,𝑣 𝐪𝑚
2,ℎ + 𝐱 3,𝑣 𝐪3,ℎ + 𝐜4,4 𝐱 4,ℎ
𝑚
4
𝑚
𝑇
where 𝐪4,ℎ = ∑𝑖=1(𝐻(𝐜𝑛,𝑖 )𝐬𝑖 )

(8)

To make DC coefficient, UNI operation is needed. It fills
the whole components in the matrix with mean value of the
block. For this process, following u matrix will be used.
1
1
𝐮=[
1
1
𝑈(𝐚) =

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
]
1
1

(9)

1
𝐮𝐚𝐮
𝑁×𝑁

(10)

3
𝑚
𝑚 𝑇
𝐲𝑝,𝑢𝑛𝑖
= ∑ 𝐱 𝑛,𝑣 𝐜′𝑚
𝑛,𝑖 + (𝐜′4 ) 𝐱 4,ℎ
𝑛=1

where

𝐜′𝑚
𝑛
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(11)

𝐸[𝑟0,0 ] 𝐸[𝑟0,1 ]
𝐸[𝑟1,0 ] 𝐸[𝑟1,1 ]
=
𝐸[𝑟2,0 ] 𝐸[𝑟2,1 ]
[𝐸[𝑟3,0 ] 𝐸[𝑟3,1 ]

𝐸[𝑟0,2 ] 𝐸[𝑟0,3 ]
𝐸[𝑟1,2 ] 𝐸[𝑟1,3 ]
𝐸[𝑟2,2 ] 𝐸[𝑟2,3 ]
𝐸[𝑟3,2 ] 𝐸[𝑟3,3 ]]

(15)

In the same way, the representative value which is the
mean of distributed error can be written in the matrix form as
follows:
𝐸[𝐷0,0 ] 𝐸[𝐷0,1 ]
𝐸[𝐷1,0 ] 𝐸[𝐷1,1 ]
𝐃𝑚 =
𝐸[𝐷2,0 ] 𝐸[𝐷2,1 ]
[𝐸[𝐷3,0 ] 𝐸[𝐷3,1 ]

𝐸[𝐷0,2 ]
𝐸[𝐷1,2 ]
𝐸[𝐷2,2 ]
𝐸[𝐷3,2 ]

𝐸[𝐷0,3 ]
𝐸[𝐷1,3 ]
𝐸[𝐷2,3 ]
𝐸[𝐷3,3 ]]

(16)

This predicted error value also will be filtered in vertical
and horizontal direction and then it compensates the
thumbnail image.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

We propose an enhanced error compensation method
using error distribution in each intra prediction modes and set
the weighting factors by considering the location of the
blocks. When the current block is predicted, it will be filtered
for next blocks’ prediction. Therefore, the errors also
influence next blocks and it will cumulate. For this reason,
we must set different compensation value. Each intra
prediction modes have a characteristic error distribution, so
we use this information to compensate the difference. We
calculate the average and the deviation as a representative
value of the block in each intra prediction mode.
𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 𝑚 + 𝜔𝑘𝑚 𝜎 𝑚 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ∈ 𝑏𝑘

(17)
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Figure 2. Partitioned image for different weighting factors.

Equation (17) determine the compensation values. The
𝝁𝒎 , 𝝈𝒎 are the average value and the deviation of mode m,
respectively and we can get this factor experimentally. In
order to consider the error distribution, we divide an image
into blocks as shown in Figure 2. Finally we calculate the
compensation values 𝑉𝑖𝑗 by using weighting factors 𝜔𝑘𝑚 .
IV.

(a)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method was evaluated by the following
conditions. We randomly choose the test images and the
seven unofficial JPEG images (Album1, Album2, Hirmer,
Soccer, Beatles, TVshow, and Flowershop) were used. The
size of the images is shown in Table I. We generate three
thumbnail images. Frequency domain (FD) makes the
thumbnail by extracting DC coefficients and fast generation
method from frequency domain (FFD) makes it by using [6].
Block-based FD (BFD) is the result of proposed method. The
weighting factors related to each prediction mode and
location of block are set experimentally. We were doing the
experiment on the MATLAB program for simple comparison.
TABLE I.
Image
Album1
Album2
Hirmer
Soccer
Beatles
TVshow
Flowershop

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3. The Beatles image (a)Original image, (b)FD, (c)FFD, (d)BFD.

THE SIZE OF THE TEST IMAGES.
Size
600×600
640×640
720×540
900×656
1024×768
1280×720
4272×2848

Figure 3 and 4 show the comparison of subjective quality
of the thumbnail image. It shows almost same at first sight
but it has certain difference in detail of the objects. FFD
method shows a little bit dark compare to FD result because
of errors. Especially, due to error propagation, it become
darker when it goes to bottom-right part of the image than
upper-left part. BFD method compensates the degraded part
effectively. So, it looks more similar to FD result than FFD
method.
Table II shows the average peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) of each method. We compute the PSNR of the FFD
and BFD with reference to the thumbnail image generated by
FD. As shown in this table, proposed method can make
higher PSNR for all test images. Especially, Flowershop
image shows the outstanding improvement.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4. The TVshow image (a)Original image, (b)FD, (c)FFD, (d)BFD.
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TABLE II.
Image
Album1
Album2
Hirmer
Soccer
Beatles
TVshow
Flowershop

COMPARISON RESULT OF THE PSNR (dB).
FFD [6]
34.24
33.30
33.69
33.74
32.45
34.45
24.84

V.

BFD
36.01
34.98
35.08
35.10
34.45
36.27
28.75

∆
+1.77
+1.68
+1.39
+1.36
+2.00
+1.82
+3.91
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Abstract—Data warehouse has been traditionally implemented
in Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) from
operational data store up until the data marts and OLAP
(online analytical processing) cubes for data analysis. However,
the process of analyzing big data based on RDBMS is a time
consuming process. In addition, with the advent of IoT, social
media and other means of big data incorporation, the challenge
pose to process the enormous streaming data with the need to
obtain the data analysis at hand with near real time requires a
need of new platform to address this. Big data incorporation
for data analysis is important as it will enlarge the scope of
analysis such as weather, devices information, real-time data
for data correlation with existing historical data. Presently,
RDBMS is not developed for handling large data set and also
with ability to perform join queries between historical and
streaming data for more data insight. In this paper, we
introduce HPDW appliance which is a new big data platform
encompassing from stream and batch data process and data
query through JDBC, ODBC and integrated multi-data source
BI dashboarding and data scientist tool. As it is an appliance,
the nodes and all respective components required are preconfigured, hence data scientist or BI analysis will focus on
using the big data for analysis and not on the setup of the big
data infrastructure which will be time consuming. HPDW
appliance is developed based on Massive Parallel Process
(MPP) to achieve the in-memory speed it requires which uses
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) as the storage layer
and high network speed Infiniband for node connectivity. In
this paper, we describe experimental results related with the
performance of its query processing. We compare the
performance results on a physical cluster between RDBMS
against HPDW system by varying the size of the data
warehouse for fact table queries ranging from 7GB to 23GB
data size. Our experiment results show that HPDW system can
process the same SQL query with respect to RDBMS much
faster, up to 11-200 times faster. In addition, we also show the
data analysis results and data mining that can be performed on
HPDW.
Keywords—big data; hadoop; hive; parallel process; infiniband;
RDBMS; MPP; streaming data; data warehouse; cube; Extract
Transform Load (ETL); OLAP; business intelligence; data marts

I. INTRODUCTION
Data warehouse has been used actively in various industries
for data analysis and decision making by the management.
Traditionally data warehouse has been developed using
combination of ETL tool, BI analysis and presentation layer as
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well as RDBMS for the data storage and processing. Data
warehouse requires a number of predefined stages [1][2] and
for handling large data set or Big Data such as Petabyte data
warehouse, it is not common to hear RDBMS being used for
this task [7][8]. Big Data is perceived as a new enablement for
competitive advantage [9]. Big Data has the characteristics of
high Volume, high Variety and high Velocity with information
to be delivered very quickly [10]. By analyzing the relationship
between the data in the combination of Big Data, we are able to
gain competitive advantage [11][12]. Hence, by bringing Big
Data to the data warehouse we are enriching the data further
such as combining existing data with new data set of Big Data
such as weather and social media to provide an even better
analysis.
However, bringing a combination of Big Data to data
warehouse is a challenge as existing RDBMS technology is not
built for handling large data set [7][8] and in addition is the
ability to perform joins queries between historical and
streaming data.
In this paper, we introduce HPDW which is a new Massive
Parallel Process (MPP) where it uses Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) as the storage layer and its own parallel query
execution engine in combination with high network speed
Infiniband integration into the clusters. In this paper, we first,
set up a star schema health data warehouse on the HPDW for
performing online analysis with HPDW Data Analysis which is
a BI tool. In addition, we also use commercial database client
tool with HPDW JDBC to access the HPDW system for query
performance analysis. We compare the performance results on
a physical cluster between RDBMS against HPDW system by
varying the size of the data warehouse for fact table queries
ranging from 7GB to 23GB data size. Our experiment results
show that the HPDW system can process the same SQL query
with respect to RDBMS much faster, up to 11-200 times faster.
We also introduce HPDW ability to perform data mining on
streamed data stored in HPDW. In addition, we also show
ability of HPDW to perform unify query between batch and
stream data for further analysis required.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
background of this work. Section III describes the HPDW
system overview. Section IV describes the approach of our data
warehouse system and schema design. We also show our
experimental evaluation result about HPDW vs RDBMS on
SQL query performance in Section V. In this section, we also
show the output using charts from HPDW Data Analysis and
also using of python script for retrieving streaming data for
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data mining. A brief conclusion and future works about this
paper are made in Section VI.

II.

RELATED WORKS

Traditionally data warehouse has been implemented
using RDBMS. In order to implement high performance in
RDBMS, parallel query processing has been implemented by
RDBMS to speed up query process. Several RDBMSs
[19][28][29] support parallel queries, where data can be
partitioned
across
several
nodes
and
accessed
simultaneously.
However, handling of large data set or Big Data such as
Petabyte data warehouse, it is not common to hear RDBMS
being used for having the ability to store in large data set and
perform data analysis efficiently [22][23]. In order to
facilitate data analysis on these large dataset, there are two
possibilities of addressing these, e.g. using massive parallel
processing (MPP) system such as Teradata [18][28], Vertica
[29] and Greenplum [19] or massive scale data processing
platform such as MapReduce [20], Hadoop [21], and Dryad
[22]. Each system is equipped with a high-level language
(e.g., SQL [23], Hive [16][17], Pig Latin [25], or Sawzall
[26]). Programs written in these languages are compiled into
a graph of operators called a plan. The plan is then executed
as a parallel program distributed across a cluster.
In the massive scale data processing, MapReduce,
Hadoop, Hive and Pig are commonly being used.
MapReduce [20] is a programming model for processing
massive-scale data sets in large shared-nothing clusters.
Users specify a map function that generates a set of keyvalue pairs, and a reduce function that merges or aggregates
all values associated with the same key. A combination of
map function and reduce function is called a job. In
SQL(Structured Query Language), a MapReduce job can be
expressed as an aggregation query. Hadoop [21] is an opensource implementation of MapReduce written in Java.
Hadoop consist of HDFS which provides high scalability to
store big data and MapReduce which presents an efficient
programming model in processing HDFS. However, for data
analyst, usual form of analyzing big data is through SQL
query rather than having to develop MapReduce program
code which is a heavy task. As a result, Facebook developed
and published Hive [16][17][27] in order to resolve this
problem. Hive processes the query of big data distributed and
stored in Hadoop by providing an interface significantly
similar to SQL called HiveQL(Hive Query Language).
However, since Hive underlying framework runs the
MapReduce of Hadoop, it does not have a performance
advantage as a relational database. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the
overall flow and architecture of MapReduce and
Hive/Hadoop respectively.
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Figure 1. Processing Flow of MapReduce

Figure 2. Hive Architecture Overview

In the Massive Parallel data processing in a sharednothing architecture there have been many research
conducted [32][33][34][35][36][37][38]. In addition, there
are some high-end commercial MPP products are on the
market today [19][28][29][30][31] that is a shared-nothing
MPP. One of the well-known commercial MPP is
Greenplum database which is a shared-nothing MPP
architecture. It is a MPP database [20] infrastructure coupled
with computational capabilities to provide faster querying.
Some of these MPP commercial databases presently are
supporting Hadoop. Nevertheless, they still require the
migration from Hadoop into MPP database. Our system
differs from this where we uses HDFS as the data store
without having to migrate.
We also perform background study on whether the
implementation should be performed on virtual or physical
cluster [14]. As our implementation stress on performance,
we found that for the same number of nodes, physical server
perform at least twice the speed of virtual server on the big
data set. Hence, our implementation work is performed on
physical cluster.
III.

HPDW SYSTEM OVERVIEW

HPDW Big Data Analytical Platform consists of 4 major
sections: Data Streaming, Data Platform, Data Exploration
and Analytics. In Fig. 3, an overview of HPDW Big Data
Analytical Platform is shown:
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Figure 3. HPDW Data Platform Architecture Overview

HPDW Data Streaming provides a RESTful JSON
service to accept continuous data streaming in any JSON
format. The service uses Apache Kafka as the data streaming
queue to accept high-load of data stream. Streaming Data are
stored in HPDW Data Platform section for historical data
query.
HPDW Data Platform is based on shared-nothing MPP
architecture where each node will use the local disks,
memory, etc. HPDW however is based on shared-nothing
MPP architecture where each node will use the local disks,
memory, etc. Basically HPDW allows for commodity based
servers to be connected on a dedicated high speed network
with its own parallel query execution engine and memory
where these nodes will be known as worker nodes which can
perform the reduce steps and then pass on the result back to
the master nodes which will aggregate all the nodes results to
the requester. All the aggregation processes are done in
memory for speed optimization. The parallel query execution
engine is responsible for converting SQL into a physical
execution plan by performing a query profiling and choosing
the query plan based on cost-based optimization. The query
execution will then be divided to all the nodes so that it can
be executed in parallel. The connection amongst the nodes
are provided through HPDW interconnect which uses
Infiniband. In the HPDW storage layer, it consists of HDFS
which is based on Hadoop cluster with MapReduce engine.
HDFS basically stores the data and the metadata of tables
loaded from HDFS. Fig. 4, shows the overview of the
processing steps of HPDW.
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Figure 4. HPDW Data Platform Architecture Overview

HPDW Data Exploration is based on python to provide
data scientist the ability to perform data mining on both
stream and batch data using R, Spark and Python. The scripts
can connect to HPDW Data Platform for data mining of the
data stored there such as historical data stream.
HPDW Data Analytics is a web-based multi-data source
BI tool to provide analysis with dashboard, charts, GIS to
further understand the data. Presently the type of data
sources supported includes Twitter, Facebook, HPDW Data
Platform, PostgreSQL, Oracle, MySQL, CSV, SOLR,
IMPALA, Hive2, MongoDB, RESTful JSON. The charts
enable dynamic drill down, dynamic filtering, and dynamic
chart changing to enable easier visual analysis of data.
IV.

DATA WAREHOUSE IMPLEMENTATION

As we have previously implemented a healthcare data
warehouse in PostgreSQL which encompasses from data
source ingestion until data marts for dashboards, we have
come across issues of performance with PostgreSQL. Hence,
performance comparison of data warehouse migrated from
RDBMS to HPDW big data is required to validate whether
the migration of the data warehouse is worthy to overcome
the performance issues we faced during the ETL process in
RBMS which is slow. We analyse the query performance
between HPDW and RDBMS (PostgreSQL) where we have
implemented the health data warehouse onto both HPDW
and RDBMS with the same set of data and data model. A
star schema is used to model the data warehouse in which
facts and dimensions are relate through their respective entity
keys to form a join table.
Fig. 5, 6 and 7, shows the star schema model in
conceptual, logical and physical data model representation.
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Hospital

Gender

A. Experiment

Fact Table

RegionState

results of the two systems to demonstrate the benefit of
using HPDW for processing very large data set.

In the experiment, we pre-generated a number of random
data for the fact tables ranging from 100M to 300M rows.
We have implemented the HDFS using Hadoop 2.4 and
distribute the data to 4 physical nodes where one is serving
the Master Node and Hadoop Name Node and the others as
the Worker Node and Hadoop Data Nodes. Each node has a
128 GB memory in which the details are given in Table I.

Date

Postcode

Figure 5. Conceptual Data Model of Data Warehouse implemented
with HPDW
Hospital
HospitalId

TABLE I. HARDWARE SPECIFICATION FOR HPDW AND POSTGRESQL

Gender
GenderId
Fact Table
HospitalId
GenderId
RegionStateId
PostcodeId
DateId
EcounterCount

RegionState
RegionStateId

HPDW

PostgreSQL

4 x Physical Nodes

N/A

CPU

Intel Xeon Ten-Core E52660v3 2.60Ghz
processors – 20 Cores

Intel Xeon Ten-Core
E5-2660v3 2.60Ghz
processors – 20 Cores

RAM

128 GB

96 GB

HDD 4 TB (RAID 10)

HDD 4 TB (RAID 5)

Ubuntu (64 bits)

Ubuntu (64 bits)

Nodes

Date
DateId

Postcode
PostcodeId

Storage
OS
Figure 6. Logical Data Model of Data Warehouse implemented with
HPDW

We compare the performance of a set of SQL queries
given in Tab. II, IV and VI which runs on PostgreSQL and
our prototype system HPDW (MPP with HDFS). To capture
the SQL queries performance, we use Aqua Data Studio
[15] as the database client tool for both HPDW and
PostgreSQL query analysis. In order for the database tool to
access the HPDW system, a HPDW JDBC is provided.
B. Results
Fig. 8 shows the summary of the execution time of SQL
queries compared between HPDW and PostgreSQL on
various data set sizes. The experiment results show that
HPDW is more than 11-200 times faster than PostgreSQL.
With the speed it achieved, it will enable data analysis at a
much faster rate rather than the norm of data warehouse
where it needs to go through a number of stages and days to
aggregate the data.

Figure 7. Physical Data Model of Data Warehouse implemented with
HPDW

V.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

In this section we present the performance results on a
physical cluster between RDBMS against HPDW system by
varying the size of the data warehouse for fact table queries
ranging from 7GB to 23GB data size. We compare the
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rows of records. HPDW just takes 3.2 seconds. It is 100
times faster than PostgreSQL.
TABLE IV: QUERY FOR TOTAL ENCOUNTERS BY MONTH & YEAR,
SERVICETYPE, NATIONALITY, AGEGRP, GENDER

No.
record
100
million

Figure 8. Performance comparison between HPDW and PostgreSQL for
Q1, Q2, Q3 for data size between 7-23GB on 100M, 200M and 300M rows
respectively.

Following are the list of queries test we have
conducted on both HPDW and PostgreSQL for the same set
of queries and data size.

200
million

TABLE II. QUERY FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF PATIENTS

Number of
records
100 million
200 million
300 million

Query 1 Test Case: Total number of
patients
select count (*) from fact_100m
select count (*) from fact_200m
select count (*) from fact_300m

TABLE III. EXECUTION TIME FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF PATIENTS

300
million

Query 2 Test Case: Total Encounters by month & year,
servicetype, nationality, agegrp, gender.
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS mth_yr
,st.svctype,n.nationaltype,ag.agegrp,g.gender,SUM(f.enc_cnt)
AS enc_cnt FROM fact_100m f JOIN dim_lk_servicetype st on
st.sk_dim_servicetype=f.sk_dim_servicetype JOIN
dim_lk_agegrp ag ON ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp
JOIN dim_lk_gender g ON g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_lk_nationality n ON
n.sk_dim_nationality=f.sk_dim_nationality JOIN dim_date d
ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP
BY d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR)
,st.svctype,n.nationaltype,ag.agegrp,g.gender
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS
mth_yr,st.svctype,n.nationaltype,ag.agegrp,
g.gender,SUM(f.enc_cnt) AS enc_cnt FROM fact_200m f JOIN
dim_lk_servicetype st on
st.sk_dim_servicetype=f.sk_dim_servicetype JOIN
dim_lk_agegrp ag ON ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp
JOIN dim_lk_gender g ON g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_lk_nationality n ON
n.sk_dim_nationality=f.sk_dim_nationality JOIN dim_date d
ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP
BY d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR),
st.svctype,n.nationaltype, ag.agegrp,g.gender
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS
mth_yr,st.svctype,n.nationaltype,ag.agegrp,g.gender,SUM(f.en
c_cnt) AS enc_cnt FROM fact_300m f JOIN dim_lk_servicetype
st on st.sk_dim_servicetype=f.sk_dim_servicetype JOIN
dim_lk_agegrp ag ON ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp
JOIN dim_lk_gender g ON g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_lk_nationality n ON
n.sk_dim_nationality=f.sk_dim_nationality JOIN dim_date d
ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP
BY d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR), st.svctype,
n.nationaltype,ag.agegrp,g.gender

TABLE V. EXECUTION TIME FOR TOTAL ENCOUNTERS BY MONTH & YEAR,
SERVICETYPE, NATIONALITY, AGEGROUP, GENDER

Numbers of
records (in
millions)

Figure 9. Execution time comparison for total number of patients

For Q1 test case: Total numbers of patients,
PostgreSQL takes about 313.7 seconds to execute 300 M
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Execution Time (in s )
HPDW
PostgreSQL
1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average
100
26 25 25 26 25 25.4 5757
5757
200
47 46 51 49 47 48 12682
12682
300
92 103 89 89 89 92.4 21057
21057
For Q2 test case: Total Encounters by month &
year, servicetype, nationality, agegrp, gender , PostgreSQL
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takes about 21057 seconds to execute 300 M rows of
records. HPDW just takes 92.4 seconds. It is 228 times
faster than PostgreSQL.

'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR), r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender

TABLE VII. EXECUTION TIME FOR TOTAL ENCOUNTERS BY MONTH & YEAR,
REFERENCE HOSPITAL, AGEGRP, GENDER

Numbers of
records (in
millions)

Figure 10. Execution time comparison for Total Encounters by month &
year, servicetype, nationality, agegrp, gender

100
200
300

Execution Time (in s )
1
17
35
49

2
17
34
44

HPDW
3 4
17 18
32 30
46 47

5
20
25
48

Average
17.8
31.2
46.8

1
125.1
277
509.6

2
87.7
285
507.8

PostgreSQL
3 4
87.8 87.9
279 277.7
507.9 508.8

5
87.9
276.6
508.6

Average
95.28
279.06
508.5

TABLE VI. QUERY FOR TOTAL ENCOUNTERS BY MONTH & YEAR,
REFERENCE HOSPITAL, AGEGRP, GENDER

No.
recor
d
100
millio
n

200
millio
n

300
millio
n

Query 3 Test Case: Total Encounters by month &
year, reference hospital, agegrp, gender
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS
mth_yr,r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender,SUM(f.enc_cnt) AS enc_cnt FROM
fact_100m f JOIN dim_lk_ref r on
r.sk_dim_ref=f.sk_dim_ref JOIN dim_lk_agegrp ag ON
ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp JOIN
dim_lk_gender g ON
g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_date d ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date
where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP BY d.mth_pt||''||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR), r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS
mth_yr,r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender,SUM(f.enc_cnt) AS enc_cnt FROM
fact_200m f JOIN dim_lk_ref r on
r.sk_dim_ref=f.sk_dim_ref JOIN dim_lk_agegrp ag ON
ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp JOIN
dim_lk_gender g ON
g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_date d ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date
where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP BY d.mth_pt||''||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR), r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender
SELECT d.mth_pt||'-'||CAST(d.yr_pt AS VARCHAR) AS
mth_yr,r.reference,
ag.agegrp,g.gender,SUM(f.enc_cnt) AS enc_cnt
FROM fact_300m f
JOIN dim_lk_ref r on r.sk_dim_ref=f.sk_dim_ref
JOIN dim_lk_agegrp ag ON
ag.sk_dim_agegrp=f.sk_dim_agegrp
JOIN dim_lk_gender g ON
g.sk_dim_gender=f.sk_dim_gender
JOIN dim_date d ON d.sk_dim_date=f.sk_dim_date
where d.yr_pt=2013 GROUP BY d.mth_pt||'-
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For Query 3: Total Encounters by month & year,
reference hospital, agegrp, gender, PostgreSQL takes about
508.6 seconds to execute 300 M rows of records. HPDW
just takes 46.8 seconds. It is 11 times faster than
PostgreSQL.

Figure 11. Execution time comparison for Total Encounters by month &
year, reference hospital, agegrp, gender

Overall, we can see HPDW outperforms
PostgreSQL greatly. In addition, we also perform queries
utilizing HPDW Data Analysis which is a multi-data source
data analysis tool we have developed. We developed
analytical charts against both HPDW and PostgreSQL using
Q2 100M records as shown in Fig. 12. With the HPDW
Data Analysis tool, we are able to perform data exploration
onto HPDW but not with PostgreSQL data source as the
query execution in PostgreSQL requires at least 95 minutes
for execution. The database connectivity will time out after
a period of 5 minutes.
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Figure 13. HPDW Data Exploration for data mining of data

VI.

Figure 12. HPDW Data Analysis for multi data source exploration with
drill down. Shown here is data analysis on HPDW data source.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce HPDW Big Data Analytical
Platform which is a new big data analytical platform that
can provide end-to-end solution for both storing and
analyzing of historical and streaming data. It can be used to
analyse multi data source of data and unify the data for
further data exploration. In order to achieve the speed it
requires, HPDW uses InMemory for data process and
Infiniband as the high network speed to interconnect all the
data nodes. HPDW also incorporates RESTful JSON for
easy stream data insertion. Historical data stream can then
be analyzed through HPDW data analysis web system or
scripts as shown in Fig. 13. We also provide JDBC and
ODBC connection for further 3rd party tool integration such
as Tableau.
In this paper, we evaluated the performance of a
commercial RDBMS (PostgreSQL) and HPDW on health
data warehouse for fact table queries ranging from 7GB to
23GB data size. Our tests indicate that overall HPDW
outperforms RDBMS (PostgreSQL) for large data sets in the
range of 11-200 times. In future, we will further improve
HPDW by having more SQL query commands to be
supported. This will enable more support for data analysis
of the data stored in HPDW. In addition, more types of data
sources for the HPDW Data Analysis will be supported such
as OData, Excel, Spark and others. Hence, this big data
analytical platform is able to provide data scientist and BI
analysis a piece of mind as it reduces the effort requires to
setup, developed and configure the big data storage, speed
and streaming required.
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Abstract—In today’s society, working environments are becoming more stressful and people working in these environments
become prone to various illnesses. But, work should be a source of
health, pride and happiness, in the sense of enhancing motivation
and strengthening personal development. In this work, we present
StayActive, a system which aims to detect stress and burnout risks by analyzing the behaviour of the users via their
smartphone. In particular, we collect data from people’s daily
phone usage gathering information about the sleeping pattern,
the social interaction and the physical activity of the user. We
assign a weight factor to each of these three dimensions of
wellbeing according to the user’s personal perception and build
a stress detection system. We evaluate our system in a real
world environment and in a daily-routine scenario. This paper
highlights the architecture and model of this innovative stress
detection system.
Keywords—Stress Detection; Smartphone; Sleeping Pattern; Social Interaction; Physical Activity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today stress is omnipresent as never before and it is one
of the major problems in modern society. Detecting stress in
natural environments is beneficial to avoid developing burn-out
situations and illness.
The most common method to quantify stress is to simply
ask people about their mood filling in questionnaires. There
are standard methods for doing so like the Perceived Stress
Scale questionnaire [1]. Questions in the perceived stress scale
(PSS) assess to what degree a subject feels stressed in a given
situation.
Nowadays wearable devices such as mobile phones and
wearable sensors are ubiquitous in our lives. Several researchers have tried to understand personality from mobile
phone usage [2][3]. Our stress detection system aims to use
technology to recognize stress levels using data from the
devices that users always carry and wear.
Sleeping patterns, social life and physical activity are connected with the presence of stress in people’s lives [4]. We
take into account these three dimensions for building our stress
detection system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
our designed stress detection system is described in detail.
Experimental results using real data are reported and discussed
in Section III. Future work to be done on StayActive is
presented in Section IV. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn
in Section V.
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II. S YSTEM DESIGN
StayActive is an Android application running on a smartphone. We have chosen the Android based solution because
it is an open source framework designed for mobile devices.
The Android Software Development Kit (SDK) provides the
Application Programming Interface (API) libraries and developer tools necessary to build, test and debug applications for
Android. We implemented the prototype in Java using the
Android SDK API 19.
A. System overview
Although there are still several open questions regarding
the links between the behaviour of a person and their stress
level, in StayActive we take a pragmatic approach and build
an initial stress detection system which can be extended and
refined.
The general architecture of our stress detection system is
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. StayActive system architecture.

1) Providers: The first layer is the one that collects and provides the data to upper layers. The provider module contains
all the implemented data providers, which are responsible for
collecting a specific type of data from the device. They are free
to implement the data monitoring behaviour as they wish. The
currently implemented providers collect the following type of
data: type of physical activity, calls and SMS, ambient light
and temperature, location, battery level, screen on/off intervals,
Wi-Fi, step counter, number of screen touches and finally type
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of applications launched. We give some examples of the results
of these providers in Figures 2- 6.

Figure 5. Physical activity provider.
Figure 2. Step counter provider.

Figure 6. Screen touch provider.

Figure 3. Call provider.

is important to use different dimensions of people’s wellbeing
and compute their stress level. That way, we will be able to
help them by giving advice for reducing their stress level and
therefore improving their quality of life. Our stress detection
module takes into account three main dimensions of wellbeing:
the sleeping pattern of the users, their social interaction and
their physical activity as reported in Table I.
TABLE I. Factors measuring stress.
Sleeping pattern
Social interaction
Physical activity
sleeping hours/day touches of the screen/day number of steps per/day

Figure 4. SMS provider.

2) Server: The server module is responsible for receiving
data from the mobile devices and storing it in a database. We
aggregate all the data and we process it in order to extract a
relaxation score for each user as explained in the next section.
3) Detection: This module contains analyzers for each data
provider, which extract useful information and patterns from
the raw data to output a partial relaxation score. The core
detector module will aggregate the results of these individual
analyzers and compute a final stress level, as explained in the
next section.
B. Stress detection
Simply collecting the patterns of people’s behaviour is insufficient for helping them improve their personal wellbeing. It
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1) Sleeping pattern: There is a big body of research work
which analyzes the link between sleep hygiene and the mood
of people [5][6]. People usually exchange sleep for additional
working hours as a coping mechanism for busy lifestyles. In
our stress detection module we take into account the user’s
duration of sleep. We set the number of normal sleeping hours
at 8 and penalize insufficient sleep and oversleeping. We set
the lower threshold of normal sleeping hours at 7 and the upper
threshold at 9 hours according to [7]. For any extra missing
or more hours of sleep we penalize the behaviour of the user
with a weight factor per hour. In order to compute the sleeping
pattern of the user we take into account the Screen analyzer.
Between 6 p.m. and 10 a.m. we compute the biggest time
interval that the user did not touch his screen and we compute
the duration of his sleep. An example of the sleeping pattern
of a user for some days is depicted in Figure 7.
2) Social interaction: The daily social interaction of people
has a serious impact on many dimensions of wellbeing [6].
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In our model we assign the maximum value of wellbeing,
and therefore the lowest stress level, when reaching the goal of
10,000 steps per day. If someone reaches less than this number
we penalize (decrease relaxation factor) with a weight factor
per 1,000 steps.
III. E VALUATION WITH REAL DATA
For the evaluation of our data, we followed an empirical
model. We monitored the behaviour of the user in the above
mentioned three dimensions (sleeping pattern, social interaction and physical activity) collecting data for a week.
A. Relaxation score
Figure 7. Sleeping pattern.

People who maintain dense social connections are more likely
to have resilient mental health. They tend to be able to cope
with stress and often are better able to manage chronic illness.
On the other hand regarding communication, researchers
are hypothesizing that perhaps people become so used to
and even dependent on receiving constant messages, emails,
and tweets, that the moment they do not receive one, their
anxiety increases. People feel compelled to check their phone
constantly, which can then lead to disappointment when there
are no new messages, and increased stress about why no one
is messaging them, or when the next message might come.
Repetitive checking of mobile phones is considered a compulsive behaviour [8]. People who are highly dependent on the
Internet for interaction act impulsively, avoid emotions, and
fail to keep up a proper planning or time management [9]. We
identify features which are relevant for detecting problematic
phone usage and therefore increase the stress level of the user.
For the moment in our system we take into account the number of touches of the screen as a factor for the social interaction
of the users using their smartphones. The accumulated result
per day is multiplied with the corresponding weight factor
and therefore it is accumulated in the total relaxation score. In
the next StayActive version we plan to take into account per
day, the number of calls and SMS’s that the person received,
the number of touches of the screen, the number of times
the screen was turned on and off and the number of social
applications the person used.
3) Physical activity: Several studies have linked exercise
to improved depression, self-esteem and stress [10][11]. Our
system monitors the physical activity of the user, making the
distinction between the type of activity (e.g. walking, running,
bicycling). We have also implemented a step counter which
gives us the opportunity to find the number of steps that each
user took per day. The American Heart Association uses the
10,000 steps metric as a guideline to follow for improving
health and decreasing risk of heart disease, the leading cause
of death in America. 10,000 steps a day is a rough equivalent
to the Surgeon Generals recommendation to accumulate 30
minutes of activity most days of the week.
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At first we compute a relaxation score for each individual
user for every day of the monitoring week. The relaxation
score is in the scale of [0-10] where the more stressed you
are, the lower your score will be (so the more relaxed you
are the higher your relaxation score). The idea of the scoring
procedure is the following. We assign a weight factor to each
of the three dimensions of wellbeing that we have taken into
account in our study. This factor is based on the response of the
participants to the following question which was asked in the
beginning of the experiment. Which of the three dimensions
do they personally consider as the most important for their
wellbeing? To the most important dimension we assign a
weight of w1 = 0.4 and to the rest we assign a weight of 0.3
respectively (w2 = w3 = 0.3), so that w1 +w2 +w3 = 1. Based
on these factors we are able to calculate the per day relaxation
level of each person as depicted in Figure 8 according to the
Equation 1. Therefore we compute a result per dimension and
adding them we calculate the final daily relaxation factor of
the user. For each of the three dimensions we normalize the
results in the scale of [0-10] and then multiply each of them
with the respective factor. Adding the three results per user,
per day we extract the daily relaxation level of each user.
relaxation

score = w1 ∗ dm1 + w2 ∗ dm2 + w3 ∗ dm3
(1)
TABLE II. Dimensions of Equation 1.

Dimension 1 (dm1 )
Dimension 2 (dm2 )
Dimension 3 (dm3 )
sleeping hours/day touches of the screen/day number of steps/day

B. Preliminary results
The three participants of our first tests were young adult
members from our research group. The evaluation of the
results takes place by asking the people who participated in
the experiment how they felt on each day corresponding to the
monitoring week when data was collected, without knowing
the outcome. Then, we compare their personal perception
with the relaxation score that we have computed using the
StayActive application for each individual day. The more score
you have the less stressed you are. This is the first step
of evaluating the accuracy of the relaxation score that we
produced through our empirical model. Secondly, we extract
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this is the first system that computes a relaxation score based
on different dimensions of human wellbeing.
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Figure 8. Relaxation scores.

a pattern for the behaviour of the user based on the data that
we collected during the testing week and then we compare
this pattern with the average daily activity of the user for this
week. We calculate the deviation from the normal behaviour
that we have extracted from the seven-day experiment and
based on that we characterize the user as stressed or not. We
also calculate the mean of the stress factor for each person
during a week in order to have more robust and accurate data.
IV. F UTURE WORK
This is a first model of our stress detection system. We are
still enhancing and improving it. The immediate steps after the
work that has been presented are the following. Further use
of the application collecting data for a month and comparison
of the different stress results of each individual day with the
means that we have extracted from the initial testing period.
In the long term, we are targeting a final machine learning
approach which will take more features into account in order
to improve the accuracy of stress detection. We will create
a pattern per user based on his behaviour for a month and
a possible deviation from this pattern because of the sleeping
hours, the social interaction or the physical activity of the user
should agree with the respective decrease in the relaxation
score (more stressed). The long term idea of StayActive is to
provide older adults with a personalized, adaptable tool which
can also monitor some changes to biological signals like skin
conductance and heart rate, using wearable sensors and link
them to a low relaxation score (increased stress level). Then
it will recommend and present various relaxation activities
just-in-time in order to allow the users to carry out and solve
everyday tasks and problems at work.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
Stress detection is a research field that has a big impact
on the improvement of people’s daily life. In this paper we
present a first prototype which takes into account three main
dimensions of wellbeing. The sleeping pattern, the physical
activity of the users and their social interaction are accumulated with different weight factors and give an estimation of
the daily stress level of the user. To the best of our knowledge,
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Abstract—Which technology should be used in order to be
able to locate oneself in any kind of scenario? This has been a
recurrent question in the last years. It has become evident that,
until now, there is no dominant indoor positioning solution based
on a single technology. Outdoors, positioning systems based on
satellites have given excellent results. However, a global solution
for both kinds of scenarios does not exist. In our study, this
problem is dealt with by creating an algorithm able to evaluate
positions received from different technologies and choose the most
trustworthy one. As a result, we are able to improve the overall
accuracy of the user’s position estimation, compared to the ones
the different technologies would have given if used independently.
In this way, the user is offered a simple solution to have an
accurate position in all environments, in a transparent way. The
main challenge of using different technologies at the same time
is usually the battery consumption. A solution for dealing with
this aspect is also proposed in this document. This research has
been done in the context of the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
Enhanced Daily Living and Health (EDLAH) project, where older
people can track their lost objects, which requires them to be
positioned in a very accurate way.
Keywords—Indoor localisation; Outdoor localisation; Position
selection; Heterogeneous positioning; Battery saving.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ability to position people indoors has become a very
important focus of research in the last years. An example
of this are the requirements given in the European project
EDLAH, that motivates this research, where the goal is for
users to be able to locate some of their lost objects in a map
of their house. It is also required to position these users in a
very accurate way using their mobile devices.
Outdoor positioning is now excellent with the establishment
of Global Positioning System (GPS), but the number of applications that demand positioning abilities in all environments is
increasing rapidly. On the other hand, it appears that, until now,
there is not a dominant solution based on a single technology
able to offer better results than the rest for these cases.
One of the commonly used technologies for positioning in
indoor environments is the Wi-Fi signal [1][2]. This approach
takes advantage of the fact that most buildings have several
Wi-Fi access points, in order to provide Internet access, so
the hardware required is already installed. On the other hand,
usually the access point network is not dense enough to facilitate a satisfactory precision of localisation. Another technology
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widely used during the last years is the Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) technology [3][4]. It has a low energy consumption,
while maintaining a communication range similar to that of
its predecessor, Classic Bluetooth. Some other approaches
combine these methods with the inertial sensors of the device
used to improve the accuracy and the experience of the user
in between position estimation receptions [5][6].
An important challenge for applications that need to offer
positioning globally, both indoors and outdoors, is to have
an efficient mechanism that decides which position provider
should be used. In our study, we face this problem by creating
an algorithm able to gather positions received from different
technologies, evaluate them and choose the most trustworthy
one, therefore improving the overall accuracy of the user’s
position estimation. A similar approach to this solution can
be found in [7], where the concept ”Quality of Position” is
presented.
This is one of the problems that must be faced in the
EDLAH project, where the users must be located with high
precision in their own flat, as well as outdoors in a garden or
common area, in order to find their lost objects. These objects
have been previously identified with a BLE beacon that allows
a mobile device to compute the distance to them, as described
in [8].
In this work, the position providers offered by Google in
the Android operative system have been used, both GPS and
Cell-ID based position provider [9]. Also, the BLE positioning
solution presented in [3], where a grid of BLE beacons is deployed. This allows the position of the user to be inferred from
a weighted average of the Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) values, which were received from the different beacons
in range. In this case, the position estimation is limited to the
area that is defined by the polygon that the beacons' placement
creates. This way if the beacons are placed in an indoors
environment, the position estimation will only be calculated
indoors.
There exist also several studies about power saving in
mobile positioning, giving an overview of current localisation
technologies and a classification of techniques for improving
the energy efficiency by evaluating some of the most promising
approaches [10][11][12].
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The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II,
we present the position selection algorithm and the concepts
of position estimation and position trust. Experimental results
and their corresponding analysis are shown in Section III. In
Section IV, we present a theoretical model for battery saving.
Finally, future work directions along with conclusions drawn
are presented in Section V.

B. Position trust
We define the position trust as an internal parameter of the
algorithm utilized to determine which of the available positions
is the best at each moment. The calculation of the trust is based
on three parameters:
•

II. P OSITION SELECTION
The core of this research is based on the existence of
position providers. Conceptually, position providers constitute
the lowest layer of a location based service. They transform
raw sensor data into position estimations. In our system, these
estimations are sent to higher level layers.
A. Position estimation
Firstly, it is necessary to establish the attributes that a
position estimation must have in order to be suitable for the
algorithm. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Latitude
Longitude
Accuracy
Provider name
Timestamp

•

The two basic parameters that a position must have are
the latitude and longitude coordinates, as they allow the
identification of a specific point in the geographic coordinate
system.
As the position is not exact, but an estimate, it is needed
to have an idea of the quality of that estimation. This is given
by the dynamic accuracy estimation (referred in this paper as
accuracy), which is generally described as the radius of 68%
confidence of the position. In other words, if a circle centred at
the position’s latitude and longitude is drawn, and with a radius
equal to the accuracy, then there is a 68% probability that the
true position is inside the circle. This is because it is assumed
that location errors are random with a normal distribution, so
the 68% confidence circle represents one standard deviation.
In practice though, location errors do not always follow such
a simple distribution.
Moreover, the name of the provider that estimated the
position must be delivered in order to give the user and
the system information about the technology used. This is
specially important for the battery saving algorithm, as it
makes it possible to differentiate between different providers.
Finally, the timestamp of when the position was recorded is
also required, which is basic to have an idea of how recent
each estimation is.
Additionally, the position estimation might also contain
information about the altitude, the speed, the bearing of the
user, etc. These are given to upper layers, but are out of the
scope of this research.
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Accuracy: as stated before, it is described as the radius of
68% confidence of the position, in meters. As explained,
this error is also an estimation, because the system does
not know what the exact real position of the person is.
The accurate modelling of the accuracy estimation is vital
for the correct behaviour of our approach. Generally, this
estimation is based on some of the received characteristics
of the raw data of the technology used. In GPS and the
Cell-ID provider it is given by Android, while in the BLE
provider we base this estimation on the strength of the
received Bluetooth signal and the number of Bluetooth
beacons in sight.
Recency: in seconds, the difference between the timestamp obtained when the position was estimated and the
actual timestamp at that moment.
Priority: optionally, a value from 1 to 10, with 1 being the
highest priority that can be assigned by the user to the different technologies used when initialising the algorithm.
This is utilised in case the user prefers specific providers
above others, even if the algorithm would choose a
different position estimation if this priority would not
exist. If priorities are not assigned, this parameter will
not be taken into account in the selection process.

The trust of the position will be inversely proportional to
the accuracy, which is given as the estimated error committed
in the measurement, in meters. Therefore, the smaller the
error, the bigger the trust. The trust will also be inversely
proportional to the recency of the position, thus the newer the
position, the higher the trust. If the user has given priorities
to the different providers, this value will also be taken into
account when calculating the trust. This will be inversely
proportional to the value of the priority. Following, in (1),
(2) and (3), the way that the trust is calculated, as well as the
restrictions of the weight values are presented.
trust =

w2
w3
w1
+
+
accuracy recency priority

(1)

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1

(2)

wi ≥ 0 , i {1, 2, 3}

(3)

The values w1 , w2 and w3 correspond to the weight, or the
importance, given to the accuracy, the recency of the position
and the priority of the provider used, respectively. These
weights can be tuned, following (2) and (3), in order to obtain
the most adequate results for each scenario or preference of
the user.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the position selection algorithm

C. Position selection
Each time that one of the position providers sends a new
position estimation, its trust will be calculated and compared
with the recalculated trust of the last best position estimation.
If the trust of the new position is better, the algorithm will save
it as the best possible position estimation at the moment and
it will be returned to the user as an output. If the previous
position estimation still has a better trust, then no update
occurs. It is important to note that the trust of the last best
position estimation will be recalculated every time a provider
offers a new position. This is done because the recency of the
previous position estimation must be updated and, therefore,
its trust will decrease. The procedure's logic can be visualised
in Figure 1.
III. R ESULTS
We will now proceed to show the results achieved by using
the position selection algorithm in our test environment at the
University of Geneva. Concretely, the algorithm is tested using
three different position providers: GPS, Cell-ID positioning,
and a BLE provider. The first two providers are the ones
provided by Google in Android mobile devices, while the BLE
one has been developed by our group. The position selection
algorithm, in the following example, has been configured using
w1 = w2 and w3 = 0 in (1). This means that, when calculating
the trust of a position estimation, one meter in the accuracy
is penalized the same way as one second in the recency of
the estimation. This setup would be the logical solution for
a user that is moving at a speed of one meter per second.
In this example, the priorities are not taken into account.
As an example, a position that was taken one second ago
with an accuracy of one meter, will have the same trust as a
position calculated right now with an accuracy of two meters.
In this situation, the algorithm will choose the newer position
estimation.
To measure the results of the algorithm, we have created
a tool that allows us to record the actual real position of
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a user, as he or she is moving, at the same time that the
estimated positions are being calculated. Therefore, we can
later calculate the error committed in the position estimations
of a moving or static user. In our case, we have selected a
path that mixes different types of scenarios. The user started
the trip in an indoors area with no BLE coverage (and being
indoors the GPS coverage is almost non-existent), followed by
an indoors zone with BLE coverage. Later, the path continues
outdoors with no BLE coverage and finishes again indoors
with BLE coverage. The goal of this procedure is to test how
the algorithm handles the changes between areas where one
technology has much better accuracy than others.
TABLE I. R ESULT FOR DIFFERENT POSITION PROVIDERS
Provider name
GPS
Cell-ID
BLE
GPStoBLE
Our solution

Mean error (m)
13.7
31.69
6.51
5.76
4.84

SD (m)
11.68
20.07
15.2
7.53
6.42

SR
41.01%
62.96%
21.78%
39.57%
45.34%

A list of the results can be seen in Table I . These have been
extracted using a Samsung Galaxy S4 device. The results have
been taken from five different position providers: standalone
GPS, standalone Cell-ID position provider, standalone BLE
position provider, GPStoBLE and our solution. GPStoBLE is a
position provider previously created in our research group, that
is specifically designed to switch between the BLE provider
and GPS. It takes into account the specific characteristics of
both providers and waits until several good readings of one of
the providers are received to decide which of the two will be
used.
In Table I, for each of these providers, the mean error
committed in the estimations is shown, measured as the
distance between the estimated position and the real one, in
meters. Additionally, the standard deviation of the error is also
specified, in order to offer a better idea about the dispersion of
the results. Lastly, a parameter defined as Success Rate (SR),
can be observed related to the estimated accuracy claimed by
the providers. It indicates the percentage of the times that the
real position was inside the area delimited by the circle with
the estimated position as a center and a radius equal to the
accuracy. As described in Section II, this value is expected to
be close to 68%. Nevertheless, it is observed that this is not
true for most of the providers, which means that the estimation
of the accuracy should be improved in these cases.
Looking at the data obtained, it is directly seen that the
standalone solutions are more inaccurate than the other two.
Furthermore, the BLE and GPS solutions do not offer coverage
everywhere. For example, even if the total error committed by
the BLE position provider is relatively low, the error outdoors
is unaccounted for as the provider is not estimating positions.
Nevertheless, the user would not be able to position himself
at that moment. It is notable that our solution, which is
not provider specific, has a better performance compared to
the one specifically designed for BLE and GPS, due to the
introduction of a third position provider (Cell-ID) in areas
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where none of the previous ones have coverage. The superior
performance is also due to the removal of bad estimations,
because when a new position is received with a bad accuracy,
the algorithm will most likely keep using the previous position
estimation as it would have more trust. The visual difference
between the real path followed by the user and the one
estimated by our solution can be observed in figures 2 and
3.

TABLE II. R ESULT FOR DIFFERENT ALGORITHM WEIGHTS
w1
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

w2
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Mean error (m)
4.84
4.81
4.84
4.90
4.92

SD (m)
6.37
6.36
6.42
6.55
6.68

SR
46.28%
47.44%
45.35%
40.46%
38.60%

It is appreciated how slightly better results are obtained for
w1 = 0.4 and w2 = 0.6. This means that the estimations
are closer to the real path of the user when the recency
of the updates is given slightly higher importance than the
estimated accuracy. This result might also be due to the
accuracy estimation not having a 68% confidence as it should,
but significantly lower in most of the cases.
IV. BATTERY SAVING

Figure 2. Real path followed by the user

Figure 3. Estimated path by our solution

Lastly, a parameter optimization step is made, in order to
find a better parameter tuning for our algorithm. In Table II the
results of five different setting of w1 and w2 , are exemplified.
The parameter w3 , representing the weight of the priority
given to each provider, is again set to zero. Values were given
following (2) and (3). The values vary from 0.3 to 0.7 for
both parameters. Higher or lower than that, the algorithm
starts giving poor results. If the accuracy has a weight lower
than 0.25 the algorithm will start giving only new positions,
taking very little into account the estimated error committed.
Similarly, if w2 is very low, the algorithm will offer a position
update only when it receives a more accurate position, even
if the saved one was taken a long time ago.
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One of the downsides of this approach and, in general, of all
heterogeneous positioning solutions, is that the device needs
to have activated all technologies and be subscribed to their
corresponding position providers at all times, which translates
into an elevated battery consumption. For this reason, it is here
presented a theoretical model on how to apply battery saving
techniques to the solution presented in this paper. This model
is based on controlling the switching, on or off, of the different
position providers depending on how they are needed. There
are no experimental results offered for this model yet, as it is
an ongoing work in our group.
The algorithm applied in this case checks, on every position
update, the trust of the position estimations offered by the
different active providers. The main idea of the algorithm is
to classify providers as reliable when they offer a number of
trustworthy positions in a row, and, in a similar way, classify
them as unreliable if they give a number of untrustworthy
position estimations in a row.
The algorithm is iterated every time there is a position
update. It checks the trust of the position received, if this trust
is higher than a predefined trust value, a specific counter for
this provider is increased. The counter is reset to zero every
time the trust is lower than this value. When the algorithm
detects that the counter is higher than a confidence threshold, it
means that the provider has given several trustworthy positions
in a row, so it is classified as a reliable position provider. If the
system detects that there are several reliable providers at the
same moment, it deactivates the ones with the highest power
consumption.
Similarly, when a reliable provider gives a series of untrustworthy positions in a row, it is classified as not reliable and,
if it is the only active provider at that moment, the rest of the
providers will be reactivated again in order to find positions
with higher trust. This logic can be visualised in Figure 4.
Besides, if the only provider used at a given moment
consumes a high amount of power, a timer will be activated so
that every given amount of time, providers that have a lower
battery consumption are reactivated to check if they became
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Figure 4. Flow chart of the battery saving algorithm

V. C ONCLUSION AND

FUTURE WORK

A switching algorithm between different mobile position
providers has been presented along with a battery saving logic.
It has been demonstrated how our solution has been able to improve the results previously achieved in our group, which used
to rely on position providers based on a single technology, or a
switching logic designed for specific providers. The proposed
solution is technology independent, since the algorithm simply
requires some basic parameters in the position estimation,
which offers substantial flexibility for the future addition of
new position providers based on other technologies.
The requirements for the project EDLAH have been fulfilled, as the accuracy is improved in all environments, according to the available technologies. This way, the object
localization module has a more reliable position estimation
input.
Future work in this area involves testing other configurations of the algorithm by adjusting the different weights and
thresholds involved. One of the possibilities is the addition
of machine learning techniques to optimise the algorithm
parameters trying to minimise the average error in the estimation. Additionally, the battery saving theoretical model will
be implemented in order to extract results and conclusions
from its use.
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trustworthy and use one of them instead of the one with high
battery consumption demand.
In order for this algorithm to be effective, it is important that, when defining a new provider, a parameter which
indicates the energy consumption rate of this technology is
specified. This parameter does not need to be a quantitative
measure, but may just be a qualitative description. As an example, in our system, GPS is marked as High Consumption, while
the BLE position provider is marked as Low Consumption.
The confidence thresholds that define when a provider is
reliable or not, as well as the timer set for high power
consumption providers, are meant to be tuned by the user of
the algorithm. It is evident that there exists a trade-off between
battery consumption and position accuracy. Having very low
values on these parameters will imply a high amount of
activating and deactivating providers, but it will also mean that
more position estimations of different providers are received,
improving the chances of getting more accurate estimations,
but also increasing the battery consumption. On the other hand,
higher values will imply less changes of providers, less battery
consumption, and, most likely, less accuracy.
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Abstract—Based on a construction of the power set of the
fact table schemes, this paper presents an approach to represent
and to compute data cubes using a prefix tree structure for
the storage of cuboids. Though the approach is simple, the
experimental results show that it is efficient in run time and
storage space.
Keywords-Data warehouse; Data cube; Data mining.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In data warehouse, a data cube of a fact table with n
dimensions and m measures can be seen as the result of
the set of the Structured Query Language (SQL) group-by
queries over the power set of dimensions, with aggregate
functions over the measures. The result of each groupby query is an aggregate view, called a cuboid, of the
fact table. The concept of data cube represents important
interests to business decision as it provides aggregate views
of measures over multiple combinations of dimensions. As
the number of cuboids in a data cube is exponential to
the number of dimensions of the fact table, when the fact
table is big, computing a cuboid is critical and computing
all cuboids of a data cube is exponentially cost in time
[1][5]. To improve the response time, the data cube is usually
precomputed and stored on disks [6]. However, storing all
the data cube is exponential in space. Research in Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP) focuses important effort for
efficient methods of computation and representation of data
cubes.
A. Related work
There are approaches that represent data cubes approximately or partially [9][10][16][18]. The other approaches
search to represent the entire data cube with efficient
methods to compute and to store the cube [2][7][21]. The
computing time and storage space can be minimized by reducing redundancies between tuples in cuboids [20] or based
on equivalence relations defined on aggregate functions
[11][15] or on the concept of closed itemsets in frequent
itemset mining [14] or by coalescing the storage of tuples
in cuboids [19].
In the approaches to efficiently compute and store the
cube, the computation is usually organized over the complete
lattice of subschemes of the fact table dimension scheme, in
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such a way the run time and the storage space can be optimized by reducing redundancies [2][8][11][12][13][15][17].
The computation can traverse the complete lattice in a topdown or bottom-up manner. [7][16]. For grouping tuples to
create cuboids, the sort operation can be used to reorganize
tuples: tuples are grouped over the prefix of their scheme
and the aggregate functions are applied over the measures.
By grouping tuples, the fact table can be horizontally partitioned, each partition can be fixed in memory, and the cube
computation can be modularized.
To optimize the cuboid construction, in top-down methods
[7][20], the cuboids over the subschemes on a path from the
top to the bottom in the complete lattice can be built in only
one lecture of the fact table sorted over the largest scheme
of the path. An aggregate filter is used for each subscheme.
The filter contains, at each time, only one tuple over the
subscheme with the current value of aggregated measures
(or a non aggregated mark). When reading a new tuple of
the fact table, if over the subscheme, the new tuple has the
same value as the filter, then only the value of the aggregated
measures is updated. Otherwise, the current content of the
filter is flushed out to disk, and before the new tuple passes
into the filter, the subtuple over the next subscheme (next
on the path from the top to the bottom) goes into the next
subscheme filter.
To minimize the storage space of a cuboid, only aggregated subtuples with aggregated measures are directly
stored on disk. Non-aggregated subtuples are not stored but
represented by references to the (sub)tuples where the non
aggregated tuples are originated.
The bottom-up methods [11][13][15][20] walk the paths
from the bottom to the top in the complete lattice, beginning
with the empty node (corresponding to the cuboid with no
dimension). For each path, let T0 be the scheme at the
bottom node and Tn the scheme at of the top node of the path
(not necessary the bottom and the top of the lattice, as each
node is visited only once). These methods begin by sorting
the fact table over T0 and by this, the fact table is partitioned
into groups over T0 . To minimize storage space, for each one
of these groups, the following depth-first recursive process
is applied [20].
If the group is single, then the only element of the group
is represented by a reference to the corresponding tuple in
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the fact table, and there is no further process: the recursive
cuboid construction is pruned.
Otherwise, an aggregated tuple is created in the cuboid
over T0 and the group is sorted over the next scheme T1
in the path (with larger scheme) to be partitioned into subgroups. The creation of a real tuple or a reference in the
cuboid corresponding to each subgroup over T1 is similar to
what we have done when building the cuboid over T0 .
When the recursive process is pruned at a node Ti , 0 ≤
i ≤ n, or reaches to Tn , it resumes with the next group
of the partition over T0 , until all groups of the partition
are processed. The construction resumes with the next path,
until all paths of the complete lattice are processed, and all
cuboids are built.
Note that in the above optimized bottom-up method, in
all cuboids, if references exist, they refer directly to tuples
in the fact table, not to tuples in other cuboids. This method,
named Totally-Redundant-Segment BottomUpCube (TRSBUC), is reported in [20] as a method that dominates or
nearly dominates its competitors in all aspects of the data
cube problem: fast computation of a fully materialized cube
in compressed form, incrementally updateable, and quick
query response time.
B. Contribution
This paper presents a simple and efficient approach to
compute and to represent data cube without sorting the
fact table or any part of it, neither partitioning the fact
table, nor computing the complete lattice of subschemes,
nor sophisticated techniques to implement direct or indirect
references of tuples in cuboids. The efficient representation
of data cube is not only a compact representation of all
cuboids of the data cube, but also an efficient method to get
the original cuboids from the compact representation. The
main ideas of the proposed approach are:
1) Among the cuboids of a data cube, there are ones
that can be easily and rapidly get from the others, with no
important computing time. We call the latters the prime and
next-prime cuboids. These cuboids will be computed and
stored on disks.
2) The prime and next-prime cuboids are computed and
stored on disk using a prefix tree structure for compact
representation. To improve the efficiency of research through
the prefix tree, this work integrates the binary search tree into
the prefix tree.
3) To compute the prime and next-prime cuboids, this
work proposes a running scheme in which the computation
of the current cuboids can be speeded up by using the
previously computed cuboids.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
concept of the prime and next-prime schemes and cuboids.
Section 3 presents the structure of the integrated binary
search prefix tree used to store cuboids. Section 4 presents
the running scheme to compute the prime and next-prime
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cuboids and shows how to efficiently get any other cuboids
from the prime and next-prime cuboids. Section 5 reports
the experimentation results. Finally, conclusion and further
work are in Section 6.
II. P RIME AND NEXT- PRIME CUBOIDS
This section defines the main concepts of the present
approach to compute and to represent data cubes.
A. A structure of the power set
A data cube over a scheme S is the set of cuboids built
over all subsets of S, that is the power set of S. As in most
of existing work, attributes are encoded in integer, let us
consider S = {1, 2, ..., n}, n ≥ 1. The power set of S can
be recursively defined as follows.
1) The power set of S0 = ∅ (the empty set) is P0 = {∅}.
2) For n ≥ 1, the power set of Sn = {1, 2, ..., n} can be
defined recursively as follows:
Pn = Pn−1 ∪ {X ∪ {n} | X ∈ Pn−1 }

(1)

Pn is the union of Pn−1 (the power set of Sn−1 ) and the set
of which each element is built by adding n to each element
of Pn−1 . Let us call Pn−1 the first-half power set of Sn and
the second operand the last-half power set of Sn .
Example: For n = 3, S3 = {1, 2, 3}, we have:
P0 = {∅}, P1 = {∅, {1}}, P2 = {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}},
P3 = {∅, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}, {3}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}.
The last-half power set of S3 is:
{{3}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}.
B. Last-half data cube and first-half data cube
Consider a fact table R (a relational data table) over
a dimension scheme Sn = {1, 2, ..., n}. In view of the
first-half and the last-half power set, suppose that X =
x1 , ..., xi ⊆ Sn is an element of the first-half power set
of Sn . Let Y be the smallest element of the last-half power
set of Sn that contains X. Then, Y = X ∪ {n}. If the
cuboid over Y is already computed in the attribute order
x1 , ..., xi , n, then the cuboid over X = x1 , ..., xi can be
done by a simple sequential reading of the cuboid over Y
to get data for the cuboid over X. So, we call:
– A scheme in the last-half power set a prime scheme and
a cuboid over a prime scheme a prime cuboid. Note that all
prime schemes contain the last attribute n and any scheme
that contains attribute n is a prime scheme.
– For efficient computing, the prime cuboids are computed
by pairs with one dataset access for each pair. Such a pair is
composed of two prime cuboids. The scheme of the first one
has attribute 1 and the scheme of the second one is obtained
from the scheme of the first one by deleting attribute 1. We
call the second prime cuboid the next-prime cuboid.
– The set of all cuboids over the prime (or next-prime)
schemes is called the last-half data cube. The set of all
remaining cuboids is called the first-half data cube. In this
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TABLE I. FACT TABLE R1
RowId
1
2
3
4
5

A
a2
a3
a1
a1
a3

B
b1
b2
b1
b1
b3

C
c2
c2
c1
c2
c2

D
d2
d2
d1
d1
d3

M
m1
m2
m1
m3
m2

approach, the last-half data cube is computed and stored on
disks. Cuboids in the first-half data cube are computed as
queries based on the last-half data cube.
III. I NTEGRATED BINARY SEARCH PREFIX TREE
The prefix tree structure offers a compact storage for
tuples: the common prefix of tuples is stored once. So, there
is no redundancy in storage. Despite the compact structure of
the prefix tree, if the same prefix has a large set of different
suffixes, then the search time in the set of suffixes can be
important. To tackle it, this work proposes to integrate the
binary search tree into the prefix structure. The integrated
structure, called the binary search prefix tree (BSPT), is used
to store tuples of cuboids. With this structure, tuples with
the same prefix are stored as follows:
– The prefix is stored once.
– The suffixes of those tuples are organized in siblings
and stored in a binary search tree.
Precisely, in C language, the structure is defined by :
typedef struct bsptree Bsptree; // Binary search prefix tree
struct bsptree{ Elt data;
// data at a node
Ltid *ltid;
// list of RowIds
Bsptree *son, *lsib, *rsib; };
where son, lsib, and rsib represent respectively the son,
the left and the right siblings of nodes. The field ltid is
reserved for the list of tuple identifiers (RowId) associated
with nodes. For efficient memory use, ltid is stored only
at the last node of each path in the BSPT. With this
representation, each binary search tree contains all siblings
of a node in the normal prefix tree. For example, we have:
– Table I represents the fact table R1 over the dimension
scheme ABCD and a measure M .
– Figure 1 represents the BSPT of the tuples over the
scheme ABCD of the fact table R1, where we suppose
that with the same letter x, if i < j then xi < xj, e.g.,
a1 < a2 < a3. In Figure1, the continue lines represent the
son links and the dash lines represent the lsib or rsib links.
The BSPT is saved to disk with the following format:
level > suf f ix : ltids
where
– level is the length of the prefix part that the path has in
common with its left neighbor,
– suffix is a list of elements, and
– ltids is a list of tuple identifiers (RowId).
Cuboids are built using the BSPT structure. The list of
RowIds associated with the last node of each path allows
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Figure 1.

A binary search prefix tree

the aggregate of measures. For example, with the fact table
in Table I, the cuboid over ABCD is saved on disk as the
following.
0 > a1 b1 c1 d1 : 3
2 > c2 d1 : 4
0 > a2 b1 c2 d2 : 1
0 > a3 b2 c2 d2 : 2
1 > b3 c2 d3 : 5
A. Insertion of tuples in a BSPT
Algorithm Tuple2Ptree: Insert a tuple into a BSPT.
Input: A BSPT represented by node P , a tuple ldata and
its list of tids lti.
Output: The tree P updated with ldata and lti.
Method:
If (P is null) then
create P with P->data = head(ldata),
P->son = P->lsib = P->rsib = NULL;
if queue(ldata) is null then P->ltid =lti
else P->son = Tuple2Pree(P->son, queue(ldata), lti);
Else if (P->data > head(ldata)) then
P->lsib=Tuple2Ptree(P->lsib, ldata,lti);
else if (P->data < head(ldata)) then
P->rsib=Tuple2Ptree(P->rsib, ldata,lti);
else if queue(ldata) is null then
P->ltid = insert(P->ltid, lti);
else P->son = Tuple2Ptree(P->son, queue(ldata), lti);
return P;
In algorithm Tuple2Ptree, head(ldata) returns the first
element of ldata and queue(ldata) returns the queue of
ldata after removing head(ldata).
B. Grouping tuples using binary prefix tree
Algorithm Table2Ptree: Build a BSPT for a relational table.
Input: A table R in which each tuple has a list of tids lti.
Output: The BSPT P for R
Method:
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Create an empty BSPT P;
For each tuple ldata in R with its list of tids lti do
P = Tuple2Ptree(P, ldata, lti) done;
Return P;
IV. C OMPUTING THE LAST- HALF DATA CUBE
Let S = {1, 2, ..., n} be the set of all dimensions of the
fact table. To compute the last-half data cube:
– We begin by computing the first prime and next-prime
cuboids based on the fact table, one over S and the other
over S − {1}.
– Apart the first prime and next-prime cuboids (over S
and S − {1}, respectively), for the current prime scheme
X of size k (the number of all dimensions in X), the
computation of the prime and next-prime cuboids over X
and X −{1}, respectively, is based on a previously computed
prime cuboid with the smallest scheme that contains X.
– To keep track of the computation, we keep the schemes
of all computed prime cuboids in a list called the running
scheme and denoted by RS. So, X is appended to RS (S
is the first element added to RS). To build the RS, for the
currently pointed scheme X in RS, for each dimension j ∈
X, j 6= 1 and j 6= n (n is the last dimension of the fact
table), we append X − {j} to RS, if X − {j} is not yet
there.
More precisely, for computing the last-half data cube, we
use algorithm LastHalf Cube.
Algorithm LastHalfCube
Input: A fact table R over scheme S of n dimensions.
Output: The last-half data cube of R and the running
scheme RS.
Method:
0) RS = emptyset;
// RS: Running Scheme
1) Append S to the RS;
2) Using Table2Tree and R to generate two cuboids over S
and S - {1}, respectively;
3) Set cS to the first scheme in RS; // cS: current scheme
4) While cS has more than 2 attributes do
5) For each dimension d in cS, d 6= 1 and d 6= n, do
6)
Build a subscheme scS by deleting d from cS;
7)
If scS is not yet in RS then append scS to RS, let
cubo be the cuboid over cS (already computed);
If cubo is not yet in memory then load it in memory;
8)
Using Tuple2Ptree and cubo to generate two cuboids
over scS and scS - {1}, respectively;
9)
done;
10) Set cS to the next scheme in RS;
11) done;
12) Return RS;
A. Example of running scheme
Table II shows the simplified execution of LastHalfCube
on a table R over S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}: only the prime and the
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TABLE II. G ENERATION OF THE RUNNING SCHEME OVER
S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Prime
RS
12345
1 345

NPrime

Prime
RS

NPrime

1 45

45

1 35

35

Prime
RS

NPrime

15

5

2345
345

15x
12 45

2 45
1 45x
1 25

25
15x

123 5

23 5
1 35x
1 25x

next-prime (NPrime) schemes of the cuboids computed by
the algorithm are reported. The prime schemes appended to
RS (Running Scheme) during the execution of LastHalfCube
are in the columns named Prime/RS of Table II. The first
prime schemes are in the first column Prime/RS, the next
ones are in the second column Prime/RS, and the final ones
are in the third column Prime/RS. The final state of RS is
{12345, 1345, 1245, 1235, 145, 135, 125, 15}. In Table II the
schemes marked with x (e.g., 145x) are those already added
to RS and are not re-appended to RS.
For a fact table R over a scheme S of n dimensions,
S = {1, 2, ..., n}, algorithm LastHalfCube generates RS
with 2n−2 subschemes. Indeed, we can see that all subschemes appended to RS have 1 as the first attribute and
n as the last attribute. So, we can forget 1 and n from all
those subschemes. By this, we can consider that the first
subscheme added to RS is 2, ..., n − 1. Over 2, ..., n − 1, we
n−2
). In the loop
have only one subscheme of size n − 2 (Cn−2
For at point 5 of LastHalfCube, alternatively each attribute
from 2 to n − 1 is deleted to generate a subscheme of size
n − 3. By doing this, we can consider as, in each iteration,
we build a subscheme over n−3 different attributes selected
n−3
among n − 2 attributes. So, we build Cn−2
subschemes. So
on, until the subscheme {1, n} (corresponding to the empty
scheme after forgetting 1 and n) is added to RS. As
n−3
n−2
0
= 2n−2
+ .... + Cn−2
+ Cn−2
Cn−2
By adding the corresponding next-prime schemes,
LastHalfCube generates 2n−1 different subschemes. Thus,
algorithm LastHalfCube computes 2n−1 prime and nextprime cuboids.
B. Data Cube representation
For a fact table R over a dimension scheme S =
{1, 2, ..., n} with measures M1 , ..., Mk , the data cube of R
is represented by the three following elements:
1) The running scheme (RS): The list of the prime
schemes over S. Each prime scheme has an identifier
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number that allows to locate the files corresponding to the
prime and next-prime cuboids in the last-half data cube.
2) The last-half data cube of which the cuboids are
precomputed and stored on disks using the format to store
the BSPT.
3) A relational table over RowId, M1 , ..., Mk that represents the measures associated with each tuple of R.
Clearly, such a representation reduces about 50% space of
the entire data cube, as it represents the last-half data cube
in the BSPT format.
C. Computing the first-half data cube
Let X be a scheme in the first-half power set of S =
{1, 2, ..., n}. For computing the cuboid over X, we base on
the precomputed last-half data cube over S. The computation
is processed as follows, where lti(t) denotes the list of tids
of a tuple t and p(t) the prefix of t over X.
Let C be the stored cuboid over X ∪ {n};
Let t1 be the 1st tuple of C and ltids = lti(t1) ;
For each next tuple t2 of C do
If the p(t2) = p(t1) then append lti(t2) to ltids,
Else {
Write p(t1) : ltids to the cuboid over X;
t1 = t2; ltids = lti(t1);
}
Done;
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The present approach to represent and to compute data
cubes is implemented in C and experimented on a laptop
with 8 GB memory, Intel Core i5-3320 CPU @ 2.60
GHz x 4, 188 Go Disk, running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. To
get some ideas about the efficiency of the present approach, we recall here the experimental results reported
in [20] as references, because the work [20] has experimented many existing and well known methods for
computing and representing data cube as Partitioned-Cube
(PC), Partially-Redundant-Segment-PC (PRS-PC), PartiallyRedundant-Tuple-PC (PRT-PC), BottomUpCube (BUC),
Bottom-Up-Base-Single-Tuple (BU-BST), and TotallyRedundant-Segment BottomUpCube (TRS-BUC). The experiments in [20] were run on a Pentium 4 (2.8 GHz) PC
with 512 MB memory under Windows XP. The results were
reported on real and synthetic datasets. In the present work,
we limit our attention to only the real datasets: CovType [3]
and SEP85L5 [4]. However, by reporting the results of [20],
we do not want to really compare the present approach to
TRS-BUC or others, as we do not have sufficient conditions
to implement and to run these methods on the same system
and machine.
CovType is a dataset of forest cover-types. It has
ten dimensions and 581,012 tuples. The dimensions
and their cardinality are: Horizontal-Distance-To-FirePoints (5,827), Horizontal-Distance-To-Roadways (5,785),
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TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS REPORTED IN [20]

Algorithms
PC
PRT-PC
PRS-PC
BUC
BU-BST
BU-BST+
TRS-BUC
Algorithms
PC
PRT-PC
PRS-PC
BUC
BU-BST
BU-BST+
TRS-BUC

CovType
Storage space
Construction time
#12.5 Gb
1900 sec
#7.2 Gb
1400 sec
#2.2 Gb
1200 sec
#12.5 Gb
2900 sec
#2.3 Gb
350 sec
#1.2 Gb
400 sec
#0.4 Gb
300 sec
SEP85L
Storage space
Construction time
#5.1 Gb
1300 sec
#3.3 Gb
1150 sec
#1.4 Gb
1100 sec
#5.1 Gb
1600 sec
#3.6 Gb
1200 sec
#2.1 Gb
1300 sec
#1.2 Gb
1150 sec

avg QRT
3.5 sec
2 sec
1.3 sec
0.7 sec
avg QRT
1.9 sec
1.1 sec
0.98 sec
0.5 sec

Elevation (1,978), Vertical-Distance-To-Hydrology (700),
Horizontal-Distance-To-Hydrology (551), Aspect (361),
Hillshade-3pm (255), Hillshade-9am (207), Hillshade-Noon
(185), and Slope (67).
SEP85L is a weather dataset. It has nine dimensions and
1,015,367 tuples. The dimensions and their cardinality are:
Station-Id (7,037), Longitude (352), Solar-Altitude (179),
Latitude (152), Present-Weather (101), Day (30), WeatherChange-Code (10), Hour (8), and Brightness (2).
For greater efficiency, in the experiments of [20], the
dimensions of the datasets are arranged in the decreasing order of the attribute domain cardinality. The same
arrangement is done in the our experiments. Moreover, as
most algorithms studied in [20] compute condensed cuboids,
computing query in data cube needs additional cost. So, the
results are reported in two parts: computing the condensed
data cube and querying data cube. The former is reported
with the construction time and storage space and the latter
the average query response time.
Table III presents the experimental results approximately
got from the graphs in [20], where “avg QRT” denotes
the average query response time and “Construction time”
denotes the time to construct the (condensed) data cube.
However, [20] did not specify whether the construction time
includes the time to read/write data to files.
Table IV reports the results of the present work, where
the term “run time” means the time from the start of the
program to the time the last-half (or respectively, the firsthalf) data cube is completely constructed, including the time
to read/write input/output files.
As we do not compute the condensed cuboids, but only
compute the last-half data cube and use it to represent the
data cube, we can consider that the last-half data cube corresponds somehow to the (condensed) representations of data
cube in the other approaches, and computing the first-half
data cube corresponds to querying data cube. In this view,
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TABLE IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THIS WORK

Last-Half Cube
First-Half Cube
Data Cube
Last-Half Cube
First-Half Cube
Data Cube

CovType
Storage space
7 Gb
6,2 Gb
13,2 Gb
SEP85L
Storage space
3.6 Gb
3.3 Gb
6.9 Gb

Run time
992 sec
439 sec
1431 sec

avg QRT

Run time
691 sec
243 sec
934 sec

avg QRT

0.43 sec

0.47 sec

the average query response time corresponds to the average
run time for computing a cuboid based on the precomputed
and stored cuboids. That is, the average query response time
for SEP85L is 243s/512 = 0.47 second and for CovType
439s/1024 = 0.43 second, because the cuboids in the lasthalf data cube are precomputed and stored, only querying
on the first-half data cube needs computing. Though the
compactness of the data cube representation by the present
approach is not comparable to the compactness offered by
TRS-BUC, it is in the range of other existing methods. It is
similar for the run time to build the last-half data cube of
CovType. However, the run time to build the entire (not only
the last-half) data cube of SEP85L seems to be better than
all other existing methods. On the average query response
time, it seems that the present approach offers a competitive
solution, because querying data cube is a repetitive operation
and improving the average query response time is one of the
important goals of research on data cube.
VI. C ONCLUSION , REMARKS AND FURTHER WORK
Essentially, this work represents a data cube by the lasthalf data cube: the set of cuboids over schemes that contain
the last dimension of the fact table, called prime (or nextprime) cuboids. All other cuboids, those over schemes that
do not contain the last dimension, are obtained by a simple
projection of the corresponding cuboids in the last-half data
cube. The binary search prefix tree (BSPT) structure is used
to store cuboids in memory and on disk. Such a structure
offers not only a compact representation of cuboids but also
an efficient search of tuples. Building a cuboid in the lasthalf data cube is reduced to building a BSPT. Building a
cuboid in the first-half data cube is reduced to copying
the prefixes of the BSPT of the corresponding cuboid in
the last-half data cube. The BSPT allows efficient group-by
operation without previous sort operation on tuples in the
fact table or in cuboids. With this advantage, we can think
of the possibility of incremental construction of the last-half
data cube and the possibility of updating the data cube when
inserting new tuples in the fact table.
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Abstract—A system for managing transport-network recovery
according to the degree of network failures is proposed. Under
this management system, an entire network is separated into
multiple areas. A network-management server prepares a
three-step recovery procedure to cover the degree of network
failures. In the first step of the recovery, an inside-area
protection scheme is used to recover current data-transmission
paths in each area. In the second step, an end-to-end protection
scheme is applied to the current data-transmission paths. In
the third step, an operation plane is changed. Each assumed
operation plane is composed of recovery configurations for
restoring failure paths for assumed area-based network
failures. If a small network failure occurs, it is recovered by
the inside-area protection and end-to-end protection schemes.
If a catastrophic network failure (caused by a disaster) that
cannot be recovered by the protection schemes occurs, it is
recovered by changing the operation plane in accordance with
the damaged areas. A prototype system composed of a
network-management server and 96 simulated packettransport nodes was developed and evaluated. The system
could recover a transport network according to the degree of
network failures. In case of a small network failure, 1000 datatransmission paths were reconfigured by the inside-area
protection scheme and end-to-end protection scheme in about
11 seconds. If a network failure was not recovered by these
protection schemes, all tables for 1000 data-transmission paths
were reconfigured by changing the operation plane in about
1.1 seconds. As a result, the proposed system could localize and
recover a network failure according to the degree of failures.
Keywords - network management; protection; disaster
recovery; packet transport

I.

INTRODUCTION

Lately, reflecting the rapid growth of the Internet and
cloud systems [1], various services are being provided by
way of networks. For example, on-line shopping, net
banking, and social-networking services (SNSs) are being
provided through networks. In addition, search engines are
often used to find unknown information on the Internet.
Under these circumstances, networks have become an
indispensable service in daily life. If a network is out of
service due to failures of network nodes, people’s lives and
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businesses would be considerably damaged. Therefore, if a
network fails, it should be recovered promptly [2]. As for
failures of a network, small failures (such as a failure of a
node or a link) and extensive failures (due to disasters) are
envisioned. It is therefore a crucial issue to develop a
scalable network-recovery scheme that can cover recovery
from both a small network failure and a catastrophic
network failure.
As recovery procedures for network failures, two major
schemes [3], namely, “protection” and “restoration,” are
utilized. As for protection, it is possible to recover from a
network failure promptly because a backup path to a current
path is prepared in advance. However, to recover from a
network disaster, plenty of backup paths must be prepared.
Protection is therefore useful for small network failures. On
the other hand, as for restoration, a recovery path is
recalculated after a network failure is detected. It therefore
takes much time to recover from network failures if plenty
of current paths exist.
In light of the above-described issues, a robust networkmanagement scheme is required. The overall aim of the
present study is thus to develop a network-management
scheme [4] for monitoring and controlling multi-layer
network resources so as to quickly restore network services
after a network disaster.
The procedure for recovering from a network failure
consists of three steps: the first step is to quickly detect a
network failure; the second is to immediately determine
how to recover from the failure; the third is to promptly
configure recovery paths. In the present study, the second
step is focused on. In particular, a scalable network-recovery
scheme covering a small failure to a network disaster is
proposed. The target network is a transport network, such as
the Multi-Protocol Label Switching - Transport Profile
(MPLS-TP) network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes related work. Section III overviews a previously
proposed system and a requirement to apply it to small
network failures. Section IV proposes a new networkdisaster recovery system. Section V presents some results of
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evaluations of the system’s performance. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Several standardization activities related to reliable
networks have been ongoing. The International
Telecommunication
Union
Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [5] discussed specifications,
such as Transport – Multi Protocol Label Switching (TMPLS) in the first stage of standardization. In the next stage,
the ITU-T jointly standardized MPLS-TP specifications with
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [6]. Requests for
comments (RFC) on requirements [7] and a framework [8]
for MPLS-TP were issued. In addition, RFCs on a
framework for MPLS-TP-related operation, administration,
and maintenance (OAM) [9] and survivability [10] were
issued. The OAM framework is useful for the previously
proposed system to detect network failures promptly.
With regards to failure recovery, several schemes have
been proposed. One major scheme, called “fast reroute” [11],
prepares a back-up path. Another recovery scheme (for
multiple failures) prepares multiple backup paths [12], and
another one prepares a recovery procedure for multiple
modes [13]. In the case of these protection schemes, to
recover from catastrophic network failures, a huge volume of
physical resources for preparing a large number of standby
paths is needed. These schemes are useful for limited
network failures, such as failures of a few links or nodes.
In the case of restoration schemes, in contrast to
protection schemes, recovery paths are calculated after
network failures are detected. Restoration schemes for
handling multiple failures [14] and virtual networks [15]
have been proposed. A scheme for reducing search ranges by
using landmark nodes has also been proposed [16]. It is
useful for recovering a seriously damaged network, since all
reroutes are calculated from the first. However, if a large
number of current paths exist, it might take much time to
calculate all recovery paths.
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Figure 1. Previously proposed network-recovery system

The previously proposed system could promptly recover
from a catastrophic failure of a network by using prepared
back-up paths (shown as dotted red arrows). However, it
significantly changes network configurations, even if a
network failure is small, since network conditions are
managed on the basis of divided network areas. It must
therefore be enhanced so that it can recover from a
catastrophic network failure, as well as a small network
failure, by using fewer configurational changes based on the
degree of damage due to network failures.
IV.

PROPOSED TRANSPORT NETWORK-RECOVERY
SCHEME

A. Overview of network management
The structure of the proposed transport network-recovery
scheme is similar to the previously proposed scheme (shown
in Figure 1). Namely, it is composed of a networkmanagement sever and multiple PTNs. The networkmanagement server centrally manages the whole network.
However, recovery procedures are different from those of
the previous system.
Start
Divide a whole network into areas

III.

PREVIOUS SYSTEM AND REQUIREMENTS

The previously proposed network-recovery system is
shown in Figure 1 [4]. As shown in the figure, the target
network is composed of a packet transport nodes (PTNs),
such as those in an MPLS-TP network. The system only
focuses on recovery from multiple area-based network
failures on PTN networks. A critical issue is the time
consumed in recovering the numerous established paths
(shown as solid blue arrows) in packet networks in the case
of a network disaster. (Note that “path” means a labelswitched path (LSP) [17] and a pseudo wire (PW) [18].) A
user is connected to one of the PTNs through a network
such as an IP network. A server located in a data center
(DC) is also connected to one of the PTNs through an IP
network.
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Calculate current paths (LSPs and PWs)
Calculate area-protection paths for each area
Calculate all end-to-end protection paths
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Recover from failures

Figure 2. Overview of proposed recovery procedures
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A flow chart of the new recovery procedures is shown in
Figure 2. First, after starting a network-management
function, the network-management server divides the whole
network into multiple areas. It calculates current paths
(composed of LSPs and PWs) for transmitting data from a
sender node to a receiver node according to inputs by a
network manager. The network-management server
calculates “inside-area protection paths” for each area and
“end-to-end protection paths”. In addition, it calculates
virtual operation planes for all possible area-failure patterns.
The protection paths and virtual operation planes are
described in detail in later sections. The networkmanagement server sets the entire configuration of the
calculated paths and starts to monitor the network for
failures. When it detects a network failure, it determines the
type of failure, such as an area-based failure. The networkmanagement server then executes proper failure-recovery
procedures according to the determined failure pattern.
B. Path protection for small network failures in each area
The proposed system should promptly recover a network
from a small failure such as a link failure between PTNs or
a PTN failure. A scheme called “inside-area protection”—
for localizing and swiftly recovering from a small network
failure—is overviewed in Figure 3. The networkmanagement server divides an entire PTN network into
multiple (e.g., eight) areas, by using a conventional scheme
(such as cluster analysis), which it then manages. It
configures a current path (shown as solid black arrows in
the figure), composed of a LSP and a PW, for transmitting
data from a sender to a receiver according to requests by end
users. The network-management server configures a backup
path for each current path, namely, an inside-area protection
path (shown as dotted red arrows), between one edge PTN
and another edge PTN in every area. In each area, both edge
PTNs exchange OAM packets to check if a disconnection
exists between the PTNs. If a disconnection is detected, they
send an alert to the network-management server, which
keeps the received alert and monitors the degree of failures,
namely, numbers of link failures, PTNs, and damaged areas.
In the case shown in Figure 3, a link failure between PTN
14 and PTN 11 is assumed to occur in area (1). PTN 14 and
PTN 11 detect the link failure, which is recovered by the
inside-area protection. Specifically, a direct data
transmission path from PTN 14 to PTN 11 is changed to a
backup transmission path through PTN 13 and PTN 12. On
the other hand, the path between PTN 14 and PTN 11 is a
part of an end-to-end path between provider-edge 1 (PE1)
and PE2. The link failure between PTN 14 and PTN 11 is
therefore temporarily detected by PE1 and PE2, since both
PEs exchange OAM packets. However, both PEs wait for
100 milliseconds to see whether the link failure is recovered
by the inside-area protection. Therefore, when the link
failure is recovered by the inside-area protection, both PEs
do not execute further recovery action.
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Figure 3. Configuration of path protection in each NW area

C. End-to-end path protection for small network failures
The proposed system should be able to immediately
recover from a small failure that is not recovered by the
above-described protection (such as a link failure between
areas). A scheme called “end-to-end protection” to promptly
recover from a failure that is not restored by the inside-area
protection is overviewed as follows. The networkmanagement server configures a backup path (called an
“end-to-end protection path”) for each current path between
PE1 and PE2. PEs exchange OAM packets to check whether
a disconnection exists between them.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 4, the networkmanagement server configures a current path (shown as
solid black arrows) between PE1 and PE2 [through areas (1),
(5), (8), and (4)] for transmitting data packets between a
user and a DC. In addition, the network-management server
configures a backup path called an “end-to-end protection
path (shown as dotted red arrows)” between PE1 and PE2.
The end-to-end protection path is established so as not to
travel through the same areas used by the current path as
much as possible. In Figure 4, the backup path is configured
to transmit data through areas (2), (6), (7), and (3).
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Figure 4. Configuration of path protection for end-to-end transmission

During network operation, the end-to-end protection is
executed when the data transmission between PEs is
disconnected for a while (for example, 100 milliseconds). In
the case of Figure 4, a link failure between area (5) and area
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(8) is assumed. This failure is not recovered by the insidearea protection; instead, it is recovered by the end-to-end
protection because the failure occurs between areas.
Specifically, a data-transmission path is changed from the
current path (shown as solid black arrows) to a backup path
(shown as dotted red arrows).
This end-to-end protection scheme is a similar to a
conventional protection scheme. In the case of a
conventional scheme, the protection is immediately
executed after one of the PEs detects a disconnection.
However, in the case of the proposed end-to-end protection
scheme, it is not executed for 100 milliseconds so that
whether a failure is recovered by the inside-area protection
or not can be checked.
D. Changing operation plane for network-disaster recovery
The proposed system should be able to promptly recover
not only failures inside a network area and between network
areas but also catastrophic failures. A recovery scheme that
changes the operation plane to recover from area-based
network failures is overviewed in Figure 5. Before starting
network operations, the network-management server
prepares multiple backup operation planes for handling
possible area-based network failures. Each backup operation
plane is composed of recovery configurations for restoring
failure paths due to assumed network failures. During
network operation, if network failures are not recovered by
both the inside-area protection and the end-to-end protection,
the failures are recovered by changing an operation plane.

(ID) for each backup operation plane, and sends all recovery
IDs and recovery configurations to each PTN. Each PTN
stores all received recovery IDs and configurations.
An example area-based network-failure recovery
procedure is shown in Figure 5. In the figure, area-based
network failures are assumed to occur in areas (1), (4), (6),
and (7). In this case, PE1 (namely, an edge node of the
current path) detects a disconnection between PE1 and PE2.
PE1 waits 100 milliseconds to check whether the failures
are recovered by the inside-area protection. It also checks
the availability of the end-to-end protection path (which is
not shown in Figure 5) by using OAM packets. If the
failures are not recovered in 100 milliseconds and the endto-end protection path is not available, PE1 sends an alert to
the network-management server to inform it that the end-toend protection is not available. The network-management
server then checks which areas are not available. In this
example, by receiving many alerts sent by multiple PTNs,
the network-management server determines that area-based
network failures occur in areas (1), (4), (6), and (7). It then
determines the most suitable backup operation plane to
recover by using the determined network-failure
information. To change an operation plane, the networkmanagement server sends a recovery ID specifying the
most-suitable backup operation plane to related PTNs.
Those PTNs change data transmissions according to the
received recovery ID. By means of the above-described
procedures, the operation plane is changed, and catastrophic
network failures are swiftly recovered.
V.
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Figure 5. Configuration of operation-plane change for network-disaster
recovery

In Figure 5, as an example, the network-management
server configures multiple currents paths [through areas (1),
(5), (8), and (4)] for transmitting data packets between a
user and a DC. The network-management server calculates
all recovery paths preliminarily by assuming all possible
area-based network failures. The number of possible
combinations of areas is 256 (i.e., 28), and it includes a
pattern by which no area-based network failure occurs. The
network-management server therefore prepares 255 backup
operation planes. It then assigns a unique recovery identifier
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS

The above-described recovery procedures were evaluated
in the case of a small network failure and a catastrophic
network failure by using a prototype system. In the
evaluation, the times needed to calculate and to configure a
table for current data-transmission paths (composed of PWs
and LSPs) were evaluated. In addition, the times taken to
configure recovery paths in the case of a failure of a PTN or
an area-based failure were evaluated.
A. Evaluation system
The system used for evaluating the proposed recovery
procedures is shown in Figure 6. As shown in the figure, an
entire PTN network is divided into eight areas. Each network
area is composed of 12 PTNs, as shown in NW area (7). In
each area, the PTNs are connected in a reticular pattern. The
network used for the evaluation is an example network
composed of about 100 transport network nodes. In addition,
a user terminal is connected to PTN-network areas (1) and
(2) through PE1, and an application server in the DC is
connected to PTN-network areas (3) and (4) through PE2.
Note that the PTN networks (composed of 96 PTNs) are
simulated by a physical server. The user terminal and
application server are also simulated by that physical server,
whose specification is listed in Table I. Another physical
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server, which executes the network-management function,
has the same specifications as the former server.
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Figure 6. Evaluation system

#
1
2
3

#
1
2
3
4

5

6
7

TABLE I.
Item
CPU
Memory
Storage

TABLE II.
Item
Current-path calculation
time
Current-path distribution
time
Protection-path calculation
time in each area
Protection-path calculation
time for end-to-end
Recovery-path calculation
time for changing
operation plane
Recovery-configuration
time
Recovery-ID distribution
time

SPECIFICATIONS OF SERVER
Specifications
1.8 GHz, 4 cores
16 Gbytes
600 Gbytes

EVALUATED ITEMS
Evaluation specification
Time to calculate 100, 500, and 1000
PWs
Time to distribute all calculated current
paths in case of 100, 500, and 1000 PWs
Time to calculate all protection paths in
each area for 100, 500, and 1000 PWs
Time to calculate all protection paths for
all end-to-end current paths for 100, 500,
and 1000 PWs
Time to calculate recovery 100, 500, and
1000 PWs for all possible area-failure
patterns
Time to configure all protection paths
after detecting path failures
Time to distribute a recovery ID after
detecting first area failure

B. Evaluation conditions
The times taken to calculate multiple PWs between PE1
and PE2 were evaluated. Each PW was included in a LSP. If
a transmission path of a PW differed from the path of an
already setup LSP, a new LSP was setup, and the PW was
included in the new LSP. The evaluations were executed
according to the patterns listed in Table II. Specifically, the
times taken to calculate current paths, to distribute their
configuration to all PTNs, and to calculate the inside-area
protection paths and end-to-end protection paths were
evaluated by changing the number of PWs (namely, 100, 500,
and 1000). In addition, the times taken to calculate recovery
paths for the operation-plane change, to configure protection
paths, and to distribute the recovery ID were evaluated.
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C. Evaluation results
1) Current-path calculation time
The times taken to calculate current PWs between PE1
and PE2 requested by a user are plotted in Figure 7. A
scalability evaluation was executed by changing setup PWs.
As shown in the figure, the times taken to calculate 100
current PWs, 500 current PWs, and 1000 current PWs were
respectively about 142, 546, and 1094 milliseconds.
2) Distribution time for configuring current paths
The times taken to distribute all configurations of
calculated current paths to all PTNs are plotted in Figure 8.
As shown in the figure, the times taken to distribute all
configurations of the 100 current PWs, 500 current PWs, and
1000 current PWs are respectively about 22, 373, and 767
milliseconds. The distribution times are a little shorter than
the calculation ones.
3) Protection-path calculation time for all current paths
in each area
The times taken to calculate protection paths
corresponding to all current PWs in each area are plotted in
Figure 9. As shown in the figure, the times required for
calculating all the inside-area protection paths for 100
current PWs, 500 current PWs, and 1000 current PWs are
respectively about 405, 778, and 1510 milliseconds.
4) Protection-path calculation time for all end-to-end
current paths
The times taken to calculate end-to-end protection paths
to all current PWs are plotted in Figure 10. As shown in the
figure, the times taken to calculate all the end-to-end
protection paths for 100 current PWs, 500 current PWs, and
1000 current PWs are respectively about 216, 936, and 1724
milliseconds.
5) Recovery-path calculation time for operation-plane
change
The times taken to calculate all recovery PWs for 255
possible area-based network-failure patterns are plotted in
Figure 11. As shown in the figure, the times taken to
calculate all recovery PWs for 255 area-based networkfailure patterns and 100 current PWs, 500 current PWs, and
1000 current PWs are respectively about 11.8, 42.2, and 79.9
seconds.
6) Recovery-configuration time required by both
protection schemes for each area and end-to-end path
The times taken to set recovery configuration by the
inside-area protection and end-to-end protection schemes
after detecting a disconnection of a path are plotted in Figure
12. Specifically, recovery configuration time was evaluated
by intentionally invoking a node failure in area (5). In the
evaluation, if a disconnected path is not recovered for 100
milliseconds by the inside-area protection, it is automatically
recovered by the end-to-end protection. Actually,
disconnected paths were recovered by the end-to-end
protection. As shown in the figure, the times to set recovery
configurations for 100 current PWs, 500 current PWs, and
1000 current PWs by both protections are respectively about
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1.0, 4.6, and 10.3 seconds. As a result, 1000 PWs were
recovered in about 11 seconds in case of a node failure.
7) Recovery-ID distribution time for changing operation
plane
The times taken to distribute the recovery ID to related
PTNs and recover after the last area-based network failure is
detected in the case of 100 current PWs, 500 current PWs,
and 1000 current PWs are plotted in Figure 13. Three areabased network-failure patterns, namely, failures of network
areas (1) and (6), failures of network areas (1), (6), and (4),
and failures of network areas (1), (6), (4), and (7), were
evaluated. As shown in the figure, in the case of 100 current
PWs, the times taken to recover from the first failure for the
three area-based network-failure patterns are respectively
about 165, 160, and 132 milliseconds. In the case of 500
current PWs, the times taken to recover from the first failure
for the three area-based network-failure patterns are
respectively about 546, 540, and 526 milliseconds. In the
case of 1000 current PWs, the times taken to recover from
the first failure for the three area-based network-failure
patterns are respectively about 1083, 1061, and 1063
milliseconds. As shown in the figure, the times taken to
recover are almost independent of the number of area-based
network failures, although they are dependent on the number
of setup PWs. As a result, tables that are used for data
transmission on 1000 PWs are reconfigured by changing an
operation plane in about 1.1 seconds.
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Figure 9. Calculation time for protection paths in each area
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Figure 10. Calculation time for end-to-end protection paths
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Figure 8. Distribution time for current-path configuration
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Figure 12. Recovery-configuration time in the cases of using protection
paths in NW areas and end-to-end protection paths
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Specifically, the three-step recovery procedure was proposed.
As described above, updated data-transmission paths of PWs
and LSPs are always stored in a database. Therefore,
transmission paths composed of PWs and LSPs updated by
changing the operation plane are also stored in the database.
As a result, the times taken to recover from the network
disaster by changing the operation plane depend on the
number of PWs. However, as shown in Figures 12 and 13,
the proposed system could recover from both a small
network failure and a catastrophic network failure (which is
not covered by conventional network-recovery schemes).

Areas (1), (6), and (4) f ailures

Areas (1), (6), (4), and (7) f ailures

Figure 13. Recovery-configuration time in the case of changing operationplane

D. Discussion
The times taken to recover from failures, such as
disconnection of paths, are plotted in Figure 12. In this
evaluation, a PTN failure was intentionally invoked in area
(5). As a recovery procedure, inside-area protection is
expected to be appropriate, since the failure was invoked in
area (5). However, end-to-end protection was also used. As
for the proposed system, updated PWs and LSPs are always
stored after changing data-transmission paths by recovery
procedures, such as inside-area protection. In addition, if a
failure that is not recovered by the inside-area protection for
100 milliseconds occurs, it is recovered by the end-to-end
protection. Over 100 milliseconds were taken to store the
PWs and LSPs updated by the inside-area protection;
therefore, the PTN failure in area (5) was recovered by both
the inside-area protection and the end-to-end protection. The
PTN failure was recovered in 11 seconds, which is a little
longer, since recovery paths are configured one by one. In
future work, the times taken to manage multiple updated
PWs and LSPs should be shortened.
The times taken to distribute the recovery ID and store
updated PWs and LSPs are shown in Figure 13. As shown in
the figure, in the case of 96 PTNs, tables for data
transmission on 1000 current PWs were reconfigured in
about 1.1 seconds. The times taken to recover from the areabased network failure depend on the number of current PWs.
The times for recovery are short because the times for setting
up real PWs are not included; instead, the times for
configuring tables to transmit data are included. In addition,
all tables for data transmission are changed at once by
switching the operation plane. According to the results of
this evaluation, the proposed system can provide a faster
recovery procedure than recalculating and transmitting
recovery paths to PTNs (since it omits the recalculation
process). In addition, this advantage is enhanced as the
number of configured current PWs increases.
In this study, a transport-network-recovery management
system, which can recover from both a small network failure
and a major network disaster, was proposed and evaluated.
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VI.

CONCLUTION

A system for managing transport-network recovery based
on the degree of network failures is proposed. Under this
management scheme, an entire network is separated into
multiple areas. A network-management server executes a
three-step recovery procedure. In the first step, an insidearea protection scheme is applied to the current datatransmission path in each area. In the second step, an endto-end protection scheme is applied to the current datatransmission path. In the third step, the operation plane is
changed. Each assumed operation plane is composed of
recovery configurations for restoring failure paths by
assuming area-based network failures. If a small network
failure occurs, it is recovered by the inside-area protection
and end-to-end protection schemes. If a catastrophic
network failure (due to a disaster) that is not recovered by
the protection schemes occurs, it is recovered by changing
the operation plane according to damaged areas.
A prototype system composed of a network-management
server and 96 simulated packet-transport nodes was
developed and evaluated. In the case of a small network
failure, 1000 data-transmission paths were reconfigured by
the inside-area protection and end-to-end protection
schemes in about 11 seconds. If a network failure was not
recovered by the protection schemes, all tables for data
transmission were reconfigured to recover from the failure
by changing the operation plane in about 1.1 seconds. As a
result, the proposed system could localize and recover a
network failure according to the degree of network failures.
Although the protection scheme could recover 1000 PWs
from a small network failure, it took the networkmanagement server about 11 seconds to configure and store
changed-data transmission routes. If numerous current paths
exist, it will take much time to assess changed paths.
Accordingly, the protection scheme will be further
developed so that it can promptly manage a large number of
recovered paths.
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Abstract—Some social networks, such as L INKED I N and R E SEARCH G ATE, allow user endorsements for specific skills. From
the number and quality of the endorsements received, an authority score can be assigned to each profile, with respect to a specific
skill. In this paper, we propose an authority score computation
method that takes into account the relations existing among
different skills. Our method is based on enriching the information
contained in the digraph of endorsements corresponding to a
specific skill, and then applying a ranking method admitting
weighted digraphs, such as PAGE R ANK. We describe the method,
and test it on a synthetic network of 1493 nodes, fitted with
endorsements.
Keywords–Social Networks; Expertise retrieval; L INKED I N;
R ESEARCH G ATE; PAGE R ANK

I. I NTRODUCTION
L INKED I N and R ESEARCH G ATE are two prominent examples of professional social networks implementing the endorsement feature. A user can declare certain skills, and get
endorsed for these skills by other users. From the endorsements
shown in an applicant’s profile, a potential employer can assess
the applicant’s skills with a higher level of confidence than say,
by just looking at his/her CV.
The two endorsement systems are very similar: For each
particular skill, the endorsements make up the arcs of a
directed graph [4], whose vertices are the members’ profiles.
In principle, these endorsement digraphs could be used to
compute an authority ranking of the members with respect
to each particular skill. This authority ranking may provide a
better assessment of a person’s profile, and it could also be
the core element of an eventual tool for finding people who
are proficient in a certain skill, very much like a web search
engine [6]. Expertise retrieval is the area of Computer Science
that deals with those issues [1][5].
Now, people usually have more than one skill, with some
of those skills being related. For example, the skill ‘Java’ is
a particular case of the skill ‘Programming’, which in turn is
strongly related with the skill ‘Algorithms’. It may well happen
that a person is not endorsed for the skill ‘Programming’,
but he/she is endorsed for the skills ‘Java’ and ‘Algorithms’.
From those endorsements it can be deduced with a fair
degree of confidence that the person also possesses the skill
‘Programming’. In other words, a person’s ranking with respect
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to the skills ‘Java’ and ‘Algorithms’ affects his/her ranking
with respect to the skill ‘Programming’.
If the members of a social network were consistent while
endorsing their peers, this ‘endorsement with deduction’ would
not add anything to simple (i.e., ordinary) endorsement. In this
ideal world, if Alice endorses Bob for the skill ‘Java’, she
would be careful to endorse him for the skill ‘Programming’
as well. In practice, however,
1) People are not consistent, for consistency would require
a great effort. In an analysis of a small L INKED I N
community we have detected several inconsistencies. For
example, several users have been endorsed for ‘C++’ but
not for ‘Programming’.
2) People are not systematic. That is, people do not usually
go over all their contacts systematically to endorse, for
each contact and alleged skill, all those contacts which,
according to their opinion, deserve such endorsement.
3) Skills lack standardization. In most of these social networks, a set of standard, allowed skills has not been
defined. As a result, many related skills (in many cases,
almost synonyms) may come up in different profiles of
the social network.
Endorsement with deduction may help address those problems, and thus provide a better assessment of a person’s
skills. More precisely, we propose an algorithm that enriches
the digraph of endorsements associated to a particular skill
with new weighted arcs, taking into account the correlations
between that ‘target’ skill and the other ones.
A. Contributions of this paper
This paper focuses on professional social networks allowing user endorsements for particular skills, such as L INKED I N
and R ESEARCH G ATE. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) We introduce endorsement deduction: an algorithm to
enrich/enhance the information contained in the digraph
of endorsements corresponding to a specific skill (‘target’
skill or ‘main’ skill) in a social network. This algorithm
adds new weighted arcs (corresponding to other skills) to
the digraph of endorsements, according to the correlation
of the other skills with the ‘main’ skill. We assume the
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existence of an ‘ontology’ that specifies the relationships
among different skills.
2) After this pre-processing we can apply a ranking algorithm to the enriched endorsement digraph, so as to
compute an authority score for each network member with
respect to the main skill. In particular, we have used the
(weighted) PAGE R ANK algorithm for that purpose, but in
principle, any ranking method could be used, provided
that it admits weighted digraphs. This authority score
could be useful for a conceivable tool for searching people
having a certain skill. Thus, the results of a query might
be displayed in decreasing order of authority.
3) We propose a methodology to validate our algorithm,
which does not rely as heavily on the human factor as
previous validation methods, or on the availability of private information of the members’ profiles. Following this
methodology, we test our solution on a synthetic network
of 1493 nodes and 2489 edges, similar to L INKED I N, and
fitted with endorsements [13].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposal that
ranks users of a social network according to their proficiency
in some skill, based on endorsements. Moreover, we are
not aware of any other work that suggests to enhance the
endorsement digraph corresponding to some particular skill,
with information obtained from related skills.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides the essential concepts, terminology and notation that
will be used throughout the rest of the paper. It also describes
the PAGE R ANK algorithm, including the variant for weighted
digraphs. After that, our proposal is explained in Section III
together with a simple example. In Section IV we compare the
results obtained by ranking with deduction with those obtained
by simple ranking, according to three criteria proposed by
ourselves.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Terminology and notation
A directed graph, or digraph D = (V, A) is a finite
nonempty set V of objects called vertices and a set A of
ordered pairs of vertices called arcs. The order of D is the
cardinality of its set of vertices V . If (u, v) is an arc, it is said
that v is adjacent from u. The set of vertices that are adjacent
from a given vertex u is denoted by N + (u) and its cardinality
is the out-degree of u, d+ (u).
Given a digraph D = (V, A) of order n, the adjacency
matrix of D is an n×n matrix M = (mij )n×n with mij = 1 if
(vi , vj ) ∈ A, and mij = 0 otherwise. The sum of all elements
in the i-th row of M will be denoted Σmi∗ , and it corresponds
to d+ (vi ).
A weighted digraph is a digraph with (numeric) labels
or weights attached to its arcs. Given (u, v) ∈ A, ω(u, v)
denotes the weight attached to that arc. In this paper, we only
consider directed graphs with non-negative weights. The reader
is referred to Chartrand and Lesniak [4] for additional concepts
on digraphs.
B. PAGE R ANK vector of a digraph
PAGE R ANK [2][12] is a link analysis algorithm that assigns
a numerical weighting to the vertices of a directed graph.
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The weighting assigned to each vertex can be interpreted as a
relevance score of that vertex inside the digraph.
The idea behind PAGE R ANK is that the relevance of a
vertex increases when it is linked from relevant vertices. Given
a directed graph D = (V, A) of order n, assuming each
vertex has at least one outlink, we define the n × n matrix
P = (pij )n×n as,

1
if (vi , vj ) ∈ A,
d+ (vi )
pij =
(1)
0
otherwise.
Those vertices without oulinks are considered as if they had
an outlink pointing to each vertex in D (including a loop link
pointing to themselves). That is, if d+ (vi ) = 0 then pij = 1/n
for each j. Note that P is a stochastic matrix whose coefficient
pij can be viewed as the probability that a surfer located at
vertex vi jumps to vertex vj , under the assumption that the
next movement is taken uniformly at random among the arcs
emanating from vi . When the surfer falls into a vertex vi such
that d+ (vi ) = 0, then he/she is able to restart the navigation
from any vertex of D uniformly chosen at random. So as to
permit this random restart behaviour when the surfer is at any
vertex (with a small probability 1 − α), a new matrix Pα is
created as,
1
Pα = αP + (1 − α) J(n) ,
n

(2)

where J(n) denotes the order-n all-ones square matrix.
By construction, Pα is a positive matrix [11], hence,
Pα has a unique positive eigenvalue (whose value is 1) on
the spectral circle. The PAGE R ANK vector is defined to be
the
P (positive) left-hand eigenvector P = (p1 , . . . , pn ) with
i pi = 1 (the left-hand Perron vector of Pα ) associated
to this eigenvalue. The probability α, known as the damping
factor, is usually chosen to be α = 0.85.
The relevance score assigned by PAGE R ANK to vertex vi
is pi . This value represents the long-run fraction of time the
surfer would spend at vertex vi .
C. PAGE R ANK vector of a weighted digraph
When the input digraph is weighted, the PAGE R ANK
algorithm is easily adapted so that the probability that the
random surfer follows a certain link is proportional to its
(positive) weight [15]. This is achieved by slightly modifying
the definition, previously given in (1), of matrix P so that,
(
pij =

P

ω(vi ,vj )
ω(vi ,v)

v∈N + (vi )

0

if (vi , vj ) ∈ A,
otherwise.

(3)

Nodes with no outlinks are treated in the same way as
before.
III.

E NDORSEMENT DEDUCTION
AND RANKING

Let us consider a professional network in which users can
indicate a set of topics they are skilled in, and be endorsed
for those skills by other users. For each skill, we get an
endorsement digraph. Our objective is to compute an authority
ranking for a particular skill, which is not only based on the
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endorsement digraph of that particular skill, but also takes into
account the endorsement digraphs of other related skills. From
now on, the skill for which we want to compute the ranking
will be called the main skill.
Let S = {s0 , s1 , . . . s` } be the set of all possible skills,
with s0 being the main skill. Let Dk = (V, Ak ) denote the
endorsement digraph corresponding to skill sk , and let Mk be
its adjacency matrix.
We now define the skill deduction matrix Π = (πkt ) as
follows: Given a pair of skills sk and st , πkt represents the
probability that a person skilled in sk also possesses the skill
st . In other words, from sk we can infer st with a degree
of confidence πkt . By definition, πkk = 1 for all k. In this
way, if some user endorses another user for skill sk but no
endorsement is provided for skill st , we can deduce that an
endorsement (for st ) should really be there with probability
πkt . In general, Π will be non-symmetric and sparse, thus it
is better represented as a directed graph with weighted arcs.
Our proposal takes as input the skill deduction matrix Π,
together with those endorsement digraphs Dk , with 0 < k ≤ `,
such that πk0 > 0. Without loss of generality, we will assume
that the set of skills related to s0 is S0 = {sk | k 6= 0, πk0 >
0} = {s1 , . . . , s` }.
The proposed endorsement deduction method constructs a
weighted endorsement digraph D0we = (V, Awe
0 ) on skill s0 ,
with weights ranging from 0 to 1, considering the endorsements deduced from related skills {s1 , . . . , s` }.
1) First of all, if user vi directly endorsed vj for skill s0 ,
that is (vi , vj ) ∈ A0 , then D0we has arc (vi , vj ) ∈ Awe
0
with ω(vi , vj ) = 1 (that endorsement receives a maximum
confidence level).
2) If (vi , vj ) ∈
/ A0 but (vi , vj ) ∈ Ak , for just one k, 1 ≤
k ≤ `, then arc (vi , vj ) is added to D0we with weight
ω(vi , vj ) = πk0 , that is, the arc is assigned a weight that
corresponds to the probability that vi also considers vj
proficient in skill s0 , given an existing endorsement for
skill sk .
3) Finally, if (vi , vj ) ∈
/ A0 but (vi , vj ) ∈ Ak1 , . . . , Ak` , then
the arc (vi , vj ) is assigned a weight corresponding to the
probability that vi would endorse vj for s0 given his/her
endorsements for sk1 , . . . , skl . That is, let “(ski → s0 )”
denote the event “endorse for skill s0 given an endorsement for ski (its probability is p(ski → s0 ) = πki ,0 )
then (vi , vj ) is assigned a weight that corresponds to the
probability of the union event
“∪ki ∈{k1 ,...,k` } (ski → s0 )”, assuming those events are
independent.
Next, we show how to construct the weighted adjacency
matrix of D0we by iteratively adding deduced information from
related skills. Computations are shown in (4). After the k-th
iteration, matrix Qk corresponds to the weighted digraph of
skill s0 after having added deduced information from skills
s1 , . . . , sk . The matrix computed after the last iteration Q`
corresponds to the weighted adjacency matrix of digraph D0we .
Computations can be carried out as follows,
Q0 = M0

(4a)

Qk = Qk−1 + πk0 ((J(n) − Qk−1 ) ◦ Mk ), for k = 1, . . . , `,
(4b)
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where the symbol ‘◦’ represents the Hadamard or elementwise product of matrices.
Note that (4b) acts on the entries of Qk−1 that are smaller
than 1, and the entries equal to 1 are left untouched. If some
entry Qk−1 (i, j) is zero, and the corresponding entry Mk (i, j)
is non-zero, then Qk−1 (i, j) takes the value of Mk (i, j),
modified by the weight πk0 . This corresponds to the second
case above.
If Qk−1 (i, j) and Mk (i, j) are both non-zero, then we are
in the third case above. To see how it works, let us suppose
that some entry M0 (i, j) is zero, but the corresponding entries
M1 (i, j), M2 (i, j), M3 (i, j), . . ., are all equal to 1. In other
words, person i does not endorse person j for the main skill
(skill 0), but does endorse person j for skills 1, 2, 3, . . .. In
order to simplify the notation, we will drop the subscripts i, j,
and we will refer to qk as the (i, j)-entry of Qk . Applying (4),
we get:
q0
q1
q2

=
=
=
=
..
.

m0 = 0
q0 + π1,0 (1 − q0 ) = π1,0
q1 + π2,0 (1 − q1 ) = π1,0 + π2,0 (1 − π1,0 )
π1,0 + π2,0 − π1,0 π2,0

which corresponds to the probabilities of the events (s1 →
s0 ), (s1 → s0 ) ∪ (s2 → s0 ), and so on.
Once we have the matrix Q` = (qij )n×n , we can apply
any ranking method that admits weighted digraphs, such as
the weighted PAGE R ANK algorithm [15]. For that purpose,
we have to construct the normalized weighted link matrix P,
as in (3):
 qij
 Σqi∗ if Σqi∗ > 0,
pij =
(5)
 1
if
Σq
=
0.
i∗
n
Then we compute Pα from P, as in (2), and we finally
apply the weighted PAGE R ANK algorithm on Pα .
A. An example
As a simple illustration, let us consider a set of three skills:
‘Programming’, ‘C++’ and ‘Java’. The probabilities relating
them, depicted in Figure 1, have been chosen arbitrarily, but
in practice, they could have been obtained as a result of some
statistical analysis.
Programming
0.8
0.2

0.2

0.8

0.4

C++

Java
0.4

Figure 1. Directed graph representing a skill deduction matrix
Π.

Let us further assume that we have a community of
six individuals, labeled from ‘1’ to ‘6’. Figure 2 shows the
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Programming
1

6

Java

C++
1

6

6

Final
1

6

1

1

1

5

2

2

5

2

5

0.8
0.8

5

2

0.96
1

1

3

4

3

4

Figure 2. Endorsements
‘C++’(right).

for

‘Programming’(left)

4
and

endorsement digraphs among the community members for the
skills ‘Programming’ and ‘C++’.
Let us suppose that the skill ‘Programming’ is our main
skill (skill 0). Thus, Q0 = M0 is the adjacency matrix of
the digraph shown in Figure 2 (left). If we compute the
PAGE R ANK for the skill ‘Programming’, without considering
its relationships with other skills, we get the following scores
(P(v) denotes the PAGE R ANK score assigned to vertex v):
P(1) = P(3) = P(4) = 0.0988, P(2) = P(5) = 0.1828, and
P(6) = 0.3380.
In other words, on the basis of the endorsements for
‘Programming’ alone, the individuals ‘2’ and ‘5’ are tied up,
and hence equally ranked.
Now we will include the endorsements for ‘C++’ in this
analysis (skill 1). We apply (4) to compute Q1 , as follows:
Q1 = Q0 + π1,0 ((J

(6)

− Q0 ) ◦ M1 ),

where π1,0 = 0.8, and M1 is the adjacency matrix of the
digraph shown in Figure 2 (right). This yields the endorsement
digraph depicted in Figure 3.
The PAGE R ANK scores assigned to nodes in that digraph
are: P(1) = P(3) = P(4) = 0.0958, P(2) = 0.1410, P(5) =
0.2133, and P(6) = 0.3585. The individuals ‘2’ and ‘5’ are
now untied, and we have better grounds to trust Programmer
‘5’ over Programer ‘2’.

6

1

1

1

2

5
0.8

1

4

1

3

Figure 3. Endorsements for ‘Programming’, with information
deduced from ‘C++’.

Let us now suppose that the endorsement digraph for
‘Java’ is the one given in Figure 4 (left). We can include the
endorsements for ‘Java’in the same manner:
Q2 = Q1 + π2,0 ((J(6) − Q1 ) ◦ M2 ),
where again π2,0 = 0.8. The result is given in Figure 4
(right).
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3

4

3

Figure 4. Endorsements for ‘Java’ (left), and endorsements
for ‘Programming’, with information deduced from
‘C++’ and ‘Java’ (right).

If we apply PAGE R ANK to this final digraph we get:
P(1) = 0.1178, P(2) = 0.1681, P(3) = P(4) = 0.0945,
P(5) = 0.2027, and P(6) = 0.3224.
With the aid of the new endorsements, Programmer ‘1’
differentiates itself from Programmers ‘3’ and ‘4’.
IV. S IMPLE RANKING VS . RANKING WITH DEDUCTION
A. Evaluation criteria
Several criteria and measures have been developed for
evaluating information retrieval and ranking systems, such as
precision, recall, F -measure, average precision, P@n, etc. (see
[3], Sec. 1.2). All these measures rely on a set of assumptions,
which include, among others, the existence of:
1) a benchmark collection E of personal profiles (potential
experts),
2) a benchmark collection S of skills,
3) a (total binary) judgement function r : E × S → {0, 1},
stating whether a person e ∈ E is an expert with respect
to a skill s ∈ S.
Unfortunately, none of these assumptions applies in our
case. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any
reliable open-access ground-truth dataset of experts and skills,
connected by endorsement relations. To begin with, the endorsement feature is relatively new, and still confined to a few
social networks, so that not enough data has accumulated so
far. On the other hand, L INKED I N does not disclose sensitive
information of its members (including their contacts or their
endorsements), due to privacy concerns.
The third assumption is also problematic: Even if we had
a dataset with endorsements, we would still need a ‘higher
authority’, or an ‘oracle’, to judge about the expertise of a
person. Moreover, since our goal is to rank experts, a binary
oracle would not suffice.
Traditionally, ranking methods have been validated by
carrying out surveys among a group of users [6], which in
our opinion, is very subjective and error-prone. We propose a
more objective validation methodology, which is based on the
following criteria:
1) Our ranking with deduction is close to the ranking provided by PAGE R ANK. This criterion is based on the assumption that G OOGLE’s PAGE R ANK is widely accepted
as a good method, as it has been validated by millions
of users for more than fifteen years now. If we use
endorsement deduction in connection with PAGE R ANK,
results should not differ too much from PAGE R ANK.
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2) Ranking with deduction results in less ties than PAGE RANK . Ties are an expression of ambiguity, hence a smaller
number of ties is desirable. In the example of Section
III, we have seen that ranking with deduction resolves
a tie produced by PAGE R ANK. However, this has to be
confirmed by meaningful experiments.
3) Ranking with deduction is more robust than PAGE R ANK
to collusion spamming. Collusion spamming is a form of
link spamming, i.e., an attack to the reputation system,
whereby a group of users collude to create artificial links
among themselves, and thus manipulate the results of
the ranking algorithm, with the purpose of getting higher
reputation scores than they deserve [7][8].
B. Experimental setup and results
Our experimental benchmark consists of a randomly generated social network that replicates some of the features
of L INKED I N at a small scale [13]. L INKED I N consists of
an undirected base network (L), or network of contacts,
and for each skill, the corresponding endorsements form a
directed subgraph of (L). In [10], Leskovec formulates a model
that describes the evolution of several social networks quite
accurately, including L INKED I N, although this model is limited
to the network of contacts (L), and does not account for the
endorsements, since that feature was introduced in L INKED I N
later. We have implemented Leskovec’s model and used it to
generate an undirected network of contacts with 1493 nodes
and 2489 edges.
Additionally, we have considered five skills: 1. Programming, 2. C++, 3. Java, 4. Mathematical Modelling, 5. Statistics.
We have chosen these skills for two main reasons:
1) These five skills abound in a small L INKED I N community
consisting of 278 members, taken from our L INKED I N
contacts, which we have used as a sample to collect some
statistics.
2) These five skills can be clearly separated into two groups
or clusters, namely programming-related skills, and mathematical skills, with a large intra-cluster correlation, and
a smaller inter-cluster correlation. This is a small-scale
representation of the real network, where skills can be
grouped into clusters of related skills, which may give
rise to different patterns of interaction among skills.
We have computed the co-occurrences of the five skills in
our small community, resulting in the co-occurrence matrix
Π1 of (6). The entry Π1 (i, j) is the ratio between the number
of nodes that have been endorsed for both skills, i and j, and
the number of nodes that have been endorsed for skill i alone.


1
0.42 0.42 0.5 0.33
 0.62
1
0.62 0.25 0.12 


1
0.12 0.12 
Π1 =  0.62 0.62
(6)
 0.75 0.25 0.12
1
0.5 
0.5 0.12 0.12 0.5
1
Now, for each skill we have constructed a random endorsement digraph (a random sub-digraph of the base network),
in such a way that the above co-occurrences are respected.
We have also taken care to respect the relative endorsement
frequency for each individual skill. The problem of constructing random endorsement digraphs according to a given cooccurrence matrix is not trivial, and may bear some interest
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in itself [13]. The base network and the endorsement digraphs
can be found at [14].
Next, we have computed two rankings for each skill, one
using the simple PAGE R ANK algorithm, and another one using
PAGE R ANK with deduction. For PAGE R ANK with deduction
we have used the skill deduction matrix Π2 given in (7). This
matrix has been constructed by surveying a group of seven
experts in the different areas involved. For real cases involving
a large set of skills, Π2 must be generated automatically via
data mining techniques.


1 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.3
 1
1 0.6 0.4 0.3 


(7)
Π2 =  1 0.7 1 0.4 0.3 
 0.3 0.2 0.2 1 0.8 
0.3 0.2 0.2 1
1
For each skill, we have computed the correlation between
both rankings, and the number of ties in each case, according
to the first two criteria described above. Additionally, in order
to test the robustness of the method to collusion spamming, we
have added to each endorsement digraph, a small community
of new members (the cheaters), who try to subvert the system
by promoting one of them (their leader) as an expert in
the corresponding skill. We have chosen the most effective
configuration for such a spamming community, as described in
[7], and depicted in Figure 5. Thereupon, we have compared
the position of the leader of cheaters in simple PAGE R ANK
with its position in PAGE R ANK with deduction.
LEADER

Assistant
num. 1

Assistant
num. 2

Figure 5. Link spam alliance: Three people collude to promote
one of them.

Table I summarizes the results of the aforementioned
experiments. We can see that there is a very high correlation
between PAGE R ANK with deduction and PAGE R ANK without
deduction for all skills, according to the values of Kendall’s
τ and Spearman’s ρ correlation coefficients. With respect to
the second criterion, the experiments also yield unquestionable
results: For all skills, the number of ties is significantly
reduced. As for the third criterion, in all cases there is a
detectable drop in the position of the leader of cheaters, which
may lead us to conclude that PAGE R ANK with deduction is
more robust to collusion spam than simple PAGE R ANK. The
last column of the table contains the difference between the
position of the leader with deduction and without deduction,
expressed as a percentage.
However, this may not lead us to the conclusion that
PAGE R ANK with deduction is an effective mechanism against
collusion spam. Actually, the spam alliance that we have
introduced in our experiments is rather weak. If we strengthen
the spam alliance, then PAGE R ANK with deduction may also
be eventually deceived.
Several effective mechanisms have been proposed to fight
collusion spam, an example being the so-called asymmetric
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TABLE I. R ESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT WITH LOW- DENSITY ENDORSEMENT DIGRAPHS
Number
of endorSkill
sements
(arcs)
Programming
220
C++
140
Java
137
Math Modeling
134
Statistics
128
AVG

Correlation
ρ

τ

0.89
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.76
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63

Number of ties

Position of leader

without
with
%
without
with
%
deduction deduction reduction deduction deduction fall
1460
1316
10%
1
48
3%
1478
1304
12%
4
48
3%
1486
1292
13%
1
48
3%
1483
1318
11%
1
45
3%
1486
1304
12%
1
45
3%
11.6%
3%

TABLE II. R ESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT WITH HIGHER - DENSITY ENDORSEMENT DIGRAPHS
Number
of endorSkill
sements
(arcs)
Programming
427
C++
1793
Java
1856
Math Modeling
1406
Statistics
1447
AVG

Correlation
ρ

τ

0.76
0.97
0.97
0.95
0.96

0.63
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.90

Number of ties

without
with
%
without
with
%
deduction deduction reduction deduction deduction fall
1428
625
56%
1
175
12%
1005
575
43%
66
178
7%
1005
566
44%
63
180
8%
1130
652
42%
56
168
7%
1113
580
48%
58
169
7%
47%
8%

reputation systems. A complete survey of such systems is given
in [9]. Presumably, these mechanisms will give better results
when combined with deduction.
On the other hand, our endorsement digraphs are rather
sparse. It is reasonable to predict that if we should consider
more skills, and if the total number of endorsements should
increase, then the effects of PAGE R ANK with deduction will
be stronger.
In order to verify this prediction, we have carried out a
second experiment on the same base network and the same
set of skills, increasing the number of endorsements. Thus, we
have generated a second set of endorsement digraphs, with
a larger number of arcs. This time we cannot enforce the
co-occurrences observed in our small L INKED I N community.
Subsequently we have performed the same computations on
this second set of endorsement digraphs, obtaining the results
recorded in Table II. These results fully confirm our prediction:
There is an increase in the correlation coefficients (except in
one case), as well as a larger reduction in the number of ties,
and a more significant fall in the position of the leader of
cheaters.
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Abstract— Wireless Sensors Networks (WSNs) have emerged
as an exciting new computing technology in food industry,
particularly with the proliferation in Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) technology providing advanced
development of smart sensors. Such convergences of
technologies which involve deploying self-contained sensor
devices that sense and process data have opened up a
revolution in the application domain of sensors in food
industry. This includes the realization of more versatile
systems in food industry regarding measurements,
instrumentation and automation of functions. The vision of this
technology is to develop a real time monitoring of in-door and
outdoor environments. WSNs are deployed in various
applications which enhance interaction between users and the
physical environment. This has allowed physical environment
in systems, such as in food industry, to be measured using a
high resolution with the aim of increasing and monitoring the
quantity and quality of real-time data and information
collected for the applications. This paper reviews the
application of wireless sensor technologies in food industry,
looks into its application in real-time monitoring of food supply
chain, food security and food intelligent packaging while
discussing various challenges that should be addressed in order
to push the technology further.
Keywords- food industry; Wireless Sensor Networks; RFID;
packaging.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The food industry is known to be receptive to the use of
information systems in all aspects. For many years,
technology in food industry had focused on Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) software. However, this has
recently changed as many companies in the food industry
have started adopting state-of-the-art technologies to provide
solutions in areas such as traceability and logistics. With
recent incidents in food safety issues, there has been an
inevitable increase in interest in Production Life Cycle
Management Software in combination with Radio Frequency
Identification Technology (RFID) focusing on providing
solutions for addressing food safety [1]. The potential
applications of Smart Sensor Networks are diverse,
especially in external systems in which Bluetooth has proven
to be the communication standard between sensors. Wireless
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sensor networks consist of tiny devices referred to as sensor
nodes that are battery-powered and equipped with sensing
devices, a data processing unit and a communication unit [2].
Depending on the external interface in application, sensors
for an attended wireless network, when randomly deployed
in the field, are able to collect and aggregate data as well as
communicate with electronic devices, such as PCs, PDAs
and Laptops through which data can be transmitted to any
network [3]. Regarding food security as a pressing issue in
the food industry globally, wireless sensor networks can be
used to detect contaminants in the food supply chain, provide
real time monitoring of the cold chain industry [4], pest
detection and control in farms [3] and food intelligent
packing through the use of RFID and Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) [5].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes a review of literature. Section III discusses some
important applications of WSN technologies in the food
industry. Section IV discusses in finer detail, the aim of the
paper. Section V includes an acknowledgement and
conclusions.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A.

Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks
Wireless sensors consist of small devices called sensor
nodes which are powered and equipped with self-contained
sensing, data processing, data storage and communication
unit. When deployed to any environment, the sensor nodes
create a random wireless network in which data can be
collected, aggregated and packaged for further fusion
through other devices such as PCs and PDAs. Increasing
capabilities of sensor nodes have led to the realization of
wireless sensor networks. Advancements in wireless sensor
node technology have been targeted by universities and
research laboratories in experiments and development tests.
However, there is increasing interest by many companies
globally which intend to use the technology in building and
industrial automation markets [1].
A sensor network is composed of thousands of small
devices known as sensor nodes that are deployed inside or
close to the phenomenon. Sensors are generally devised to
sense information and transmit the same to a mote. The
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information collected is used to measure changes in the
physical environment such as pressure, humidity, sound and
vibration. A mote consists of a processing unit, storage unit
and power source, which can be a battery and a radio
transmitter which it uses to form an adhoc network.
Combining a mote and a sensor forms a sensor node. A
typical wireless sensor node is composed of a sensing unit, a
processing unit, a communication and power unit.
Advancements have also been made to include location
finding systems, power generators and mobilizers into sensor
node. Recent technology advancements have enabled the
development of self-contained motes [2]. High power
density batteries are commonly preferred to achieve longer
lifetime of the sensor nodes. Future wireless sensor nodes
trends focus on smaller node size as well as very low energy
consumption [6]. WSN differs from RFID in that it is able to
integrate with other network devices in the field while an
RFID tag can only be read with the RFID tag reader. WSN is
comprised of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and ZigBee. The latter two
operate within the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM)
band of 2.4 GHz, which provides license-free operations,
enormous spectrum allocation, and global compatibility [7].
Table I provides a comparison between these WSN
technologies.
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS TECHNOLOGIES
AND STANDARDS

Feature

Technology
Wi-Fi

IEEE 802.11

Bluetooth
802.15.1

ZigBee
802.15.4

11 Mbps

1Mbps

250kbps

32

8

64000

10 to 100 m

10 m

10 to 300 m

video, audio,
graphics, pictures,
files
star

video, audio,
graphics,
pictures, files
Star

Small data
packet
Mesh,stsr,tree

Complexity

complex

very complex

simple

Battery life

hours

1Week

1year

Physica
Layer
Standard
Data rate
Node per
master
Range
Data type

Topology

There are thousands of sensor node platforms developed
with varying components and operating systems depending
on the categories of their research groups. Current WSNs are
deployed on land, underground and underwater, which
presents different challenges depending on the environment.
The common types of wireless sensor networks in the market
include; terrestrial WSN, Underground WSN, Underwater
WSN, Multi-media WSN and Mobile WSN [6]. In terrestrial
WSNs, a large number of wireless sensor nodes are deployed
by placing them in the target area by a plane using 2-d, 3-d
placement models. This enables multi-hop optimal routing,
shorter transmission ranges and low data redundancy as well
as minimal delays. Underground WSN is a group of nodes
whose means of data transmission and reception is
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completely underground. It may be completely embedded in
dense soil or rock.
B. Challenges to be addressed in order to push the WSN
technology further
In underground WSNs, underground sensor nodes are
supported by additional sinks nodes above ground to boost
information relay from the sensor nodes to the base station.
This presents a challenge in wireless communication due to
frequent signal losses and high level of attenuation. Sensor
nodes deployed underground require longer battery life due
to lack of recharging media beneath surface. In underwater
WSNs, the sensor nodes rely on acoustic wave transmissions
which are challenged by limited bandwidth, long
propagation, delays and signal fading. Multi-media WSNs
consist of sensor nodes equipped with cameras and
microphones, which interconnect over wireless networks to
be able to retrieve the process and compress data. The main
challenge in this model is a high bandwidth demand, high
energy consumption and quality of service provisioning [6].
Power consumption is the main challenge that all
wireless sensor networks consider during design. Since
wireless sensors are powered by battery or energy harvesters,
hardware that uses power intelligently is critical in
determining the longevity of the devices. Development of
ultra-low power networks is one of the developments being
undertaken in wireless sensor technologies. With the current
development of ultra-low power transceiver radio chips, it is
now possible to develop low power wireless sensor
applications with efficient energy harvesting, conversion and
usage. Hardware costs also pose a challenge through
increasing the overall expenditure in wireless sensor network
developments. Most of the systems being used in wireless
sensor applications and networking architecture are vertically
integrated to be able to utilize performance. This can be
improved through the development of more stable and
mature systems and networking architecture. The use of low
power radio frequency transceivers are affected by poor
wireless reception in indoors environment such as buildings
Energy management in WSNs is another critical
viewpoint because of the resource constraints. Remotely
deployed energy stringent sensor nodes are typically
powered by attached batteries. Also, resource constraints are
addressed utilizing the diverse equipment units, protocols,
and radio. Data transmission, in particular, is one of the most
power consuming aspect. Hence, the power efficiency of
communication between the base station and surrounding
components is of paramount importance. Another issue may
be that WSNs, due to their continuous monitoring nature,
make tremendous amounts of data that are hard to manage,
bringing about a colossal increment in the daily volume of
information stored in a corporate data warehouse system.
B WSNs for real time monitoring of the food supply chain
With increasing strict regulations in the food supply
chain management with the aim of increasing higher product
quality and public safety, the need to track and trace the
treatments of all ingredients and the use of wireless sensor
network technology has become prevalent in most
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researches. Traceability, global standards and adoption of
radio frequency (RF) technologies have been widely
investigated through scientific experiments in universities
and by companies in food industry. It is now possible to
track food products in the market in the entire food supply
chain using RFID tags, which is a more superior technology
to barcodes and labels. RFID tags have sensors equipped
with unique ID for products or their batches. The sensors
attached on tags are able to form a sensor network, which
monitors food temperature and humidity. This provides
continuous monitoring of data throughout the food supply
chain, which provides assurance to retailer requirements such
as maintaining the required temperature throughout the
delivery and storage process of products.
WSN technology is used in agriculture industry for
monitoring and surveillance of crops within a farm.
However, weather variation is the sole challenge that affects
performance of WSN in this industry. The technology
utilizes radio frequencies that can be interfered byweather
conditions. The technology is used in maintenance and
monitoring of farmlands. This is achieved through
installation of sensors and cameras on the field. These
devices are linked to the control station on the farm via the
mentioned wireless technology. Monitoring fields enables
identification of severe conditions of the soil and weather;
with such information, farmers may make comprehensive
decisions concerning planting activities. Wireless technology
also enables pest control and irrigation activities that are
essential when pursuing maximum yield. Sensors deployed
on the soil are able to determine moisture content of the soil.
When soil moisture content is below the minimum, the
information is transferred to the control that commands the
irrigator to sprinkle the soil. Phytophotra is a disease that
affects potatoes and is influenced by temperature and
humidity conditions. Between 868MHz and 916MHz, motes
can be used in determining moisture content on air and
temperature [8]. Extreme temperatures can be reflected and
relayed to the control station, which initiates spray of
pesticides.
III.

SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF WSNS IN FOOD
INDUSTRY

WSNs have proved to be vital in certain applications that
require data to be monitored in real time. Particularly, such
networks have been widely used in precision agriculture. In
this regard, agricultural sector has recently made use of
WSNs in an attempt to enhance the monitoring operations
associated with this sector. In light of this, precision
agriculture refers to the science involving precise
comprehending, approximating as well as evaluating the
crop condition with the intent of determining the real
irrigation needs, and correct utilizers during harvesting and
sowing seasons.
Precision agriculture is actually an integrated productbased farming system and information specifically designed
to boost productivity and minimize unintended effects of
equipment failure, the environment and wildlife. Figure 1
depicts WSN deployment for agriculture.
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Since wireless sensor network is an ad-hoc kind of
network, it does not need infrastructure as it is the case for
other technologies. It can contain several nodes (unassisted
embedded components) which are used in processing and
transmitting data gathered from various onboard physical
sensors such as soil moisture, humidity, pressure wetness
and temperature. It also entails base section which serves as
the gateway between end users and nodes or between nodes.

Figure 1. WSN deployment for the agricultural applications

Wireless sensor network technology has a variety of
advantages as well as limitations. For instance, proper
utilization of fertilizers and controlled irrigation can preserve
resources and reduce wastage.
Additionally, proper
utilization of pesticides can minimize losses and improve and
maintain the quality of product as well as enhance
profitability. However, limitations associated with the
deployment of WSNs for agricultural applications include
security challenges concerning routing operations, physical
security of software and hardware, and limited power [3].
Precision agriculture assists in reducing carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrogen as well as other harmful liquid and gases
emission. On the other hand, crop surveillance mainly
focuses on understanding and monitoring the needs of crops
in accordance to weather, as well as managing the available
resources. Wireless sensor network also assists in preserving
precious resources, effective utilization of such resources,
and reducing wastage. This is referred to as proficient
resource distribution [9].
Generally, wireless sensor networks have been employed
in agriculture for pest control. In this regard, it is argued that
“sensor network-based decision support system for
agriculture” is used to conduct an experiment regarding pests
and crop-weather [3]. Researchers are further trying to
comprehend the hidden correlation between weather and pest
and disease. In this case, a corrective prediction model has
been developed that could be used to understand the
correlation between such parameters in the future. The
proposed model is shown in Figure 2.
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practice small scale farming. As such, setting up WSN
would offset other benefits such as low costs of farming.
Still, the benefits associated with WSN regarding food
security are immense and many countries are struggling to
ensure a strong industrial adoption.
TABLE II. APPLICATIONS OF WSNS IN AGROFOOD INDUSTRY
Main Field of
Application
Environmental
monitoring

Advantage/
Functions
Precision
Agriculture

Figure 2. Proposed corrective prediction model for understanding the
correlation between weather and pest and disease [3]

The proposed model is to offer ultra-low cost to the
remote node because the user can only maintain a remote
node rather than the primary node at the farm. The central
server can then be accessed via web applications in order to
obtain the relevant details regarding disease forecast and
weather conditions [10].
On the other hand, the technology referred to as
food intelligent packaging (IP) are currently under review
with a special focus on the likelihood of using SAW and
RFID technologies. According to [5], passive SAW and
RFID technologies are more likely to attain a food intelligent
packaging which can be used to wirelessly communicate to
the food chains’ different agents.
IV. DISCUSSION
Quality wireless sensor networks are required at different
stages of food production and marketing. There are different
types of wireless sensor networks including terrestrial WSN,
underground WSN, underwater WSN, multimedia WSN and
mobile WSN. All these WSNs are crucial in maintaining
food security and quality throughout the supply chain. It is
necessary for all companies in the food chain to adopt WSN
to ensure that products can be traced, beginning from the
producer to the consumer. This ensures that food products
are clean, well labeled, and of good quality. Despite the fact
that WSNs have had a positive impact on the agricultural
sector, there are some visible constrains that inhibits their
adoption in many countries. These challenges are both
technically and culturally based.
Agronomists have been in opposition of WSN and
distrust them with the belief that they are more informed and
experienced in managing food production process. Secondly,
there is still a big over-reliance on 1D optical barcodes,
which inhibits successful application of other technologies.
The third challenge emerges from the costs of acquiring
and setting up WSN [11]. For instant, many people around
the world and more importantly in developing countries still
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Advantage/
Functions

Machine
process
control

and

Advantage/
Functions

Facility
automation

Advantage/
Functions
Traceability
system (RFID
biosensor tags)
Smart collars
Acoustic wave
systems

Advantage/
Functions

Technology
Specific
Sensing Parameters
Used
Function
Surface
Weather
Temperature, moisture,
Acoustic
monitoring
sunlight intensity
Waves
Geo-referenced
Resonator
environment
(SAW)
monitoring
Easy to organize and process parameters
-Silage
yield
mapping
system
Wireless
infrared
thermometer
system
-Automatic
irrigation
system

Spatial
Data
Collection
Precision
irrigation
Variable
rate
technology
Supplying data
to farmers
Automated
fertilizer
applicator for
tree crops

Soil water availability,
soil compaction, soil
fertility, biomass yield,
leaf area index, leaf
temperature,
leaf
chlorophyll
content,
plant water status,
insect disease weed
infestation, grain yield.

-The system provides accurate field survey data enabling farm
managers and engineers to monitor performance
-The system is proved to have saved between 30-60% water
usage
M2M
Vehicle
State and condition of
technology
guidance
machinery,
seamless
Wireless
Machinery
remote control, cost
personal safety
management
efficiency
device
Robotic control
(WPSRD)
Process control
Remote service
system
for
agricultural
machinery
-Wireless Probe
System (WPS)
-The system prevents collision between human and motor
vehicle properties in farms
-The systems maximized production through ensuring minimum
breakdown time
-WPS improves accuracy and efficiency of food drying process
and cost of data collection
RF link (458
Greenhouse
HVAC,
Lighting,
MHs),
Solar
control
energy, access control,
Power
data
Animal feeding
risk management,
acquisition
facilities
stations
(SPSWAS)
- Improved productivity and reduce labor requirement
Hobo Pro data
loggers (Onset
computer
corporation,
Pacaset, MA)

Animal ID and
health
monitoring
Food packaging
Transportation
Food inspection

Temperature, humidity,
noise,
light
and
ammonia content in the
air
-smart
packing,
automatic checkout and
smart
recycling,
Vibration and animal
behavior,
bacterial
concentration in food,

Improved security, traceability, productivity, inventory control,
savings in capita and operational costs. High food monitoring
quality
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Together with other forms of precision agriculture such as
integration of scattered pieces of land, WSN had the ability
of improving the quality of food products, enhancing
sustainability, protecting the environment, and improving
rural development [12]. Table II provides a comparison of
main applications of wireless sensor networks in agrofood
industry. Selected field of applications presents how this
technology can be integrated to enhance safety and quality
of food products and provide advantages such as mobility,
transparency and autonomy. The WSN technology is mainly
built on networked devices or utilizes networks for
communication. However, much additional work still
should be done for a large scale integrated communication
and scalable coordination throughout the agro-food
networks [13].
V.

CONCLUSION

WSNs have gained increasing popularity over the last
couple of years; they have helped revolutionize industrial
operations starting with production to manufacturing to
retailing. The agricultural sector has also seen an increased
use of WSN to track the history of food products beginning
from cultivation to post-harvest activities. Using WSNs, the
history of food product starting from production to
harvesting to marketing can be traced. The use of WSNs has
seen improved food security around the globe. There are
various benefits associated with WSNs despite the fact that
there are still many challenges to overcome. For instance,
there is a huge opposition from agronomists who believe that
they have the knowledge and experience to manage fields.
Further, the costs associated with acquiring and setting up
WSNs is also a challenge to be addressed, particularly in
developing economies where land is scattered and small
scale farming is the major form of agriculture. Consolidation
of such land is needed to ensure that the cost of using WSNs
in agriculture is less compared with the gains. Furthermore,
there is a need to address cultural issues such as the belief
that food security cannot be fully achieved as well as the
need for a vast campaign in a bid to educate stakeholders of
the benefits of using WSN in the food production and
marketing chain.
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